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Introduction  
Background 
Many biologists throughout history have reflected over the diversity of organisms 
on Earth and the processes which have shaped the actual diversity (Hooker 1854; 
Darwin 1859; Wallace 1869). Some groups of organisms are very species rich, while 
others contain only a few representatives. Of course, the amount of time passed 
since the last most recent common ancestor of a group plays a big role in the 
diversity. Some smaller groups appeared only very recently. But there are also many 
cases where different groups of the same age have very different diversities in 
reality. 
The process during which the diversity of a group changes is called diversification. 
Diversification comprises both the proliferation (i.e. speciation) and decline (i.e. 
extinction) of diversity. The actual observed diversity is a fruit of both processes. 
Different groups of organisms have been affected by these processes dissimilarly in 
different time periods. What is clear is that speciation and extinction are both 
dynamic processes which are affected by many biotic and abiotic factors.  
Nowadays various methods exist for the study of diversification rates. Some more 
traditional methods focus on fossils and the occurrence of them over time, to try to 
infer the diversity of different groups based on observed fossils (Simpson 1944; 
Stanley 1980). The use of these methods is limited, especially for groups which do 
not fossilize well or their fossil data is scarce. This is usually the case for many of 
the most diverse groups of organisms on Earth: Insects. It happens that there is 
limited fossil work within the scientific literature for insects generally, and 
particularly for Lepidoptera. To be able to study the diversification dynamics within 
Lepidoptera, or any other fossil-lacking group, one can primarily rely on methods 
that use molecular data. 
The alternative approach to study diversification is based generally on hypotheses of 
evolutionary history: Phylogenies (Hey 1992; Nee et al. 1992; Purvis 2008). Inferred 
phylogenetic trees reveal the relationships between different taxa where the tips 
usually stand for extant species and each branch is a different evolutionary entity. 
Therefore, each branching event in a tree can be interpreted as a speciation event. The 
increase in molecular data (i.e. genetic sequence information), not only allows us to 
obtain more and better phylogenetic hypotheses each day, but most importantly 
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enables us to add the time dimension. Thereby, enabling us to date speciation events. 
Time calibrated phylogenies allow us to also infer diversification rates.  
Big data and phylogenomics 
The appearance of the term big data in recent years is highly correlated with the 
advances in computer science and therefore generation of databases which are not 
easily accessible. Due to complexities of accessing and using such databases the so-
called big data field emerged to extract and simplify the information out of such 
databases. In parallel, advances in sequencing technologies led to the appearance of 
high throughput sequencing (HTS) or -omics methods. These relatively recent 
technologies allow the researchers to generate huge amounts of genetic information, 
thereby creating the biological big data field, genomics. These huge genomic 
datasets are a great source of information to study evolutionary patterns within 
different organisms. But new approaches have their own challenges.  
The data storage and computational power are probably the most evident challenges 
related to genomics. With the incomparably high amount of data created with the 
use of the HTS approaches, the data management and secure data storage solutions 
are more visible than ever before. Many research institutions invest in their own 
data storage servers while others use online cloud-based storage plans. Until not 
many years ago, the big majority of analyses one could do on genetic datasets were 
completely feasible on a normal private computer, or even a laptop. But in the 
genomic era, even very simple analyses need more potent computation nodes. In 
this case also many institutions opted for online or shared computation systems. The 
computation power needed for an analysis depends basically on the size of the 
dataset but also the complexity of the algorithms implementing the analyses. In 
phylogenetics or population genetics for example, some of the older programs to 
use with smaller datasets do not even manage to load the new datasets. The rise of 
HTS approaches (Figure 1) has pushed many computer scientists and 
bioinformaticians to develop newer more efficient ways of coding the old 
algorithms or developing completely new approaches.  
On the other hand, the potential of using all the evolutionary information coded into 
the genome of organisms allowed study designs which were impossible using single 
or even multi locus datasets created with a Sanger sequencing approach. The high 
complexity of the phylogenetic relationships of many groups are higher than the 
resolution limits of the most complete multi locus datasets. This is especially true in 
groups which have experienced rapid radiations for example. In such cases the 
diversification processes which separated the different lineages occurred in a 
relatively short time. Such brief periods of time, are not long enough for many genetic 
markers to accumulate enough changes to be recovered with phylogenetic methods. 
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Figure 1. Number of published papers per year, as indexed in Pubmed, using the terms Genomics (top) and Phylogenomics 
(bottom). 
 
The use of genomes is not limited to phylogenetic studies. Nowadays genomic 
approaches are used in numerous branches of life sciences. This is why the number 
of sequenced genomes is increasing on a fast track and does not appear to change 
any time soon (Figure 1). This creates a major publicly available resource for many 
different fields of study, phylogenetics included. In addition, with the advances in 
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the sequencing technologies and the radical drop in the sequencing prices, the 
generation of genomic data is becoming cheaper and more accessible for the 
scientific community every day. Therefore, the future challenge will be more of a 
big data nature, meaning that the mining, filtering and analysis of the data will be 
more important than the sequencing per se. In phylogenomics for example, using 
the full potential of available datasets is still an important challenge. With the 
available methods, some approaches to study evolutionary patterns are still not 
completely possible. Bayesian approaches to infer phylogenetic hypotheses based 
on genomic scale datasets, for example, are still very limited and unreliable. The 
most popular programs available in the actuality to study the phylogenetic 
relationships within a group are IQ-Tree 2 (Nguyen et al. 2015) and RAxML-NG 
(Kozlov et al. 2019) which are both maximum likelihood based. Another good 
example of inadequacy of traditional methods to use in phylogenomics is the 
question of evaluation of support values in inferred trees. The well-established 
bootstrap value in maximum likelihood phylogenetics for example, is of very little 
use in genomic scale phylogenetic trees. Alternative ways of measuring the support 
values have been suggested to deal with this problem. Gene and site concordance 
factors are an example of such new support values (Minh et al. 2020). 
Finally, it is important to mention that the big data in evolutionary biology is not 
only limited to phylogenomics. In Bayesian methods, for timing a phylogeny or 
performing diversification analyses for example, where the probability space grows 
exponentially with number of parameters, the length of the dataset is not nearly as 
important as the number of individuals in the dataset. In these cases, basically a 
single tree with hundreds of final taxa, presents the same kind of challenges as in 
genomic analyses. 
Diversification analyses 
First works on diversification using phylogenetic methods date back to the 1990s 
(Hey 1992; Nee et al. 1992, 1994a, 1994b). In general, what we refer to as a 
“complete phylogenetic tree” is a “true” tree with all the extinct and extant species 
(Nee et al. 1994b). Now we could “know” the complete phylogenetic tree (in case 
of simulated trees) or not (usually the case in empirical studies!). The “reconstructed 
phylogenetic tree” in opposition, is the tree which includes “sampled tips”, usually 
extant species, only (Nee et al. 1994b). The time since a clade is separated from its 
sister group is called the “root age” of that clade. The time of the first speciation 
event of a clade is called the “crown age” of that particular clade. In the example in 
Figure 2, looking at the tree on the right side (which is typically the only one we 
have access to), x0 will be the root age and x1 the crown age for the whole 
phylogeny. Note that x1 is also the root age for both clades “sp1, sp2” and “sp3, 
sp4, sp5”. 
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Figure 2. Left: complete phylogenetic tree with five sampled species (sp1–sp5). Right: reconstructed phylogenetic tree (modified 
from Stadler 2013). 
 
In reconstructed phylogenetic trees, distances between species are in time units 
(relative or not). On the other hand, phylogenetic hypotheses obtained from 
empirical data are usually in units of evolutionary difference. When genetic data is 
used to obtain the phylogenetic trees, then the distance unit is genetic distance or 
amount of genetic changes. Therefore, these empirical trees are transformed into 
“time-calibrated trees” using a molecular clock, ideally using different sources of 
information (i.e. fossils, mutation rates and so on). A phylogenetic tree without any 
information about the branch lengths is called “tree shape” or “tree topology”. A 
tree topology where the temporal order of divergence events is reflected in the order 
of nodes is called a “ranked tree” (Figure 3). 
The diversification models can be classified from the simplest towards more 
complex recent ones. The simplest diversification model is one where the 
diversification rate is constant and it only includes a speciation (λ) process with no 
extinction (μ), also commonly known as a “Yule Process” (Yule 1925). The constant 
model could also allow for the extinction process to happen at a constant rate; this 
is called Time-constant model (Harvey et al. 1994; Nee et al. 1994b; Nee 2006). 
The next model can allow for the rates to vary in different ways. For example, we 
have Time-variable models where a different diversification rate is inferred for each 
time slice across the phylogeny (Rabosky and Lovette 2008a; Morlon et al. 2010, 
2011). There is also the possibility of inferring clade-specific models where each 
clade could have a different diversification rate (Rabosky 2014). Some models 
reflect the effect of a trait or the evolution of a character on diversification 
(Maddison et al. 2007; Fitzjohn 2010; FitzJohn 2012; Magnuson-Ford and Otto 
2012; Beaulieu and O’Meara 2016; Caetano et al. 2018) while others focus on the 
effect of the clade diversity itself (Walker and Valentine; Phillimore and Price 2008; 
Rabosky and Lovette 2008b; Burbrink and Pyron 2009; Etienne et al. 2012). 
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The simplest kind of diversification model is a constant rate model, where speciation 
and extinction rates do not vary during time and across the phylogeny (Raup et al. 
1973). This type of model is usually called “constant rate birth–death” or “equal-
rates” model and is considered as a null model (Nee et al. 1994b; Pybus and Harvey 
2000; Paradis 2003; Stadler 2013; Morlon 2014). In this type of model, the 
speciation rate is greater than the extinction rate and, therefore, the number of 
lineages accumulates towards the present. A special case of this type of model is 
when no extinction occurs (μ = 0) and it is a pure birth model (Yule 1925). In this 
case, the number of species increases linearly on a semi-logarithmic scale, where 
the slope is the rate of speciation (Morlon 2014). This increase in species number is 
usually visualised with the help of a lineage-through time (LTT) plot that is 
constructed from a dated phylogeny where one can count the number of species or 
lineages present at each time interval. Harvey et al (1994) observed that, when the 
extinction rate is higher than zero, an increase in the slope of species number 
accumulation is seen. This observed effect is called “pull of the present” and, in 
theory, is used to infer the extinction rate. The possibility of estimating extinction 
rates from phylogenies is highly debated (Kubo and Iwasa 1995; Paradis 2004; 
Quental and Marshall 2010; Rabosky 2010, 2016; Beaulieu and O’Meara 2015). 
The pull of the present can be understood as the effect of lineages closest to the 
present, with extinction not having had enough time to affect them. Remember that 
for a species to go extinct it should first speciate and “live” for a while. 
Models based on constant rates of diversification may give some realistic results 
especially in small clades evolving over a relatively short period of time. However, 
constant rate models are usually not accurate for large datasets covering longer 
evolutionary times. 
In time-variable models, extinction and speciation rates can be independent and vary 
through time. The variation in these rates usually depends on time linearly or 
exponentially. In other words, time is the main variable explaining the variation in 
diversification rates (Rabosky and Lovette 2008a; Morlon et al. 2010, 2011; Stadler 
2011). Due to this, the time-variable models are also called “time-dependent 
models”. These models are typically applied to a whole tree or a subtree. Even 
though, it is also possible to compare different diversification rates scenarios 
partitioning the tree in different subtrees. Usually the time-variable methods are 
used as an exploratory analysis to evaluate if any variation in speciation and 
extinction rates are observed. In such cases further analyses are needed to study the 
processes behind such variations. 
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Figure 3. A ranked tree, where the order of divergence events is presented. Note that the branch lengths here are not informative 
(modified from Stadler 2013). 
 
Sometimes not all lineages in a phylogeny share the same variation in diversification 
rates. This is especially important in deep and big phylogenies where distinct groups 
have been affected by very different evolutionary challenges. In such datasets, 
distinct parts of a tree are also expected to have different macroevolutionary 
dynamics. In the cases when you expect variation in diversification rates in different 
parts of the tree, clade-specific models offer a more realistic scenario for the 
evolutionary history of different groups.  
In clade-specific models, different branches can vary in their diversification rates 
(Rabosky 2014). The popular and highly controversial BAMM (Rabosky and Huang 
2016) software implements a clade-specific diversification model. A characteristic 
of this Bayesian software is that it does not allow the extinction rate to be higher 
than the speciation rate. Also, some of the mathematical implementations of the 
model in BAMM have been criticized. In a very recent critique of the BAMM 
method, Meyer and Wiens (2018), based on simulated data, studied its accuracy and 
concluded that BAMM could result in “biased and inaccurate estimates of 
diversification rate”. This is likely due to the underestimation of the shift numbers 
in the phylogeny and the overestimation of diversification rates in small taxa which 
have low diversification rates (Meyer and Wiens 2018). In the response paper, 
Rabosky (2018) replies to these criticisms, by basically only justifying why the other 
method (Magallón and Sanderson 2001, Method-of-moments or MS estimator) is 
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not more accurate than BAMM and does not directly treat the problems in BAMM. 
In a response, Meyer et al. (2018) did further comparisons where they report 
inconsistencies in the results obtained from the BAMM analysis for the same clade, 
and finally concluded: “we strongly caution against using BAMM in empirical 
studies”. 
Other Bayesian approaches exist where authors claim to have corrected for 
BAMM’s mathematical implementation errors (Höhna et al. 2019). In their 
implementation of the model, within RevBayes (Höhna et al. 2016), the authors 
relax the constraint of fixed extinction rates and allow it to vary independently from 
speciation rates. Furthermore, another issue in BAMM analysis is the taxon 
sampling fraction implementation in the model. It is not clear how it is implemented 
or the mathematics behind it, with no explanation in either the original paper or on 
the website. In the implementation of the branch-specific model in RevBayes 
different options are available for taking into account the taxon sampling fraction of 
the dataset. None of these methods allow the user to define a different taxon 
sampling fraction for different parts of the tree, which is what BAMM “allows” the 
user to do. However, as it is not clear how this is done in BAMM, the options 
available in RevBayes offer more transparency and perhaps reliability. 
Historical Biogeography 
The actual distribution ranges of organisms, given that their phylogenetic 
relationship is known, can inform us about their past distribution ranges. The 
geographical range where an organism occur affect in many evolutionary traits of 
that organisms. This is why numerous macro evolutionary processes of a lineage, as 
extinction and speciation, are directly affected by its past distribution ranges. 
Usually the historical changes in the distribution ranges are not directly observable. 
In order to study the historical variation in the distribution ranges biogeographic 
inferences can be applied. In the actual biogeographic models, usually the time 
calibrated phylogenetic history of the group is known, or inferred separately, and 
parameters as the actual distribution, historical variations in the dispersal rates, and 
changes of the biogeographical regions during time are introduced in the model.  
The Dispersal-Extinction-Cladogenesis (DEC) process (Ree et al. 2005; Ree and 
Smith 2008) is the most popular biogeographical model nowadays. In this model is 
formed by three key components, the actual distribution, the anagenetic range 
changes and the cladogenetic range changes.  
The actual distribution of the clades is coded into the model as a set of discrete traits 
of presence-absence type. In this case it is important to consider that the presence in 
more than a region is coded as an alternative trait and not the sum of the other traits. 
In other words, both presence and absence are coded together in a trait. For example, 
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if a taxon is present in one area (A) out of two possible areas (A and B), this is coded 
as presence in the area A and absence in the area B. therefore if a taxon is present 
in both areas, its distribution trait is an independent state from the distribution in 
each of the areas. 
The anagenetic and cladogenetic range changes are in essence very similar. Both 
model dispersal and extinction events. In the anagenetic range change, both 
dispersal and extinction events occur along the same branch. Meaning that if a taxon 
is present in one area at time t, then at time t+1 it can disperse to another area or 
extinguish in that area. The cladogenetic range change explore the dispersal and 
extinction at a speciation even (a node) in a tree. Meaning that the daughter species 
at a node, do not necessarily inherit the original distribution of the root, and this 
variation on how the range is inherited is coded into the tree. 
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Study System 
Some of the most diverse groups of organisms (i.e. very interesting in the point of 
view of diversification studies), are the ones that have very poor fossil records. One 
of these very interesting groups is the insect order Lepidoptera (i.e. butterflies and 
moths). Being one of the most diverse group of organisms (just after Coleoptera, 
and probably Diptera and Hymenoptera), with more than 157,000 described species 
(van Nieukerken et al. 2011), their diversity is often hypothesized to be related to 
the diversity of the plants they feed on. However, the general diversity of the group 
has been studied only in a few works. This is mainly due to the fact that until very 
recently the phylogenetic relationships between major groups was not well resolved 
and therefore, there was no information on the dating of major diversification events  
(Wahlberg et al. 2013).  
To study diversification patterns within the order we decided to approach it by 
studying different families of Lepidoptera. Obtaining a well resolved and dated 
phylogeny for each family will allow us to study the diversification dynamics within 
each family. In the end comparing the diversification patterns which affect each 
family to each other, will allow us to look for general patterns which affected 
Lepidoptera as a whole. With this method in mind, the first family we chose to study 
the diversification dynamics of was the Geometridae moths. 
Geometridae are one of the most diverse families within Lepidoptera (Figure 4), 
with more than 23,000 described species in more than 2,000 genera (van Nieukerken 
et al. 2011). Species of this family have a global distribution and some of them are 
important pests, having a big impact on human societies. The phylogeny of the 
family is still poorly known. The root of the family is around 82 My old  (Wahlberg 
et al. 2013). 
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Figure 4. The diversity of the Geometridae. 1, Biston betularia; 2, Opisthoxia amabilis; 3, Epidesmia hypenaria; 4, Chrysocraspeda 
mitigata; 5, Fisera perplexata; 6, Pantherodes pardalaria; 7, Phrygionis polita; 8, Thalaina clara; 9, Plagodis dolabraria; 10; 
Ourapteryx sp.; 11, Mochlotona phasmatias; 12, Chiasmia clathrata.Pictures All the pictures are from Wikipedia by Chiswick 
Chap, Gail Hampshire, Donald Hobern, Alexey Yakovlev, Donald Hobern, Charles J Sharp, Charles J Sharp, Donald Hobern, 
Kulac, KENPEI, Donald Hobern and Hectonichus respectively. 
 
Another megadiverse group of Lepidoptera is the moth family Erebidae (Figure 5). 
With more than 24,000 described species in over 1,700 genera (van Nieukerken et 
al. 2011). Like Geometridae this group is also distributed worldwide and its 
estimated age is in the same range (slightly younger at ~65 My, Wahlberg et al. 
2013). The most complete phylogenetic hypothesis of the family is proposed by 
Zahiri et al. (2012) which relies on seven nuclear and one mitochondrial protein 
coding genes. Few subfamily level phylogenetic studies appeared in recent years 
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using a more modern high throughput sequencing (HTS) approach (Homziak et al. 
2019; Dowdy et al. 2020).  
 
 
Figure 5. The diversity of the Erebidae. 1, Carriola ecnomoda; 2, Arctornis egerina; 3, Scoliopteryx libatrix; 4, Hypena taiwana; 
5, Hypopyra capensis; 6, Erebus macrops; 7, Hypena lividalis; 8, Lymantria nephrographa; 9, Arctia caja; 10; Hypercompe 
scribonia; 11, Pyrrharctia Isabella. All the pictures are from Wikipedia by Alexey Yakovlev, Alexey Yakovlev, ©entomart, 
LiCheng Shih, Frank Vassen, Mullookkaaran, Hectonichus, Gail Hampshire, Temple of Mara, Jeremy Johnson and Steve Jurvetson 
respectively. 
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Aims of the Thesis 
In this thesis I use molecular big data of two megadiverse family of moths to 
investigate their evolutionary patterns. That is why the first goal of the thesis is to 
obtain a robust and well resolved phylogenetic hypothesis for each of the families.  
I covered this first goal in Paper I and III. I used different approaches to resolve 
the phylogenetic relationships of the two families. In the case of phylogeny of 
Geometridae (Paper I) the approach focused on increasing the taxon sampling of 
the group, sequencing up to eleven genetic markers for over 1200 species. Then 
using the well supported phylogenetic tree of the Geometridae family, I investigated 
the diversification patterns and the biogeography of the family in the Paper II. The 
major challenges in these studies was dealing with the complexities of Bayesian 
analyses in dating, diversification and biogeography analyses of such a big dataset. 
In the Paper III the challenges were a little different. In this case the available 
phylogenetic hypothesis in the literature did recover very short unsupported internal 
branches, most probably due to rapid radiation events. To resolve the short internal 
branches and offer a supported phylogenetic hypothesis for the relationships 
between the different subfamilies of Erebidae we opted for a genomic approach. In 
this study (Paper III) I explored the possibility of using old genomic extracts which 
are considered not of good enough quality for genomic uses. In recent years, many 
mitochondrial genomes have been published and many phylogenenomic analyses 
have been done based on the mitochondrial genomes. In Paper IV I explore the 
utility of these datasets and their resolution resolving family level phylogenetic 
hypotheses in Lepidoptera. One of the appealing points of using whole genomes in 
phylogenetic study designs is the possibility of using the obtained genomic results 
for alternative, not phylogenetic related, questions. I explored one of these 
alternative applications of the genomic big data, studying the symbiotic diversity 
observed within the whole genomes of Erebidae (Paper V). To summarise, the 
major goals of my thesis were: 
 
1. To study the evolutionary history of Geometridae and obtain a supported 
and well-resolved phylogenetic hypothesis resolving the relationships 
within each subfamily. Paper I 
2. To explore for the first time the diversification patterns and the 
biogeography of Geometridae to understand its high diversity. Paper II 
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3. To explore the methodological challenges of sequencing whole genomes 
using available old genomic DNA extracts. Paper III 
4. To resolve the backbone phylogenetic relationships within different 
subfamilies of Erebidae. Paper III 
5. To explore and evaluate the phylogenetic power of mitochondrial genomes 
to resolve family level relationships within Lepidoptera. Paper IV 
6. To investigate the exploratory power of screening genomic data obtained in 
our approach to look for symbiont diversity of Erebidae. Paper V 
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Brief Methodology 
In this thesis I have explored the use of a varied set of methodologies. The first paper 
is focused on the phylogenetic relationships within the moth family Geometridae. 
In this study eleven genetic markers were amplified using the primers and PCR 
conditions described in Wahlberg and Wheat (2008) and Wahlberg et al. (2016). 
Briefly, sequences were aligned in Geneious 11.0.2 (Kearse et al. 2012) using the 
implemented MAFFT 7 algorithm (Katoh and Standley 2013). The dataset was 
constructed in VoSeq (Peña and Malm 2012), and the phylogenetic analyses were 
performed in IQ-Tree 1.6.10 (Nguyen et al. 2015). 
In the second paper, I used the obtained phylogeny in the first chapter for the dating 
analysis in BEAST2 (Bouckaert et al. 2014). This dataset being the most complete 
of the family up to date, presented numerous methodological challenges for the 
analyses. The timing analysis for example was very time consuming. Two 
diversification analyses were performed on the time-calibrated tree, the Episodic 
Birth Death (EBD and the Branch Specific Diversification (BSD) models (Höhna et 
al. 2019) as implemented in RevBayes (Höhna et al. 2016). The Biogeography of 
the family was also studied using a Dispersal-Extinction-Cladogenesis (DEC) 
model (Ree et al. 2005; Ree and Smith 2008) also implemented a Bayesian 
framework in RevBayes (Landis et al. 2018). Then the result of both biogeography 
and BSD were combined to give a clearer image of the evolutionary patterns of the 
family Geometridae. 
In the third paper, I wanted to resolve the deep phylogeny in the family Erebidae. 
The most recent published paper on the phylogeny of the group (Zahiri et al. 2012), 
using a multi locus Sanger approach did not resolve the relationships between 
different subfamilies. Thus, I used HTS methodology to sequence the whole genome 
of 47 species, sampled in order to recover all the deep nodes in Zahiri et al. (2012). 
For this paper I used the same DNA extracts available from that study and prepared 
libraries and cleaned the raw reads following the methodology in Twort et al. 
(2020). The raw reads were cleaned using Prinseq 0.20.4 (Schmieder and Edwards 
2011) and Trimmomatic 0.38 (Bolger et al. 2014) and the cleaned reads were then 
de novo assembled with spAdes 3.13.0 (Nurk et al. 2013). Then using the MESPA 
protocol (Neethiraj et al. 2017), a set of genetic markers were extracted and 
uploaded into VoSeq (Peña and Malm 2012) database to generate the dataset. The 
final dataset included also all the available online genomes for Erebidae (7 in total) 
plus other 18 species from Euteliidae, Noctuidae and Notodontidae as outgroups. 
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Both nuclear and amino acid datasets were used in IQ-Tree2 (Nguyen et al. 2015) 
using ultrafast bootstrap approximations (UFBoot2) and SH-like approximate 
likelihood ratio test (Guindon et al. 2010; Hoang et al. 2018). To evaluate the 
support of the nodes we explored the gene concordance factor (gCF) and the site 
concordance factor (sCF) as implemented in IQ-Tree2 (Minh et al. 2020).   
Using the genomes obtained in the paper three, I evaluated the accuracy of the 
phylogenetic studies using only mitochondrial genomes. For this the mitochondrial 
genomes of the 47 erebid moths were de novo assembled using 2 alternative 
approaches. We first used the Novoplasty (Dierckxsens et al. 2016) on all samples. 
For the samples which did not result in an acceptable circular genome we used the 
mirabait option in MIRA 4.0.2 (Chevreux et al. 1999, 2004) to find the reads 
corresponding to mitochondrial DNA. The mitochondrial reads were de novo 
assembled using three simultaneous approaches, the Geneious de novo assembler, 
SPAdes assembler 3.10.0 (Nurk et al. 2013) and plasmidSPAdes (Antipov et al. 
2016), all of them implemented in Geneious 10.2.6 (Kearse et al. 2012). For each 
sample, all the contigs over 500 bp were aligned to a reference MtGenome of 
another species of Erebidae. Then the consensus sequence of the alignment was used 
as a reference to map the mitochondrial reads in Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg 
2012) as implemented in Geneious with default parameters. All the resulting 
assembled genomes were annotated using MITOS (Bernt et al. 2013). From the 
annotated genomes eleven protein coding genes (PCG) were extracted from all 
mitochondrial genomes (ATP synthase membrane subunit 6, ATP6; cytochrome c 
oxidase subunit I to III, COI-III; cytochrome b, Cytb; NADH dehydrogenase 1 to 5, 
ND1 - ND5; and the NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase chain 4L, ND4L). Each 
gene was aligned separately using MAFFT v7.450 (Katoh 2002; Katoh and Standley 
2013) as implemented in Geneious with default options and uploaded to the VoSeq 
(Peña and Malm 2012) database. Then both amino acid and nucleotide datasets were 
created to perform maximum likelihood (ML) and Bayesian inference (BI) 
phylogenetic analyses. The ML analyses were performed usin IQ-Tree2 and the BI 
analyses using MrBayes 3.2.7 (Ronquist et al. 2012). 
For the last paper I explored the possibility and power of screening for symbionts 
using the low coverage whole genomes obtained in the paper 3. The raw reads were 
cleaned using Prinseq and Trimmomatic following the same parameters used in the 
paper 3. Cleaned reads were assigned taxonomic labels with Kraken2 (Wood and 
Salzberg 2014) and MetaPhlAn 2.0 (Segata et al. 2012). Kraken2 was run using a 
custom database, which contained the standard kraken database, the refseq viral, 
bacteria and plasmid databases and all available Lepidoptera genomes from 
genbank 
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Results and Discussion 
In the first paper we obtained the most complete dataset for the family Geometridae 
covering up to half of the generic diversity of the family. We sampled 691 genera 
out of the 1961 described genera. In this study we offer a robust phylogenetic 
hypothesis resolving most of the evolutionary relationships within the family. The 
Sterrhinae subfamily was found as the sister group to the rest of the family. We 
confirmed the monophyly of Larentinae, as suggested by other authors. The 
subfamily Archiearinae was recovered as the sister group to the rest of the 
subfamilies. The subfamily Epidesmiinae was suggested as a new subfamily within 
Geometridae. In addition, many taxonomical issues have been addressed and this 
paper is already one of the main references for any work on the family.  
 
Following on the results obtained in the first paper, I wanted to explore the 
diversification and the biogeography of the family. A major issue in this kind of 
studies is the taxon sampling of the dataset to be studied. The Geometridae dataset 
we have used is by far the best sampled dataset but it only covers around 5% of the 
whole diversity of the group. In our study this is a real problem but it mainly affects 
the branches toward the present. In other words, as we have the major lineages of 
the family sampled, going a few million years back in time, the majority of the 
lineages are sampled. A big challenge in this project was to analyse such big 
datasets. The actual methods for time calibration for example deal very poorly with 
large datasets. The complexity of a Bayesian analysis increases exponentially with 
each new parameter. A dataset with over 1200 species has many parameters and 
therefore is very complex to analyse. For example, each branch in a topology is a 
parameter. This complexity usually is translated into practical issues such as 
extremely long computation time, very large computation power needed or just the 
inaccuracy of the algorithms to deal with such multidimension probability spaces. 
In paper two I first time calibrate the phylogeny and then study in a Bayesian 
framework both the diversification and the historical biogeography of the family. In 
this study I present for the first time a date for the major divergence events within 
the family. Then using the time calibrated tree, I study the diversification dynamics 
within the family using two alternative approaches. The first approach measures a 
mean diversification rate for the whole family which vary through time. In this 
analysis I obtain two relatively short time periods around 35 and 10 million years 
ago when, on average, the family had higher net diversification rate. Then using a 
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second approach to study the variation in diversification rate for each branch in the 
tree, I find the lineages and the time frame where changes in the diversification rates 
are visible (Figure 6). Using the second diversification analysis approach I find 
numerous independent increases in diversification rates in independent lineages 
again around 35 and 10 million years ago. Then using the actual distribution of the 
family and the time calibrated tree I studied their historical biogeography. In this 
analysis the importance of different biogeographic areas was demonstrated and also 
the dispersal events which shaped the actual distribution of the family. As an 
example, we recovered that the family originated most probably in the Neotropics 
where extant diversity is high. By combining the diversification and historical 
biogeography analyses, I show the variation of the diversification rate of members 
of the family in the different biogeographical regions and through time. This 
analysis allowed me to understand better the role of different regions through time 
in creating the current diversity of the family. 
 
 
Figure 6. The result of BSD analysis in Geometridae. 
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In the third paper we had a similar question but a different problem. The third paper 
deals with the evolutionary history of the family Erebidae in Lepidoptera. This is 
also a megadiverse family of moth with over 24,000 species. In this case, a similar 
approach to the first paper had been already tested in the literature to try to resolve 
the phylogenetic relationships of the subfamilies (Zahiri et al. 2012). Zahiri et al 
(2012) did use a large dataset of Sanger based genetic markers, but none of the 
internal branches at the subfamily level was resolved and the relationships between 
different subfamilies were unclear or not supported. Zahiri et al. (2012) suggested 
that these numerous internal short branches are most probably due to a rapid 
radiation even early in the history of the Erebidae subfamily. In this case in order to 
resolve the internal short branches and find a robust phylogenetic hypothesis, I used 
a high throughput sequencing (HTS) approach. I chose 47 species based on Zahiri 
et al (2012) in order to recover the majority of the deep nodes and short branches. 
Using the same old DNA extracts from that paper, I made libraries and sequenced 
the whole genome of the 47 species. The first challenge in this study was to being 
able of sequencing whole genomes only based on old DNA extracts which do not 
have the high quality and high quantity of DNA needed for the majority of the 
protocols to prepare libraries. In paper three, for the first time I show the utility of 
these, often forgotten, DNA samples in order to obtain genomic scale sequences. 
This shows the value of old genomic extractions available to numerous research 
groups. Once I obtained the genomes, I assembled them and using a relatively new 
approach, I extracted a gene set of over 200 genetic markers. Using this large 
dataset, I obtained a phylogenetic hypothesis for the evolutionary relationships 
within the family. A typical problem with the use of genomic scale data for 
phylogenetic studies is the calculation of support values and uncertainty in the 
obtained tree. The traditionally used methods as bootstrapping and its variations 
tend to offer poor confidence and accuracy, or at least should not be interpreted the 
same way as the traditional single of multi locus genetic marker trees based on low 
number of markers. To overcome this issue and to be able to evaluate the support of 
my phylogenetic hypothesis I applied the concordance factor approach. This new 
method is not as easy to interpret as the traditional support values but it offers an 
alternative way of presenting the uncertainty designed for genomic datasets. Finally, 
using a genomic scale dataset and applying the most up to date methodology I 
obtained the most robust phylogenetic hypothesis for the family Erebidae, resolving 
the majority of the deep node evolutionary relationships. 
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Figure 7. The phylogenomic tree of the family Erebidae. Each colour represents a subfamily. The caterpillar pictures on the right, 
from top to bottom are Arctia caja, Orgyia sp., Lymantria dispar and Platyprepia virginalis. All the pictures are from Wikipedia 
by BaykedeVries, © 2016 Jee & Rani Nature Photography, Didier Descouens and Beatriz Moisset respectively. 
 
Mitochondrial genes have been used to study phylogenetic hypotheses since the 
beginning of molecular systematics. This is due to many factors such as the relative 
ease of sequencing of these markers. With the appearance of HTS methodologies 
and their standardisation there is a rise in the publication of mitochondrial genomes 
and often their use to respond different phylogenetic questions. In the fourth paper 
I wanted to evaluate the accuracy of using mitochondrial genome data in order to 
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resolve deep phylogenetic relationships. I first assembled the mitochondrial 
genomes out of the whole genome results of the paper 3, and using all the 
mitochondrial genomes available online I tried to resolve the complex deep node 
relationships and internal short branches within Erebidae. Comparing different 
phylogenetic approaches, maximum likelihood (ML) and Bayesian inference (BI), 
and different datasets, the amino acid or the nucleotide datasets, I showed the 
limitations of mitochondrial genomes as an information source for family level 
phylogenetic studies at least in Lepidoptera. In this study I showed that this approach 
is not accurate enough in order to resolve the relationships between the different 
subfamilies but, given a good taxon sampling, it might be a relatively good approach 
for the phylogenetically shallower scale questions, within a tribe or subfamily for 
example. 
 
An increasing number of scientists sees organisms as communities of interacting 
species rather than independent entities. A growing number of studies focus on the 
symbiotic interactions between microorganisms and their hosts. In insects 
particularly, the majority of symbiotic studies focus in Wolbachia and other 
organisms are overlooked. In paper five I wanted to explore the exploratory power 
of whole genome techniques in order to look for the presence of possible symbionts 
in the genome data. Using the 47 newly sequenced whole genomes of Erebidae in 
the paper 3, I reported for the first time four new species of moths that have an 
infection by Wolbachia, in one other species I found Burkholderia, and Sodalis and 
Arsenophonus simultaneously in two other species. Interestingly, one species was 
infected by a bacterium that is described as a hemipteran organ symbiont. I also 
observed numerous cases of bracovirus reads related to a parasitoid braconid wasp 
which could inform us about the complex cycles of this virus in both the wasp and 
the lepidopteran larvae. At the end I discuss the high potential of using this 
technique as an exploratory tool using all the publicly available genomic 
information online. 
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Conclusions 
In general, the thesis deal with challenges of working with big datasets at different 
levels to understand evolutionary patterns within two of the most diverse families 
of organisms. In the first paper a robust phylogenetic hypothesis is obtained 
resolving the complex relationships within the major lineages of the family 
Geometridae. After obtaining a robust hypothesis on the complex evolutionary 
history of the Geometridae, I used the results obtained in the fist paper to study the 
diversification processes affecting the history of the family. Again, here one of the 
main challenges were to use a very species reach phylogenetic tree and perform 
analyses which are not performing best with big datasets. In the paper 2 I studied 
for the first time the diversification and the biogeography of the family 
Geometridae. In this paper I show the variation in the diversification rate between 
the different lineages through time. I also studied their historical biogeography. The 
joint study of both diversification and biogeography allowed me to compare the 
importance of the different biogeographic areas during different time periods. This 
has shown for example the importance of the Palaearctic region as one of a land 
bridge allowing the dispersal of different group between major regions. Or the early 
importance of the Neotropics in hosting a high diversity and exporting it to other 
regions. The observation of two major rise in the mean diversification rates in the 
family around 30 million years ago (mya) and again around 10 mya using the EBD 
method, coincided with the increase in the diversification rates of numerous 
independent lineages recovered in the BSD method. These important events were 
most probably due to the major climatic changes at that period.   
In the third paper I use a different approach to resolve a question similar to the paper 
one. Here the phylogenetic relationships of the Erebidae family is in the focus. The 
most complete phylogenetic study on this family recovered numerous deep node 
uncertainties and did not resolve the relationships within the different subfamilies. 
In addition, they showed how the internal branches were very short, probably due 
to a rapid radiation. Therefore, the approach we used was to sequence whole 
genomes of representatives of different subfamilies in order to resolve the deep node 
placements and subfamily level relationships. In addition, we explored the utility of 
the old genomic DNA extracts for such studies. The results of our study show clearly 
the high potential of these forgotten genetic resources to be used with the newer 
HTS approaches and in addition we obtained the most robust phylogenetic 
hypothesis for the family at the subfamily level up to date. 
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When thinking on the best approach to deal with the challenges in the chapter three, 
we observed the relatively high number of available mitochondrial genome 
publications. The high majority of these papers did not have a clear study design or 
research question, and nearly all of them performed a poor phylogenetic study 
together with their mitochondrial genome results. To explore the accuracy of such, 
usually deep, phylogenetic studies, we decided to assemble the mitochondrial 
genomes obtained in the paper three and evaluate their accuracy resolving deep 
family level phylogenetic questions, at least in Lepidoptera. Our result 
unsurprisingly demonstrated how poorly the mitochondrial genomes performed 
resolving relationships at subfamily level, but also show that given a good taxon 
sampling, they might be good tools to study shallower phylogenetic questions. 
At the end, in order to explore the possibility of using whole genome data to study 
symbiont diversity, we screened the genomes obtained in the paper three. In this 
paper we show the exploratory power of such approaches using metagenomic 
pipelines to screen for clues on the possible symbiotic relationships. In addition, for 
the first time we recovered the occurrence of known Wolbachia in four species of 
Erebidae where they have not been reported previously. Also, we reported the 
presence of other interesting symbionts which are usually less studied in the 
symbiotic interaction studies. Our results clearly show the high exploratory potential 
of this approach for mining available genomic data through the online databases. 
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ABSTRACT
Our study aims to investigate the relationships of the major lineages within the moth
family Geometridae, with a focus on the poorly studied Oenochrominae-
Desmobathrinae complex, and to translate some of the results into a coherent
subfamilial and tribal level classification for the family. We analyzed a molecular
dataset of 1,206 Geometroidea terminal taxa from all biogeographical regions
comprising up to 11 molecular markers that includes one mitochondrial (COI) and
10 protein-coding nuclear gene regions (wingless, ArgK, MDH, RpS5, GAPDH, IDH,
Ca-ATPase, Nex9, EF-1alpha, CAD). The molecular data set was analyzed using
maximum likelihood as implemented in IQ-TREE and RAxML. We found high
support for the subfamilies Larentiinae, Geometrinae and Ennominae in their
traditional scopes. Sterrhinae becomes monophyletic only if ErgaviaWalker, Ametris
Hübner andMacrotesWestwood, which are currently placed in Oenochrominae, are
formally transferred to Sterrhinae. Desmobathrinae and Oenochrominae are found
to be polyphyletic. The concepts of Oenochrominae and Desmobathrinae required
major revision and, after appropriate rearrangements, these groups also form
monophyletic subfamily-level entities. Oenochrominae s.str. as originally conceived
by Guenée is phylogenetically distant from Epidesmia and its close relatives. The
latter is hereby described as the subfamily Epidesmiinae Murillo-Ramos, Sihvonen &
Brehm, subfam. nov. Epidesmiinae are a lineage of “slender-bodied
Oenochrominae” that include the genera Ecphyas Turner, Systatica Turner, Adeixis
Warren, Dichromodes Guenée, Phrixocomes Turner, Abraxaphantes Warren,
Epidesmia Duncan & Westwood and Phrataria Walker. Archiearinae are
monophyletic when Dirce and Acalyphes are formally transferred to Ennominae. We
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also found that many tribes were para- or polyphyletic and therefore propose tens of
taxonomic changes at the tribe and subfamily levels. Archaeobalbini stat. rev.
Viidalepp (Geometrinae) is raised from synonymy with Pseudoterpnini Warren to
tribal rank. Chlorodontoperini Murillo-Ramos, Sihvonen & Brehm, trib. nov. and
Drepanogynini Murillo-Ramos, Sihvonen & Brehm, trib. nov. are described as new
tribes in Geometrinae and Ennominae, respectively.
Subjects Entomology, Evolutionary Studies, Taxonomy, Zoology
Keywords New subfamily, Phylogeny, Moths, Epidesmiinae, Taxonomy, Loopers
INTRODUCTION
Geometridae are the second most species-rich family of Lepidoptera, with approximately
24,000 described species (number from Van Nieukerken et al. (2011) updated by the
authors) found in all regions except Antarctica. The monophyly of Geometridae is well
supported based on distinctive morphological characters (Cook & Scoble, 1992; Scoble,
1992; Minet & Scoble, 1999). In particular, adult members of the family possess paired
tympanal organs at the base of the abdomen, while in larvae the prolegs are reduced to two
pairs in almost all species, which causes the larvae to move in a looping manner (Minet &
Scoble, 1999).
The phylogenetic relationships of the major subdivisions of Geometridae have been
studied based on molecular data, which have contributed to the understanding of the
evolutionary relationships within the family (Abraham et al., 2001; Yamamoto & Sota,
2007; Sihvonen et al., 2011). Eight subfamilies are currently recognized in Geometridae
(Sihvonen et al., 2011). Several recent molecular and morphological studies have attempted
to confirm the monophyly or clarify the taxonomy of most of these groups, for instance:
Sterrhinae (Holloway, 1997; Hausmann, 2004; Sihvonen & Kaila, 2004; Õunap,
Viidalepp & Saarma, 2008), Larentiinae (Holloway, 1997; Mironov, 2003; Viidalepp, 2006,
2011; Hausmann & Viidalepp, 2012; Õunap, Viidalepp & Truuverk, 2016),
Desmobathrinae (Holloway, 1996; Hausmann, 2001), Archiearinae (Hausmann, 2001;
Young, 2006), Oenochrominae (Holloway, 1996; Scoble & Edwards, 1990; Cook & Scoble,
1992; Hausmann, 2001; Young, 2006), Geometrinae (Cook et al., 1994; Pitkin, 1996;
Hausmann, 2001; Ban et al., 2018), Orthostixinae (Holloway, 1997) and Ennominae
(Holloway, 1994; Pitkin, 2002; Beljaev, 2006; Young, 2006; Wahlberg et al., 2010; Õunap
et al., 2011; Skou & Sihvonen, 2015; Sihvonen, Staude & Mutanen, 2015), but questions
remain. An important shortcoming is that our understanding of geometrid systematics is
biased towards the long-studied European fauna, whereas the highest diversity of this
family is in the tropics, which are still largely unexplored (Brehm et al., 2016). Many species
remain undescribed and there are many uncertainties in the classification of tropical taxa.
One of the most comprehensive phylogenetic studies on Geometridae to date was
published by Sihvonen et al. (2011). They analyzed a data set of 164 taxa and up to eight
genetic markers, and the most species-rich subfamilies were confirmed as monophyletic.
However, the systematic positions of Oenochrominae and Desmobathrinae remained
uncertain due to low taxon sampling and genetic markers, and both subfamilies were
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suspected to be polyphyletic. Moreover, because of taxonomic uncertainty, many
geometrid genera, especially among tropical taxa, remained unassigned to any tribe.
This study is the first in a series of papers that investigate the phylogenetic relationships of
Geometridae on the basis of global sampling. Our dataset comprises 1,192 terminal taxa of
Geometridae and 14 outgroup taxa, with samples from all major biomes, using up to 11
molecular markers. Our paper includes an overview of the relationships of the major lineages
within the family, with the particular aim of defining the limits and finding the phylogenetic
affinities of the subfamilies, with a focus on Oenochrominae and Desmobathrinae.
Further papers in the series will focus on particular subfamilies and regions, and will build
upon the taxonomic changes proposed in the present article: e.g., relationships in Sterrhinae
(P. Sihvonen et al., 2019, unpublished data), New World taxa (G. Brehm et al., 2019,
unpublished data), Larentiinae (E. Õunap et al., 2019, unpublished data) and the ennomine
tribe Boarmiini (L. Murillo-Ramos et al., 2019, unpublished data).
Oenochrominae and Desmobathrinae are considered the most controversial subfamilies
in Geometridae. A close relationship of these subfamilies has been proposed both in
morphological (Meyrick, 1889; Cook & Scoble, 1992; Holloway, 1996) and in molecular
studies (Sihvonen et al., 2011; Ban et al., 2018). In early classifications, species of
Desmobathrinae and Oenochrominae were classified in the family Monocteniadae
(Meyrick, 1889), which is currently considered a junior synonym of Oenochrominae
Guenée. Meyrick diagnosed them on the basis of the position of the R veins in the
hindwing and Sc+R1 in the forewing (Scoble & Edwards, 1990). However, the classification
proposed by Meyrick was not fully supported by subsequent taxonomic work (Scoble &
Edwards, 1990; Cook & Scoble, 1992;Holloway, 1996). Too often, Oenochrominae was used
for geometrids that could not be placed in other subfamilies, and at some point, even
included Hedylidae, the moth-butterflies (Scoble, 1992). Unsurprisingly, many taxa
formerly classified in Oenochrominae have recently been shown to be misplaced
(Holloway, 1997; Staude, 2001; Sihvonen & Staude, 2011; Staude & Sihvonen, 2014). In
Scoble & Edwards (1990), the family concept of Oenochrominae was restricted to the
robust-bodied Australian genera, with one representative from the Oriental region. Scoble
& Edwards (1990) were not able to find synapomorphies to define Monocteniadae sensu
Meyrick, and referred back to the original grouping proposed by Guenée (1858). They
restricted Oenochrominae to a core clade based on male genitalia: the diaphragm dorsal to
the anellus is fused with the transtilla to form a rigid plate. Additionally, Cook & Scoble
(1992) suggested that the circular form of the lacinia and its orientation parallel to the
tympanum was apomorphic for these robust-bodied Oenochrominae.
In an extensive morphological study, Holloway (1996) delimited the subfamily
Desmobathrinae to include species with slender appendages and bodies previously
assigned to Oenochrominae. According to Holloway (1996), Desmobathrinae comprises
two tribes: Eumeleini and Desmobathrini. However, no synapomorphies were found to
link the two tribes.Holloway (1996) noted that the modification of the tegumen of the male
genitalia was variable in both groups but that the reduction of cremastral spines in the
pupa from eight to four in Ozola Walker, 1861 and Eumelea Duncan & Westwood, 1841
provided evidence of a close relationship between Eumeleini and Desmobathrini.
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Currently, 328 species (76 genera) are included in Oenochrominae, and 248 species
(19 genera) are assigned to Desmobathrinae (Beccaloni et al., 2003; Sihvonen et al., 2011;
Sihvonen, Staude & Mutanen, 2015).
Most recent molecular phylogenies have shown Oenochrominae and Desmobathrinae
to be intermingled (Sihvonen et al., 2011; Ban et al., 2018), but previous taxon sampling
was limited to eight and four species, respectively. The poor taxon sampling and
unresolved relationships around the oenochromine and desmobathrine complex called for
additional phylogenetic studies to clarify the relationships of these poorly known taxa
within Geometridae. We hypothesize that both Oenochrominae and Desmobathrinae are
para- or polyphyletic assemblages, and we address this hypothesis with studying 29
terminal taxa of Oenochrominae and 11 representatives of Desmobathrinae, mostly from
the Australian and Oriental Regions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Material acquisition, taxon sampling and species identification
In addition to 461 terminal taxa with published sequences (see Data S1), we included
sequences from 745 terminal taxa in our study (Data S1). Representative taxa of all
subfamilies recognized in Geometridae were included, except for the small subfamily
Orthostixinae for which most molecular markers could not be amplified successfully.
A total of 93 tribes are represented in this study following recent phylogenetic hypotheses
and classifications (Sihvonen et al., 2011; Wahlberg et al., 2010; Sihvonen, Staude &
Mutanen, 2015; Õunap, Viidalepp & Truuverk, 2016; Ban et al., 2018). In addition, 14 non-
geometrid species belonging to other families of Geometroidea were included as outgroups
based on the hypothesis proposed by Regier et al. (2009, 2013). Where possible, two or
more samples were included per tribe and genus, especially for species-rich groups that
are widely distributed and in cases where genera were suspected to be poly- or
paraphyletic. We emphasized type species or species similar to type species, judged by
morphological characters and/or genetic similarity of DNA barcodes in order to better
inform subsequent taxonomic work, to favor nomenclatorial stability and to establish the
phylogenetic positions of genera unassigned to tribes.
Sampled individuals were identified by the authors using appropriate literature, by
comparing them with type material from different collections, museums and DNA
barcode sequences. Moreover, we compiled an illustrated catalog of all Archiearinae,
Desmobathrinae and Oenochrominae taxa included in this study, to demonstrate their
morphological diversity and to facilitate subsequent verification of our identifications.
This catalog contains images of all analyzed specimens of the above-mentioned taxa as well
as photographs of the respective type material (Data S2). Further taxa from other
subfamilies will be illustrated in other papers (G. Brehm et al., 2019, unpublished data,
P. Sihvonen et al., 2019, unpublished data, E. Õunap et al., 2019, unpublished data). Some
of the studied specimens could not yet be assigned to species, and their identifications are
preliminary, particularly for (potentially undescribed) tropical species. Taxonomic data,
voucher IDs, number of genes, current systematic placement and references to relevant
literature with regard to tribal assignment, are shown in Data S1.
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Molecular techniques
DNA was extracted from one to three legs of specimens either preserved in ethanol or dry.
In a few cases, other sources of tissue were used, such as parts of larvae. The remaining
parts of specimens were preserved as vouchers deposited in the collections of origin, both
public and private (eventually private material will be deposited in public museum
collections). Genomic DNA was extracted and purified using a NucleoSpin Tissue Kit
(MACHEREY-NAGEL, Düren, Germany), following the manufacturer’s protocol.
DNA amplification and sequencing were carried out following protocols proposed by
Wahlberg & Wheat (2008) and Wahlberg et al. (2016). PCR products were visualized on
agarose gels. PCR products were cleaned enzymatically with Exonuclease I and FastAP
Thermosensitive Alkaline Phosphatase (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA)
and sent to Macrogen Europe (Amsterdam, Netherlands) for Sanger sequencing. One
mitochondrial (cytochrome oxidase subunit I, COI) and 10 protein-coding nuclear gene
regions, carbamoylphosphate synthetase (CAD), Ribosomal Protein S5 (RpS5), wingless
(wgl), cytosolic malate dehydrogenase (MDH), glyceraldehydes-3-phosphate dehydrogenase
(GAPDH), Elongation factor 1 alpha (EF-1alpha), Arginine Kinase (ArgK), Isocitrate
dehydrogenase (IDH), sorting nexin-9-like (Nex9) and sarco/endoplasmic reticulum
calcium ATPase (Ca-ATPase), were sequenced. To check for potential misidentifications,
DNA barcode sequences were compared to those in BOLD (Ratnasingham & Hebert,
2007) where references of more than 21,000 geometrid species are available, some 10,000
of them being reliably identified to Linnean species names (Ratnasingham&Hebert, 2007).
GenBank accession numbers for sequences used in this study are provided in Data S1.
Alignment and cleaning sequences
Multiple sequence alignments were carried out in MAFFT as implemented in Geneious
v.11.0.2 (Biomatters, http://www.geneious.com/) for each gene based on a reference
sequence of Geometridae downloaded from the database VoSeq (Peña & Malm, 2012).
The alignment of each gene was carefully checked by eye relative to the reference sequence,
taking into account the respective genetic codes and reading frames. Heterozygous
positions were coded with IUPAC codes. Sequences with bad quality were removed from
the alignments. Aligned sequences were uploaded to VoSeq (Peña &Malm, 2012) and then
assembled into a dataset comprising 1,206 taxa. The final dataset had a concatenated
length of 7665 bp including gaps. To check for possible errors in alignments, potentially
contaminated or identical sequences and misidentifications, we constructed maximum-
likelihood trees for each gene. These preliminary analyses were conducted using RAxML-
HPC2 V.8.2.10 (Stamatakis, 2014) on the web-server CIPRES Science Gateway (Miller,
Pfeiffer & Schwartz, 2010). The final data set included at least three genes per taxon except
for Oenochroma vinaria (Guenée, 1858), Acalyphes philorites Turner, 1925, Dirce lunaris
(Meyrick, 1890), D. aesiodora Turner, 1922, Furcatrox australis (Rosenstock, 1885),
Chlorodontopera mandarinata (Leech, 1889), Chlorozancla falcatus (Hampson, 1895),
Pamphlebia rubrolimbraria (Guenée, 1858) and Thetidia albocostaria (Bremer, 1864).
For these taxa, included in studies by Young (2006) and Ban et al. (2018), only two markers
were available. The final data matrix included 32% missing data.
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Tree search strategies and model selection
We ran maximum likelihood analyses with a data set partitioned by gene and codon
position using IQ-TREE V1.6.10 (Nguyen et al., 2015) and data partitioned by codon in
RAxML (Stamatakis, 2014). Best-fitting substitution models were selected by
ModelFinder, which is a model-selection method that incorporates a model of flexible rate
heterogeneity across sites (Kalyaanamoorthy et al., 2017). ModelFinder implements a
greedy strategy as implemented in PartitionFinder that starts with the full partitioned
model and consequentially merges partitions (MFP+MERGE option) until the model fit
does not increase (Lanfear et al., 2012). After the best model has been found, IQ-TREE
starts the tree reconstruction under the best model scheme. The phylogenetic analyses
were carried out with the -spp option that allowed each partition to have its own
evolutionary rate. The RAxML-HPC2 V.8.2.10 analysis was carried out on CIPRES using
the GTR+CAT option.
Support for nodes was evaluated with 1,000 ultrafast bootstrap (UFBoot2)
approximations (Hoang et al., 2018) in IQ-TREE, and SH-like approximate likelihood
ratio test (Guindon et al., 2010). Additionally, we implemented rapid bootstrap (RBS) in
RAxML (Stamatakis, Hoover & Rougemont, 2008). To reduce the risk of overestimating
branch supports in UFBoot2 test, we implemented -bnni option, which optimizes each
bootstrap tree using a hill-climbing nearest neighbor interchange search. Trees were
visualized and edited in FigTree v1.4.3 software (Rambaut, 2012). The final trees were
rooted with species of the families Sematuridae, Epicopeiidae, Pseudobistonidae and
Uraniidae following previous hypotheses proposed in Regier et al. (2009, 2013), Rajaei et al.
(2015) and Heikkilä et al. (2015).
Taxonomic decisions
The electronic version of this article in Portable Document Format (PDF) will represent a
published work according to the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature
(International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature, 2012), and hence the new names
contained in the electronic version are effectively published under that Code from the
electronic edition alone. This published work and the nomenclatural acts it contains have
been registered in ZooBank. The ZooBank LSIDs (Life Science Identifiers) can be resolved
and the associated information viewed through any standard web browser by appending the
LSID to the prefix http://zoobank.org/. For this publication: LSIDurn:lsid:zoobank.org:
pub:662A9A18-B620-45AA-B4B1-326086853316. The online version of this work is archived
and available from the following digital repositories: PeerJ, PubMed Central and CLOCKSS.
RESULTS
Searching strategies and model selection
The ModelFinder analysis resulted in 26 partitions with associated best-fit models
(Table 1). IQ-TREE and RAxML analyses resulted in trees with nearly identical topology.
Also, the different methods of evaluating robustness tended to agree in supporting the
same nodes. However, in most of the cases UFBoot2 from IQ-TREE showed higher
support values compared to RBS in RAxML (RAxML tree with support values is shown in
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Data S3). SH-like and UFBoot2 performed similarly, with UFBoot2 showing slightly
higher values, and both tended to show high support for the same nodes (Fig. 1). As noted
by the authors of IQ-TREE, values of SH ≥ 80 and UFBoot2 ≥ 95 indicate well-supported
clades (Trifinopoulos & Minh, 2018).
General patterns in the phylogeny of Geometridae
Analyses of the dataset of 1,206 terminal taxa, comprising up to 11 markers and an
alignment length of 7,665 bp recovered topologies with many well-supported clades.
About 20 terminal taxa are recovered as very similar genetically and they are likely to
represent closely related species, subspecies or specimens of a single species. The
examination of their taxonomic status is not the focus of this study, so the number of
unique species in the analysis is slightly less than 1,200. Our findings confirm the
monophyly of Geometridae (values of SH-like, UFBoot2= 100) (Fig. 1). The general
patterns in our phylogenetic hypotheses suggest that Sterrhinae are the sister group to the
rest of Geometridae. This subfamily is recovered as monophyletic when three genera
traditionally included in Oenochrominae are considered to belong to Sterrhinae
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Figure 1 Evolutionary relationships of major groups of the family Geometridae. Numbers above branches are SH-aLRT support (%)/ultrafast
bootstrap support, UFBoot2(%), for nodes to the right of the numbers. Values of SH ≥ 80 and UFBoot2 ≥ 95 indicate well-supported clades
(Trifinopoulos & Minh, 2018). Formal taxonomic treatment will be dealt with in P. Sihvonen et al., 2019, unpublished data. § Epidesmiinae subfam.
nov. See Oenochrominae section for more details. Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.7386/fig-1
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(see details below). Tribes in Sterrhinae, such as Timandriini, Rhodometrini, Lythriini,
Rhodostrophiini and Cyllopodini, are not recovered as monophyletic (Fig. 2). A detailed
analysis, including formal changes to the classification of Sterrhinae, will be provided by
P. Sihvonen et al., 2019, unpublished data.
The monophyly of Larentiinae is established in previous studies (Sihvonen et al., 2011;
Õunap, Viidalepp & Truuverk, 2016) and our results are largely in agreement with their
hypotheses. However, our results do not support the sister relationship between Sterrhinae
and Larentiinae found in previous studies. Rather, we find that Sterrhinae are the sister to the
rest of Geometridae. Within Larentiinae, in concordance with recent findings (Sihvonen et al.,
2011; Õunap, Viidalepp & Truuverk, 2016; Strutzenberger et al., 2017), we find Dyspteridini
as the sister group to the remaining Larentiinae (Fig. 3). Phylogenetic relationships within
Larentiinae were treated in detail by Õunap, Viidalepp & Truuverk (2016). Further details
of the analyses and changes to the classification of Larentiinae will be discussed by G. Brehm
et al., 2019, unpublished data and E. Õunap et al., 2019, unpublished data.
Table 1 Evolutionary models recovered in ModelFinder.
Evolutionary models Codon position Data type
SYM+R5 ArgK_pos1 Nuclear
SYM+R4 ArgK_pos2_Ca-ATPase_pos2 Nuclear
GTR+F+R6 ArgK_pos3 Nuclear
GTR+F+R5 Ca-ATPase_pos1_IDH_pos1 Nuclear
SYM+I+G4 Ca-ATPase_pos3 Nuclear
SYM+I+G4 CAD_pos1 Nuclear
K3P+I+G4 CAD_pos2 Nuclear
GTR+F+R7 CAD_pos3 Nuclear
TIM2+F+I+G4 COI_pos1 Mitochondrial
K2P+R8 COI_pos2_MDH_pos2_RpS5_pos2_WntGeo_pos2 Mitochondrial/Nuclear
GTR+F+ASC+R10 COI_pos3 Mitochondrial
TIM2e+R10 EF1a_pos1 Nuclear
TIM+F+I+G4 EF1a_pos2 Nuclear
SYM+R10 EF1a_pos3_GAPDH_pos3_RpS5_pos3 Nuclear
TVM+F+I+G4 GAPDH_pos1 Nuclear
SYM+I+G4 GAPDH_pos2 Nuclear
GTR+F+R4 IDH_pos2 Nuclear
SYM+R6 IDH_pos3 Nuclear
GTR+F+I+G4 MDH_pos1 Nuclear
SYM+I+G4 MDH_pos3 Nuclear
SYM+I+G4 Nex9_pos1 Nuclear
K3P+I+G4 Nex9_pos2 Nuclear
GTR+F+R6 Nex9_pos3 Nuclear
SYM+I+G4 RpS5_pos1 Nuclear
GTR+F+I+G4 WntGeo_pos1 Nuclear
SYM+R7 WntGeo_pos3 Nuclear
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Archiearinae are represented by more taxa than in a previous study (Sihvonen et al.,
2011). Archiearinae grouped as sister to Oenochrominae + Desmobathrinae complex +
Eumelea + Geometrinae and Ennominae (Fig. 4). The monophyly of this subfamily is well
supported (values of SH-like, UFBoot2 = 100). However, as in the previous study
(Sihvonen et al., 2011), the Australian genera Dirce Prout, 1910 and Acalyphes Turner,
1926 are not part of Archiearinae but can clearly be assigned to Ennominae. Unlike
previously assumed (e.g., McQuillan & Edwards, 1996), the subfamily Archiearinae
probably does not occur in Australia, despite superficial similarities ofDirce, Acalyphes and
Archiearinae.
Desmobathrinae were shown to be paraphyletic by Sihvonen et al. (2011). In our
analysis, the monophyly of this subfamily is not recovered either, as we find two genera
traditionally placed in Oenochrominae (i.e. Zanclopteryx Herrich-Schäffer, (1855) and
Racasta Walker, 1861) nested within Desmobathrinae (Fig. 4). We formally transfer
these genera to Desmobathrinae. In the revised sense, Desmobathrinae form a well-
supported group with two main lineages. One of them comprises Ozola Walker, 1861,
Derambila Walker, 1863 and Zanclopteryx. This lineage is sister to a well-supported clade
comprising ConolophiaWarren, 1894, NoreiaWalker, 1861, LeptoctenopsisWarren, 1897,
Racasta, Ophiogramma Hübner, 1831, Pycnoneura Warren, 1894 and Dolichoneura
Warren, 1894.
Oenochrominae in the broad sense are not a monophyletic group. However,
Oenochrominae sensu stricto (Scoble & Edwards, 1990) form a well-supported lineage
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Figure 2 Evolutionary relationships of the subfamily Sterrhinae. Numbers above branches are SH-aLRT support (%)/ultrafast bootstrap support,
UFBoot2(%), for nodes to the right of the numbers. Values of SH ≥ 80 and UFBoot2 ≥ 95 indicate well-supported clades (Trifinopoulos & Minh,
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comprising two clades. One of them contains a polyphyletic Oenochroma with
Oenochroma infantilis Prout, 1910 being sister to Dinophalus Prout, 1910, Hypographa
Guenée, 1858, Lissomma Warren, 1905, Sarcinodes Guenée, 1858 and two further species
of Oenochroma, including the type species Oenochroma vinaria Guenée, 1858. The other
clade comprises Monoctenia Guenée, 1858, Onycodes Guenée, 1858, Parepisparis
Bethune-Baker, 1906, Antictenia Prout, 1910, Arthodia Guenée, 1858, Gastrophora
Guenée, 1858 and Homospora Turner, 1904 (Fig. 4). Most of the remaining genera
traditionally placed in Oenochrominae, including e.g. Epidesmia Duncan & Westwood,
1841, form a well-supported monophyletic clade that is sister to Oenochrominae s.str. +
Eumelea ludovicata + Geometrinae + Ennominae assemblage.
The genus Eumelea Duncan &Westwood, 1841 has an unclear phylogenetic position in
our analyses. The IQ-TREE result suggests Eumelea to be sister to the subfamily
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Figure 3 Evolutionary relationships of the subfamily Larentiinae. Numbers above branches are SH-aLRT support (%)/ultrafast bootstrap sup-
port, UFBoot2(%), for nodes to the right of the numbers. Values of SH ≥ 80 and UFBoot2 ≥ 95 indicate well-supported clades (Trifinopoulos &Minh,
2018). Formal taxonomic treatment will be dealt with in P. Sihvonen et al., 2019, unpublished data. Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.7386/fig-3
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Geometrinae (SH-like = 93.6, UFBoot2 = 71), whereas RAxML recovered Eumelea in
Ennominae as sister of Plutodes Guenée, 1858 (RBS = 60).
The monophyly of Geometrinae is well supported (Fig. 5) and in IQ-TREE results
Geometrinae are recovered as the sister-taxon of Eumelea. The Eumelea + Geometrinae
clade is sister to Oenochrominae s.str. Although a recent phylogenetic study proposed
several taxonomic changes (Ban et al., 2018), the tribal composition in Geometrinae is still
problematic. Many tribes are recovered as paraphyletic. Our results suggest that
Ornithospila Warren, 1894 and Agathia Guenée, 1858 form a lineage sister to the rest of
Geometrinae. Chlorodontopera is placed as an isolated lineage sister to Aracimini,
Neohipparchini, Timandromorphini, Geometrini and Comibaenini, which are recovered
as monophyletic groups, respectively. Synchlorini are nested within Nemoriini in a
well-supported clade (support branch SH-like = 98.3, UFBoot2 = 91, RBS = 93).
The monophyly of Pseudoterpnini could not be recovered, instead this tribe splits up into
three well-defined groups. Several genera currently placed in Pseudoterpnini s.l. are
recovered as an independent lineage clearly separate from Pseudoterpnini s.str. (SH-like,
UFBoot2 = 100). XenozanclaWarren, 1893 is sister to a clade comprising Dysphaniini and
Pseudoterpnini s.str. Hemitheini sensu Ban et al. (2018) are recovered as a well-supported
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SH0416 HEMIT Prasinocyma adornata
IOZ_LEP_M_8321 HEMIT Rhomborista monosticta
MM14751 COMI Comibaena attenuata
IOZ_LEP_M_21715 HEMIT Aporandria specularia
IOZ_LEP_M_16499 GEOM Geometra neovalida
USNM703073 AGAT Agathia kuehni
IOZ_LEP_M_5262 COMI Comibaena nigromacularia
SH1107 HEMIT Prasinocyma nr fusca
gb_ID_17183 NEMO Pyrochlora rhanis
IOZ_LEP_M_14105 PSEU>ARCH  Metallolophia inanularia
CNC535710 HEMIT Xerochlora viridipallens
USNM494968a GEOM>HEMI Albinospila spAAB0430
GB_Geo_030  UN Hydata sp
MM11574 THALE Thalera fimbrialis
gb_ID_15101 NEMO Lissochlora latuta
IOZ_LEP_M_871 TIMANDRO Timandromorpha olivaria
MM07510 PSEU>UN Crypsiphona ocultaria
USNM205989 UN>HEMIT  Agathiopsis maculata
IOZ_LEP_M_11834 DYSPH Dysphania militaris
IOZ_LEP_M_16552 GEOM Geometra albovenaria
IOZ_LEP_M_18920 COMI Linguisaccus subhyalina
IOZ_LEP_M_190 COMI Protuliocnemis castalaria
IOZ_LEP_M_17041 TIMANDRO Timandromorpha enervata
IOZ_LEP_M_16545 GEOM Tanaorhinus luteivirgatus
IOZ_LEP_M_13320 AGAT Agathia visenda
USNM500740 JODI Jodis albifusa
SH1029 HEMIT Prasinocyma nr nereis
IOZ_LEP_M_20637 NEO Chlororithra fea
IOZ_LEP_M_16498 GEOM Geometra valida
EO0329_COMI Thetidia smaragdaria
AH3854  SYNC>NEMO Synchlora gerularia
IOZ_LEP_M_8977 HEMIT Berta chrysolineata
IOZ_LEP_M_10550 GEOM Mixochlora vittata
PS263 UN Adicocrita discerpta
IZBE0121639 NEMO Assachlora julietae
IOZ_LEP_M_6623_UN>CHLO Chlorodontopera discospilata
gb_ID_17778 RHOM Oospila lacteguttata
SH0387 PSEU Pingasa commutata
IOZ_LEP_M_9212_GEOM Geometra fragilis
MM14745 AGAT Agathia sp
IOZ_LEP_M_8194 PSEU>ARCH  Absala dorcada
IOZ_LEP_M_14347 GEOM Geometra sinoisaria
V5_MICR Mixocera albistrigata
IOZ_LEP_M_4692 NEMO>UN Eucyclodes aphrodite
IOZ_LEP_M_13974 ARAC Paramaxates vagata
Hes754_HEMIT Phaiogramma faustinata
IOZ_LEP_M_16577 NEO Neohipparchus vallata
Hes525 UN Lophostola nr annuligera
MM10876 HEMIT Hemithea aestivaria
IOZ_LEP_M_8133 TIMANDRO Timandromorpha discolor
gb_ID_17485 NEMO Phrudocentra affinis
AK_Geo_CR_0003 NEMO Dichorda obliquata
IOZ_LEP_M_13377 HEMIS Hemistola tenuilinea
IOZ_LEP_M_18569 COSMO Comostola sp_2
SH1136 HEMIT Prasinocyma delicataria
IOZ_LEP_M_4939 NEOChlororithra missioniaria
IOZ_LEP_M_16501_GEOM Geometra glaucaria
IOZ_LEP_M_10029 GEOM Tanaorhinus viridiluteata
MM13439 HIER Hierochthonia semitaria
IOZ_LEP_M_17085 NEO Chloroglyphica glaucochrista
IOZ_LEP_M_4580_HEMIT Jodis lactearia
IOZ_LEP_M_13655 AGAT Agathia gemma
Hes605_UN> HEMI Comostolopsis sp SH01
Br_Geo_0070 UN Tachyphyle acuta
IOZ_LEP_M_20202 PSEU>ARCH  Metallolophia cuneataria
gb_ID_49457 NEMO Hyalochlora nadia
IOZ_LEP_M_2263_PSEU>ARCH  Dindicodes crocina
gb_ID_17689 NEMO Nemoria nr nigrisquama
IOZ_LEP_M_14403 COMI Comibaena auromaculata
MM01146_GEOM Geometra papilionaria
MM14748_DYSPH Dysphania malayanus
IOZ_LEP_M_16582 HEMIS Hemistola parallelaria
IOZ_LEP_M_4682 GEOM Geometra ussuriensis
IOZ_LEP_M_4125 HEMIT Hemithea aestivaria
IOZ_LEP_M_17096 HEMIT Thalera suavis
IOZ_LEP_M_8087 ARAC Dooabia puncticostata
Pe_Geo_3043 UN Hydata sp
NJ13771_NEO Chloroglyphica sp
IOZ_LEP_M_9019 PSEU>ARCH  Actenochroma muscicoloraria
IOZ_LEP_M_16463 UN>CHLO  Chlorodontopera mandarinata
SH1018 HEMIT Prasinocyma nr baumgaertneri
AH3607_MICR Microloxia ruficornis
IOZ_LEP_M_21569 ORNI Ornithospila submonstrans
IOZ_LEP_M_17032 UN Iotaphora admirabilis
IOZ_LEP_M_20204 UN Xenozancla versicolor
AH3 HELI Petovia marginata
IOZ_LEP_M_10853 HEMIT Maxates acutissima
IOZ_LEP_M_16584 PSEU>ARCH  Metaterpna thyatiraria
USNM459884 PSEU Pingasa chlora
IOZ_LEP_M_13670 PSEU>ARCH  Lophophelma varicoloraria
Hes467 COMI Thetidia undulilinea
IOZ_LEP_M_9394 PSEU>ARCH  Herochroma baba
CNC580945 NEMO Nemoria bistriaria
IOZ_LEP_M_21386_THALA_Orothalassodes pervulgatus
IOZ_LEP_M_14286 COSMO Comostola sp_1
gb_ID_15177 NEMO Rhodochlora roseipalpis group
IOZ_LEP_M_11070 THALA Thalassodes immissaria
MM06428 JODI Jodis putata
IOZ_LEP_M_4786 NEMO>UN Eucyclodes difficta
IOZ_LEP_M_16551_GEOM Geometra smaragdus
IOZ_LEP_M_17065 GEOM Geometra sponsaria
USNM507892  GEOM>HEMI Oenospila spAAB6770
MM00223 UN Argyrorapha moderata
R207 UN> HEMIT Ctenoberta nr abanga
IOZ_LEP_M_13684 PSEU>ARCH  Psilotagma pictaria
IOZ_LEP_M_12730 HEMIT Chlorissa amphitritaria
IOZ_LEP_M_16429_GEOM Geometra euryagyia
SH2010 HEMIT Prasinocyma nr adornata
IOZ_LEP_M_15933 PSEU>ARCH  Pachyodes amplificata
IOZ_LEP_M_8537 HEMIT Hemithea krakenaria
SH4727 UN Metallochlora misera
Hes427 COMI Comibaena nr flavitaenia
IOZ_LEP_M_4620_PSEU>ARCH  Lophophelma iterans
IOZ_LEP_M_1312 PSEU>ARCH  Dindica para
IOZ_LEP_M_16511 PSEU>ARCH  Limbatochlamys rosthorni
GB_Geo_083 LOPH Lophochorista nr curtifascia
SH0424 HEMIT Prasinocyma pedicata
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clade. Crypsiphona ocultaria Meyrick, 1888 was resolved as a single lineage, close to
Lophostola + Hemitheini .
Ennominae are strongly supported as monophyletic in IQ-TREE analyses (SH-like = 100,
UFBoot2 = 99) whereas in RAxML the monophyly is weakly supported (RBS = 63).
Detailed results concerning the classification, especially for the Neotropical taxa, will be
presented by G. Brehm et al. (2019, unpublished data), but the main results are
summarized here (Fig. 6). Very few tribes are monophyletic according to the results of the
present study. One group of Neotropical taxa currently assigned to Gonodontini
(unnamed E1), Idialcis Warren, 1906 (unnamed clade E2), Gonodontini s.str., Gnophini,
Odontoperini, unnamed clade E3, Nacophorini and Ennomini (sensu Beljaev, 2008) group
together (SH-like = 90.3, UFBoot2 = 87). Ennomini were sister to this entire group.
Campaeini is recovered as sister of Alsophilini + Wilemaniini and Colotoini. In turn they
are sister to a clade comprising a number of taxa. These include the New Zealand genus
Declana Walker, 1858 (unnamed E4) which appear as sister to a large complex including
Acalyphes Turner, 1926 + Dirce Prout, 1910, Lithinini, intermixed with some genera
currently placed in Nacophorini and Diptychini.
Neobapta Warren, 1904 and Oenoptila Warren, 1895 form an independent lineage
(unnamed E5) sister to Theriini, which in turn form a supported clade with Lomographa
(Baptini) (SH-like, UFBoot2 = 100). Likewise, we recovered Erastria Hübner, 1813 +
Metarranthis Warren, 1894 (both as unnamed E5) as sister to Plutodini + Palyadini.
The IQ-TREE analyses show Palyadini as a well-defined lineage, sister to Plutodes.
However, in RAxML analyses, Eumelea and Plutodes group together and Palyadini cluster
with a group of Caberini species. In the IQ-TREE analysis Apeirini formed a lineage with
Hypochrosini, Epionini, Sericosema Warren, 1895 and Ithysia Hübner, 1825. This lineage
is in turn sister of African Drepanogynis Guenée, 1858 which groups together with
Sphingomima Warren, 1899, Thenopa Walker, 1855 and Hebdomophruda Warren, 1897.
Caberini are sister to an unnamed clade composed of TrotogoniaWarren, 1905, Acrotomodes
Warren, 1895, Acrotomia Herrich-Schäffer 1855 and Pyrinia Hübner, 1818. Finally, our
analyses recover a very large, well-supported clade comprising the tribes Macariini,
Cassymini, Abraxini, Eutoeini and Boarmiini (SH-like = 100, UFBoot2 = 99). This large clade
has previously been referred to informally as the “boarmiines” by Forbes (1948) andWahlberg
et al. (2010). The tribe Cassymini is clearly paraphyletic: genera such as Cirrhosoma
Warren, 1905, Berberodes Guenée, 1858, Hemiphricta Warren, 1906 and Ballantiophora
Butler, 1881 currently included in Cassymini, cluster in their own clade together with
Dorsifulcrum Herbulot, 1979 and Odontognophos Wehrli, 1951. We were unable to include
Orthostixinae in the analyses, so we could not clarify the taxonomic position of this subfamily
with regard to its possible synonymy with Ennominae (Sihvonen et al., 2011).
DISCUSSION
Optimal partitioning scheme and support values
The greedy algorithm implemented in ModelFinder to select the best-fitting partitioning
scheme combined the codon partitions into 26 subsets (Table 2). These results are not
different from previous studies that tested the performance of different data partitioning
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TAMZ0175879 CASS Cirrhosoma translucida
MM11250_NACO>DIPT Capusa senilis
TTEU023 GNOP Synopsia sociaraia
NJ14303 GNOP Psyra szetschwana
MM16661 DIPT Callioratis abraxas
GB_Geo_085 CASS Hemiphricta albicostata
MM00242 LITH Ischalis variabilis
SH0177 CASS Zamarada melpomene
BC_ZSM_Lep_47286 LITH Martindoelloia juradoi
NJ16113 EUTO Luxiaria mitorrhaphes
R769 UN Chelotephrina sp SH01
TTZA009 CASS Zamarada metallicata
MM05983 LITH Petrophora chlorosata
bo_chi_151 LITH Psilaspilates venata
MM07605 NACO>DIPT Thalaina angulosa
TTZA016 LITH Larentioides cacothemon
PS266_NACO>DIPT Panhyperochia ingens
R1336  UN > DREP Sphingomima discolucida
MM00241 LITH Ischalis fortinata
PS289 Odontognophos dumetata
CNC583468 HYPO Metanema inatomaria
NJ10572 GNOP Phthonandria atrilineata
NJ16239 EUTO Luxiaria amasa
PS209 UN>DIPT Crambometra zonaria
TTNG049 EUTO Luxiaria rescripta
PS257 UN>DIPT Pareclipsis sp
CNC583540 ANGE Lytrosis unitaria
bo_chi_225 LITH Euclidiodes ophiusina
NS44_GNOP Siona lineata
Pe_Geo_0005 CASS Berberodes sp
gb_ID_55861 CABE Lomographa sp
11ANIC_00406 >DIPT Furcatrox australis
gb_ID_19093 CABE>DIPT Neazata stabilis
USNM703087  UN > HYPO Capasa recensata
bo_chi_285 LITH Psilaspilates nr concepcionensis
LMR_Geo104 CABE Erastria decrepitaria
MM11251 NACO>DIPT Archephanes zalosema
PS221 UN>DIPT Pareclipsis incerta
MM00233 UN Declana leptomera
gb_ID_19899 CASS Phaludia sp
GB_Geo_033 LITH Rhinoligia biocellata
MM00234 UN Declana egregia
MM01247 CASS Lomaspilis marginata
PS264_NACO>DIPT Mauna filia
Pe_Geo_0503 CASS Hypometalla scintillans
MM06431 ANAG Plagodis pulveraria
MM12840 GNOP Charissa obscurata
Ch_Geo_0005 LITH Psilaspilates signistriata
CNC551898_LITH Tacparia detersata
CNC558574 ANAG Probole alienaria
NS10 THER Theria rupicapraria
PS204 NACO>DIPT Hebdomophruda endroedyi
PS277 UN>DIPT Pareclipsis sp
TTEU019 GNOP Menophra japygiaria
gb_ID_19015 CABE Neobapta sp
NS24 ABRA Abraxas sylvata
NJ14497 GNOP Hirasa scripturaria
Br_Geo_0006 CABE Oenoptila mixtata
PS235_UN>DIPT Idiodes saxaria
NJ18877 ABRA Abraxas illuminata
gb_ID_56204 CASS Leuciris beneciliata
MM00245 NACO>DIPT Amelora sparsularia
PS253 UN Orbamia octomaculata
AH7548 LITH Pachycnemia hippocastanaria
AH3604 CASS Zamarada torrida
MM05496 THER Ithysia pravata
TTNG012 EUTO Zeheba spectabilis
MM00226 NACO Drepanogynis tripartita
MM14762 WILE Wilemania nitobei
F330 UN Dorsifulcrum nr canui
PS224 Gen sp
10ANIC_12144 Dirce lunaris
NS45 CAMP Hylaea fasciaria
MM02692 COLO Colotois pennaria
R113 UN Metallospora catori
gb_ID_17669 CABE Genus sp
PS276 DIPT Callioratis grandis
NS35 GNOP Cleorodes lichenarius
CNC533584 CABE Sericosema juturnaria
PS234 UN Obolcola deocellata
NJ13689 EUTO Calletaera obliquata
PS205_NACO Drepanogynis cnephaeogramma
MM01497 EPIO Epione repandaria
Gu_Geo_005 UN Himeromima aulis
gb_ID_17472 CASS Leuciris sp
R2198 UN Thenopa diversa
SH0440 BOAR>GNOP Oedicentra albipennis
NJ16307 GNOP Loxaspilates fixseni
PS223_NACO>DIPT Argyrophora trofonia
TTZA005 GNOP Menophra obtusata
PS218 NACO Drepanogynis mixtaria
PS267 NACO Drepanogynis arcuifera
SH1051 UN Pycnostega nr umbrina
MM00235 UN Declana floccosa
F98 Dorsifulcrum nr lamottei
PS288 Odontognophos perspersata
PS215 NACO>DIPT Hebdomophruda confusatrix
PS240 UN > HYPO Omizodes ocellata
TTNG020 GONO Xylinophylla maculata
MM06693 CAMP Campaea margaritaria
V2_CASS Zamarada ilma
MM14752 EUTO Luxiaria phyllosaria
bo_chi_648 UN Idialcis jacintha
SH0450 CASS Zamarada nr prolata
10ANIC_12134 ARCH>ENNO/DIPT Acalyphes philorites
NJ15625 CASS Hydatocapnia marginata
TTUG024 CABE Erastria madecassaria
10ANIC_12152 Dirce aesiodora
GB_Geo_100 HYPO Hypochrosis sp
bo_chi_167 UN Neorumia gigantea
MM00231_NACO>DIPT Mictodoca toxeuta
MM00148 ALSO Alsophila aescularia
NS09 BAPT Lomographa bimaculata
PS256 UN Xenimpia maculosata
MM09159 UN>GONO Psilocladia diaereta
TTEU008 GNOP Menophra abruptaria
Hes240 BOAR>GNOP Oedicentra gerydaria
CNC533568 LITH Petrophora subaequaria
gb_CR_S_1187 CASS Ballantiophora gibbiferata
MM06725 ABRA Abraxas grossulariata
PS208 NACO Drepanogynis arcuatilinea
MM11248 NACO>DIPT Niceteria macrocosma
MM13445 PLUT Plutodes costatus
gb_ID_19263 UN>DIPT Loxaspilates torcida
NJ13796 CASS Peratophyga hyalinata
MM06720 APEI Apeira syringaria
MM16660 DIPT Zerenopsis lepida
ZSMnDNA101 LITH Tanagridia fusca
NS47 GNOP Kemptrognophos ambiguata
PS179 DIPT Veniliodes inflammata
PS220 UN>GNOP Hypotephrina mimima
PS245 NACO Drepanogynis determinata
PS250 DIPT Veniliodes pantheraria
bo_chi_247 LITH Franciscoia morenoi
TTUG014 BOAR Xenimpia nr flexuosa
TTNG031 CABE Cassephyra plenimargo
PS213_NACO Drepanogynis villaria
PS247 GNOP Gnophos sp
CNC569229 ANGE Euchlaena effecta
CNC541324 LITH Metarranthis obfirmaria
CNC551921 CASS Protitame virginalis
NS46 GNOP Angerona prunaria
PS248_NACO>DIPT Argyrophora variabilis
PS210 NACO Hebdomophruda errans
PS233_BOAR Hypomecis ectropodes
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schemes and found that in some cases partitioning by gene can result in suboptimal
partitioning schemes and may limit the accuracy of phylogenetic analyses (Rota, 2011;
Lanfear et al., 2012). However, we note that although the AIC and BIC values were lower
when the data were partitioned by gene, the tree topology recovered was nevertheless
almost the same as when data were partitioned by codon position, suggesting that much of
the phylogenetic signal in the data is robust to partitioning schemes. As would be expected,
the analyses resulted in some disagreements between the different measures of node
support. Ultrafast bootstrap gave the highest support values, followed by SH-like and
finally standard bootstrap as implemented in RAxML gave the lowest. Although support
indices obtained by these methods are not directly comparable, differences in node support
of some clades can be attributed to the small number of markers, insufficient phylogenetic
signal or saturated divergence levels (Guindon et al., 2010).
Current understanding of Geometridae phylogeny and taxonomic
implications
Geometridae Leach, 1815
The phylogenetic hypothesis presented in this study is by far the most comprehensive to
date in terms of the number of markers, sampled taxa and geographical coverage. In total,
our sample includes 814 genera, thus representing 41% of the currently recognized
Geometridae genera (Scoble & Hausmann, 2007). Previous phylogenetic hypotheses were
based mainly on the European fauna and many clades were ambiguously supported due to
low taxon sampling. The general patterns of the phylogenetic relationships among the
subfamilies recovered in our study largely agrees with previous hypotheses based on
morphological characters and different sets of molecular markers (Holloway, 1997;
Abraham et al., 2001; Yamamoto & Sota, 2007; Sihvonen et al., 2011). However, the results
of our larger dataset differ in many details and shed light on the phylogenetic relationships
of several, poorly resolved, small subfamilies.
Sterrhinae are recovered as the sister subfamily to the remaining Geometridae. This
result is not in concordance with Sihvonen et al. (2011), Yamamoto & Sota (2007) and
Regier et al. (2009), who found a sister group relationship between Sterrhinae and
Larentiinae which in turn were sister to the rest of Geometridae. Sihvonen et al. (2011)
showed the Sterrhinae + Larentiinae sister relationship with low support, while
Yamamoto & Sota (2007) and Regier et al. (2009) included only a few samples in their
analyses. Our analyses include representatives from almost all known tribes currently
included in Sterrhinae and Larentiinae. The higher number of markers, improved methods
of analysis, the broader taxon sampling as well as the stability of our results suggests that
Sterrhinae are indeed the sister group to the remaining Geometridae. Sterrhinae (after
transfer of Ergavia, Ametris and Macrotes, see details below), Larentiinae, Archiearinae,
Figure 6 Evolutionary relationships of the subfamily Ennominae. Numbers above branches are SH-aLRT support (%)/ultrafast bootstrap
support, UFBoot2(%), for nodes to the right of the numbers. Values of SH ≥ 80 and UFBoot2 ≥ 95 indicate well-supported clades (Trifinopoulos &
Minh, 2018). Taxonomic changes are indicated by a symobolized arrow >. Formal taxonomic treatment will be dealt with in G. Brehm et al., 2019,
unpublished data. Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.7386/fig-6
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Table 2 Summary of formally proposed taxonomic changes.
Transfer from Archiearinae to Ennominae
Acalyphes Turner, 1926, to Ennominae: Diptychini
Dirce Prout, 1910, to Ennominae: Diptychini
Transfer from Oenochrominae to Desmobathrinae (Desmobathrini):
Nearcha Guest, 1887
Racasta Walker, 1861
Zanclopteryx Herrich-Schäffer, 1855
Transfer from Oenochrominae to Epidesmiinae:
Abraxaphantes Warren, 1894
Adeixis Warren 1987
Dichromodes Guenée 1858
Ecphyas Turner, 1929
Epidesmia Duncan & Westwood, 1841
Phrixocomes Turner, 1930
Phrataria Walker, 1863
Systatica Turner, 1904
New tribe combinations in Ennominae
Psilocladia Warren, 1898, from unassigned to Gonodontini
Oedicentra Warren, 1902, from Boarmiini to Gnophini
Hypotephrina Janse, 1932, from unassigned to Gnophini
Capusa Walker, 1857, from Nacophorini to Diptychini
Mictodoca Meyrick, 1892, from Nacophorini to Diptychini
Furcatrox McQuillan, 1996, from Nacophorini to Diptychini
Amelora Guest, 1897, from Nacophorini to Diptychini
Archephanes Turner, 1926, from Nacophorini to Diptychini
Thalaina Walker, 1855, from Nacophorini to Diptychini
Niceteria Turner, 1929, from Nacophorini to Diptychini
Neazata Warren, 1906 from Caberini to Diptychini
Idiodes Guenée, 1858 from unassigned to Diptychini
Panhyperochia Krüger, 2013, from Nacophorini to Diptychini
Mauna Walker, 1865, from Nacophorini to Diptychini
Pareclipsis Warren, 1894, from unassigned to Diptychini
Crambometra Prout, 1915, from unassigned to Diptychini
Hebdomophruda Warren, 1897, from Nacophorini to Diptychini
Pareclipsis Warren, 1894, from unassigned to Diptychini
Capasa Walker 1866, from unassigned to Hypochrosini
Omizodes Warren, 1894, from unassigned to Hypochrosini
Metallospora Warren, 1905, from unassigned to Cassymini
Obolcola Walker, 1862, from unassigned to Abraxini
Chelotephrina Fletcher, 1958 from unassigned to Abraxini
Cassephyra Holloway, 1994 from Cassymini to Abraxini
Thenopa Walker, 1855 from unassigned to Drepanogynini
Drepanogynis Guenée, 1858 from Nacophorini to Drepanogynini
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Geometrinae and Ennominae were highly supported as monophyletic. Oenochrominae
and Desmobathrinae formed polyphyletic and paraphyletic assemblages, respectively.
The monophylies of Oenochrominae and Desmobathrinae have long been questioned.
Morphological studies addressing Oenochrominae or Desmobathrinae have been limited
and the majority of genera have never been examined in depth. In addition, it has been
very difficult to establish the boundaries of these subfamilies on the basis of morphological
structures (Scoble & Edwards, 1990). Sihvonen et al. (2011) showed that neither
Oenochrominae nor Desmobathrinae were monophyletic, but these results were
considered preliminary due to the limited number of sampled taxa, and as a consequence
no formal transfers of taxa were proposed.
The systematic status of Orthostixinae remains uncertain because it was not included in
our study. Sihvonen et al. (2011) included the genus NaxaWalker, 1856, formally placed in
Orthostixinae, and found it to be nested within Ennominae. However, only three genes
were successfully sequenced from this taxon, and its position in the phylogenetic tree
turned out to be highly unstable in our analyses. It was thus excluded from our dataset.
Table 2 (continued).
New tribe combinations in Geometrinae
Agathiopsis Warren 1896, from unassigned to Hemitheini
Albinospila Holloway, 1996, from Geometrini to Hemitheini
Antharmostes Warren 1899, from unassigned to Hemitheini
Ctenoberta Prout 1915, from unassigned to Hemitheini
Comostolopsis Warren 1902, from unassigned to Hemitheini
Oenospila Swinhoe 1892, from Geometrini to Hemitheini
New and upgraded tribes in Geometrinae Included taxa
Archaeobalbini, stat. rev. Type genus: Herochroma Swinhoe, 1893 (syn. Archaeobalbis Prout, 1912).
Other included genera: Pachyodes Guenée, 1858; Metallolophia Warren, 1895;
Actenochroma Warren, 1893; Absala Swinhoe 1893; Metaterpna Yazaki, 1992;
Limbatochlamys Rothschild, 1894; Psilotagma Warren, 1894; Dindica Warren,
1893; Dindicodes Prout, 1912; Lophophelma Prout, 1912.
Chlorodontoperini, Murillo-Ramos, Sihvonen & Brehm, trib. nov. Type genus: Chlorodontopera Warren, 1893.
Species included: C. discospilata (Moore, 1867); C. mandarinata (Leech, 1889);
C. chalybeata (Moore, 1872); C. taiwana (Wileman, 1911).
New tribe in Ennominae Included taxa
Drepanogynini, Murillo-Ramos, Sihvonen & Brehm, trib. nov. Type genus: Drepanogynis Guenée, 1858.
Other included genera: Thenopa Walker, 1855.
Species included, genus combination uncertain (incertae sedis): "Sphingomima"
discolucida Herbulot, 1995 (transferred from unassigned to Drepanogynini);
"Hebdomophruda" errans Prout, 1917 (transferred from Nacophorini to
Drepanogynini).
Synonymized tribes Valid tribe
Lithinini Forbes, 1948, syn. nov. Diptychini Janse, 1933 (Ennominae)
Synchlorini Ferguson, 1969 syn. nov. Nemoriini Gumppenberg, 1887 (Geometrinae)
Incertae sedis
Eumelea Duncan & Westwood, 1841
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Orthostixis Hübner, 1823, the type genus of the subfamily, needs to be included in future
analyses.
Sterrhinae Meyrick, 1892
We included 74 Sterrhinae taxa in our analyses, with all tribes recognized in Forum
Herbulot (2007) being represented. The recovered patterns generally agree with previous
phylogenetic hypotheses of the subfamily (Sihvonen & Kaila, 2004, Sihvonen et al., 2011).
The genera Ergavia Walker, 1866, Ametris Guenée, 1858 and Macrotes Westwood, 1841,
which currently are placed in Oenochrominae were found to form a well-defined lineage
within Sterrhinae with strong support (SH-Like = 99 UFBoot2 = 100). These genera
are distributed in the New World, whereas the range of true Oenochrominae is restricted
to the Australian and Oriental Regions. Sihvonen et al. (2011) already found that Ergavia
and Afrophyla Warren, 1895 belong to Sterrhinae and suggested more extensive
analyses to clarify the position of these genera, which we did. Afrophyla was transferred to
Sterrhinae by Sihvonen & Staude (2011) and Ergavia, Ametris andMacrotes (plus Almodes
Guenée, (1858)) will be transferred by P. Sihvonen et al. (2019, unpublished data).
Cosymbiini, Timandrini, Rhodometrini and Lythriini are closely related as shown
previously (Sihvonen & Kaila, 2004; Õunap, Viidalepp & Saarma, 2008; Sihvonen et al.,
2011). Cosymbiini appear as sister to the Timandrini + Traminda Saalmüller, 1891 +
Pseudosterrha Warren, 1888 and Rhodometrini + Lythriini clade. Lythriini are closely
related to Rhodometrini as shown by Õunap, Viidalepp & Saarma (2008) with both
molecular and morphological data. Traminda (Timandrini) and Pseudosterrha
(Cosymbiini) grouped together forming a lineage that is sister to the Rhodometrini +
Lythriini clade (Fig. 2).
Rhodostrophiini and Cyllopodini were recovered as polyphyletic with species of
Cyllopodini clustering within Rhodostrophiini. Similar results were recovered previously
(Sihvonen & Kaila, 2004; Sihvonen et al., 2011), suggesting that additional work is needed
to be done to clarify the status and systematic positions of these tribes. Sterrhini and
Scopulini were recovered as sister taxa as proposed by Sihvonen & Kaila (2004),
Hausmann (2004), Õunap, Viidalepp & Saarma (2008) and Sihvonen et al. (2011).
Our new phylogenetic hypothesis constitutes a large step towards understanding the
evolutionary relationships of the major lineages of Sterrhinae. Further taxonomic
changes and more detailed interpretation of the clades will be dealt with by P. Sihvonen
et al. (2019, unpublished data).
Larentiinae Duponchel, 1845
Larentiinae are a monophyletic entity (Fig. 3). In concordance with the results of Sihvonen
et al. (2011), Viidalepp (2011), Õunap, Viidalepp & Truuverk (2016) and Strutzenberger
et al. (2017), Dyspteridini are supported as sister to all other larentiines. Remarkably,
BrabirodesWarren, 1904 forms an independent lineage. Chesiadini are monophyletic and
sister to all larentiines except Dyspteridini, Brabirodes and Trichopterygini. These results
do not support the suggestion by Viidalepp (2006) and Sihvonen et al. (2011) that
Chesiadini are sister to Trichopterygini.
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In our phylogenetic hypothesis, Asthenini are sister to the Perizomini + Melanthiini +
Eupitheciini clade. These results do not fully agree with Õunap, Viidalepp & Truuverk
(2016) who found Asthenini to be sister to all Larentiinae except Dyspteridini, Chesiadini,
Trichopterygini and Eudulini. However, our results do support the Melanthiini +
Eupitheciini complex as a sister lineage to Perizomini. Sihvonen et al. (2011) recovered
Phileremini and Rheumapterini as well-supported sister taxa. Our results suggest Triphosa
dubitata Linnaeus 1758 (Triphosini) is sister to Phileremini, with Rheumapterini sister to
this clade. Cidariini were recovered as paraphyletic, as the genera Coenotephria Prout,
1914 and Lampropteryx Stephens, 1831 cluster in a different clade (unnamed clade L7)
apart from the lineage comprising the type genus of the tribe, Cidaria Treitschke, 1825.
Ceratodalia Packard, 1876, currently placed in Hydriomenini and Trichodezia Warren,
1895 are nested within Cidariini. These results are not in concordance with Õunap,
Viidalepp & Truuverk (2016), who regarded this tribe to be monophyletic. Scotopterygini
are sister to a lineage comprising Ptychorrhoe blosyrata Guenée (1858), Disclisioprocta
natalata (Walker, 1862) (placed in the unnamed clade L8), Euphyiini, an unnamed clade
L9 comprising the genera Pterocypha, Archirhoe and Obila, Xanthorhoini and
Cataclysmini. Euphyiini are monophyletic, but Xanthorhoini are recovered as mixed with
Cataclysmini. The same findings were shown by Õunap, Viidalepp & Truuverk (2016),
but no taxonomic rearrangements were proposed. Larentiini are monophyletic and
sister of Hydriomenini, Heterusiini, Erateinini, Stamnodini and some unnamed clades
(L11–14). Although with some differences, our results support the major phylogenetic
patterns of Õunap, Viidalepp & Truuverk (2016).
Despite substantial progress, the tribal classification and phylogenetic relationships of
Larentiinae are far from being resolved (Õunap, Viidalepp & Truuverk, 2016). Forbes
(1948) proposed eight tribes based on morphological information, Viidalepp (2011) raised
the number to 23 and Õunap, Viidalepp & Truuverk (2016) recovered 25 tribes studying
58 genera. Our study includes 23 of the currently recognized tribes and 125 genera
(with an emphasis on Neotropical taxa). However, the phylogenetic position of many taxa
remains unclear, and some tropical genera have not yet been formally assigned to any
tribe. Formal descriptions of these groups will be treated in detail by G. Brehm et al. (2019,
unpublished data) and E. Õunap et al. (2019, unpublished data).
Archiearinae Fletcher, 1953
The hypothesis presented in this study recovered Archiearinae as a monophyletic entity
after some taxonomic rearrangements are performed. This subfamily was previously
considered as sister to Geometrinae + Ennominae (Abraham et al., 2001), whereas
Yamamoto & Sota (2007) proposed them to be the sister-taxon to Orthostixinae +
Desmobathrinae. Our findings agree with Sihvonen et al. (2011) who recovered
Archiearinae as the sister-taxon to the rest of Geometridae excluding Sterrhinae and
Larentiinae, although only one species was included in their study. Archiearis Hübner,
(1823) is sister to Boudinotiana Esper, 1787 and these taxa in turn are sister to
Leucobrephos Grote, 1874 (Fig. 4). The southern hemisphere Archiearinae require more
attention. Young (2006) suggested that two Australian Archiearinae genera, Dirce and
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Acalyphes, actually belong to Ennominae. Our analyses clearly support this view and we
therefore propose to formally transfer Dirce and Acalyphes to Ennominae (all formal
taxonomic changes are provided in Table 2). Unfortunately, the South American
Archiearinae genera Archiearides Fletcher, 1953 and Lachnocephala Fletcher, 1953, and
Mexican Caenosynteles Dyar, 1912 (Pitkin & Jenkins, 2004), could not be included in our
analyses. These presumably diurnal taxa may only be superficially similar to northern
hemisphere Archiearinae as was the case with Australian Dirce and Acalyphes.
Desmobathrinae Meyrick, 1886
Taxa placed in Desmobathrinae were formerly recognized as Oenochrominae genera with
slender appendages. Holloway (1996) revived Desmobathrinae from synonymy with
Oenochrominae and divided it into the tribes Eumeleini and Desmobathrini.
Desmobathrinae species have a pantropical distribution and they apparently (still) lack
recognized morphological apomorphies (Holloway, 1996). Our phylogenetic analysis has
questioned the monophyly of Desmobathrinae sensu Holloway because some species
currently placed in Oenochrominae were embedded within the group (see also Sihvonen
et al., 2011), and also the phylogenetic position of the tribe Eumeleini is unstable (see
below). Desmobathrinae can be regarded as a monophyletic group after the transfer of
Zanclopteryx, Nearcha and Racasta from Oenochrominae to Desmobathrinae, and the
removal of Eumeleini (Table 2). Desmobathrinae as circumscribed here are an
independent lineage that is sister to all Geometridae except Sterrhinae, Larentiinae and
Archiearinae.
The monobasic Eumeleini has had a dynamic taxonomic history: Eumelea was
transferred from Oenochrominae s.l. to Desmobathrinae based on the pupal cremaster
(Holloway, 1996), whereas Beljaev (2008) pointed out that Eumelea could be a member of
Geometrinae based on the skeleto-muscular structure of the male genitalia. Molecular
studies (Sihvonen et al., 2011, Ban et al., 2018) suggested that Eumelea was part of
Oenochrominae s.str., but these findings were not well-supported and no formal
taxonomic changes were proposed. Our analyses with IQTREE and RAxML recovered
Eumeleini in two very different positions, either as sister to Geometrinae (SH-like = 93.6,
UFBoot2 = 71) (Figs. 4 and 5), or as sister of Plutodes in Ennominae (RBS = 60) (Data S3).
The examination of morphological details suggests that the position as sister to
Geometrinae is more plausible: hindwing vein M2 is present and tubular; anal margin of
the hindwing is elongated; and large coremata originate from the saccus (Holloway, 1994,
our observations). The morphology of Eumelea is partly unusual, and for that reason we
illustrate selected structures (Data S4), which include for instance the following: antennae
and legs of both sexes are very long; forewing vein Sc (homology unclear) reaches wing
margin; in male genitalia coremata are extremely large and branched; uncus is cross-
shaped (cruciform); tegumen is narrow and it extends ventrally beyond the point of
articulation with vinculum; saccus arms are extremely long, looped; and vesica is with
lateral rows of cornuti. However, the green geoverdin pigment concentration of Eumelea is
low in comparison to Geometrinae (Cook et al., 1994). We tentatively conclude that
Eumelea is probably indeed associated with Geometrinae. However, since eleven genetic
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markers were not sufficient to clarify the phylogenetic affinities of Eumelea, we
provisionally place the genus as incertae sedis (Table 2).
Oenochrominae Guenée, 1858
Oenochrominae has obviously been the group comprising taxa that could not easily be
assigned to other subfamilies. Out of the 76 genera currently assigned to Oenochrominae,
our study includes 25 genera (28 species). Three of these genera will be formally
transferred to Sterrhinae (P. Sihvonen et al., 2019, unpublished data), three are here
transferred to Desmobathrinae (see above, Table 2), and eight are transferred to
Epidesmiinae (see below). In agreement with Sihvonen et al. (2011), Oenochrominae s.str.
grouped together in a well-supported lineage. Genera of this clade can be characterized
as having robust bodies, and their male genitalia have a well-developed uncus and gnathos,
broad valvae and a well-developed anellus (Scoble & Edwards, 1990). Common host
plants are members of Proteaceae and Myrtaceae (Holloway, 1996). Our results strongly
suggest that the genus Oenochroma is polyphyletic: Oenochroma infantilis is sister to a
clade including Dinophalus, Hypographa, Lissomma, Sarcinodes and (at least) two
species of Oenochroma. To date, 20 species have been assigned to Oenochroma by Scoble
(1999), and one additional species was described byHausmann et al. (2009), who suggested
that Oenochroma vinaria is a species complex. We agree with Hausmann et al. (2009),
who pointed out the need for a major revision of Oenochroma.
In our phylogenetic hypothesis, Sarcinodes is sister to O. orthodesma and O. vinaria, the
type species of Oenochroma. Although Sarcinodes and Oenochroma resemble each other in
external morphology, a sister-group relationship between these genera has not been
hypothesized before. The inclusion of Sarcinodes in Oenochrominae is mainly based on
shared tympanal characters (Scoble & Edwards, 1990). However, the circular form of the
lacinia, which is an apomorphy of Oenochrominae s.str. is missing or not apparent in
Sarcinodes (Holloway, 1996). In addition, Sarcinodes is found in the Oriental rather than in
the Australian region, where all Oenochroma species are distributed. A second clade of
Oenochrominae s.str. comprises the genera Monoctenia, Onycodes, Parepisparis,
Antictenia, Arhodia, Gastrophora and Homospora, which clustered together as the sister of
Oenochroma and its relatives. These genera are widely recognized in sharing similar
structure of the male genitalia (Scoble & Edwards, 1990), yet their phylogenetic
relationships have never been tested. Young (2006) suggested the monophyly of
Oenochrominae s.str., however, with a poorly resolved topology and low branch support.
In her study, Parepisparis, Phallaria and Monoctenia shared a bifid head, while in
Parepisparis and Onychodes, the aedeagus was lacking caecum and cornuti. Our analysis
supports these morphological similarities. Monoctenia, Onycodes and Parepisparis
clustered together. However, a close relationship of the genera Antictenia, Arhodia,
Gastrophora and Homospora has not been suggested before. Our analysis thus strongly
supports the earliest definition of Oenochrominae proposed by Guenée (1858), and
reinforced by Cook & Scoble (1992). Oenochrominae should be restricted to Oenochroma
and related genera such as Dinophalus, Hypographa, Lissomma, Sarcinodes, Monoctenia,
Onycodes, Parepisparis, Antictenia, Arhodia, Gastrophora, Homospora, Phallaria and
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Palaeodoxa. We consider that genera included in Oenochrominae by Scoble & Edwards
(1990), but recovered in a lineage separate from Oenochroma and its close relatives in our
study, belong to a hitherto unknown subfamily, which is described below.
Epidesmiinae Murillo-Ramos, Brehm & Sihvonen new subfamily
LSIDurn:lsid:zoobank.org:act:34D1E8F7-99F1-4914-8E12-0110459C2040
Type genus: Epidesmia Duncan & Westwood, 1841.
Material examined: Taxa included in the molecular phylogeny: Ecphyas holopsara
Turner, 1929, Systatica xanthastis Lower, 1894, Adeixis griseata Hudson, 1903,
Dichromodes indicataria Walker, 1866, Phrixocomes sp. Turner, 1930, Abraxaphantes
perampla Swinhoe, 1890, Epidesmia chilonaria (Herrich-Schäffer, 1855), Phrataria
replicataria Walker, 1866.
Most of the slender-bodied Oenochrominae, excluded from Oenochrominae s.str. by
Holloway (1996), were recovered as an independent lineage (Fig. 4) that consists of two
clades: Ec. holopsara + S. xanthastis and Ep. chilonaria + five other genera. Branch support
values from IQ-TREE strongly support the monophyly of this clade (SH-like and
UFBoot2 = 100), while in RAxML the clade is moderately supported (RBS = 89).
These genera have earlier been assigned to Oenochrominae s.l. (Scoble & Edwards, 1990).
However, we recovered the group as a well-supported lineage independent from
Oenochrominae s.str. and transfer them to Epidesmiinae, subfam. n. (Table 2).
Phylogenetic position: Epidesmiinae is sister to Oenochrominae s.str. + Eumelea +
Geometrinae + Ennominae.
Short description of Epidesmiinae: Antennae in males unipectinate (exception: Adeixis),
shorter towards the apex. Pectination moderate or long. Thorax and abdomen slender
(unlike in Oenochrominae). Forewings with sinuous postmedial line and areole present.
Forewings planiform (with wings lying flat on the substrate) in resting position, held like a
triangle and cover the hindwings.
Diagnosis of Epidesmiinae: The genera included in this subfamily form a strongly
supported clade with DNA sequence data from the following gene regions (exemplar
Epidesmia chilonaria (Herrich-Schäffer, 1855)) ArgK (MK738299), Ca-ATPase
(MK738690), CAD (MK738960), COI (MK739187), EF1a (MK740168), GAPDH
(MK740402), MDH (MK740974) and Nex9 (MK741433). A thorough morphological
investigation of the subfamily, including diagnostic characters, is under preparation.
Distribution: Most genera are distributed in the Australian region, with some species
ranging into the Oriental region. Abraxaphantes occurs exclusively in the Oriental region.
Geometrinae Stephens, 1829
The monophyly of Geometrinae is strongly supported, but the number of tribes included
in this subfamily is still unclear. Sihvonen et al. (2011) analyzed 27 species assigned to
11 tribes, followed by Ban et al. (2018) with 116 species in 12 tribes. Ban et al. (2018)
synonymized nine tribes, and validated the monophyly of 12 tribes, with two new tribes
Ornithospilini and Agathiini being the first two clades branching off the main lineage of
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Geometrinae. Our study (168 species) validates the monophyly of 13 tribes, eleven of
which were defined in previous studies: Hemitheini, Dysphaniini, Pseudoterpnini s.str.,
Ornithospilini, Agathiini, Aracimini, Neohipparchini, Timandromorphini, Geometrini,
Comibaeini, Nemoriini. One synonymization is proposed: Synchlorini Ferguson, 1969
syn. nov. is synonymized with Nemoriini Gumppenberg, 1887. One tribe is proposed as
new: Chlorodontoperini trib. nov., and one tribe (Archaeobalbini Viidalepp, 1981, stat.
rev.) is raised from synonymy with Pseudoterpnini.
Ban et al. (2018) found that Ornithospila Warren, 1894 is sister to the rest of
Geometrinae, and Agathia Guenée, 1858 is sister to the rest of Geometrinae minus
Ornithospila. Although weakly supported, our results (with more species of Agathia
sampled) placed Ornisthospilini+Agathiini together and these tribes are the sister to the
rest of Geometrinae. Chlorodontopera is placed as an isolated lineage as shown by Ban et al.
(2018). Given that Chlorodontopera clearly forms an independent and well-supported
lineage we propose the description of a new tribe Chlorodontoperini.
Chlorodontoperini Murillo-Ramos, Sihvonen & Brehm, new tribe
LSIDurn:lsid:zoobank.org:act:0833860E-A092-43D6-B2A1-FB57D9F7988D
Type genus: Chlorodontopera Warren, 1893
Material examined: Taxa in the molecular phylogeny: Chlorodontopera discospilata
(Moore, 1867) and Chlorodontopera mandarinata (Leech, 1889).
Some studies (Inoue, 1961; Holloway, 1996) suggested the morphological similarities of
Chlorodontopera Warren, 1893 with members of Aracimini. Moreover, Holloway (1996)
considered this genus as part of Aracimini. Our results suggest a sister relationship of
Chlorodontopera with a large clade comprising Aracimini, Neohipparchini,
Timandromorphini, Geometrini, Nemoriini and Comibaenini. Considering that our
analysis strongly supports Chlorodontopera as an independent lineage (branch support
SH-like = 99 UFBoot2 = 100, RBS = 99), we introduce the monobasic tribe
Chlorodontoperini. This tribe can be diagnosed by the combination of DNA data from six
genetic markers (exemplar Chlorodontopera discospilata) CAD (MG015448), COI
(MG014735), EF1a (MG015329), GAPDH (MG014862), MDH (MG014980) and RpS5
(MG015562). Ban et al. (2018) did not introduce a new tribe because the relationship
between Chlorodontopera and Euxena Warren, 1896 was not clear in their study. This
relationship was also been proposed by Holloway (1996) based on similar wing patterns.
Further analyses are needed to clarify the affinities between Chlorodontopera and Euxena.
The tribe Chlorodontoperini is diagnosed by distinct discal spots with pale margins on
the wings, which are larger on the hindwing; a dull reddish-brown patch is present between
the discal spot and the costa on the hindwing, and veins M3 and CuA1 are not stalked
on the hindwing (Ban et al., 2018). In the male genitalia, the socii are stout and setose and
the lateral arms of the gnathos are developed, not joined. Sternite 3 of the male has setal
patches (seeHolloway, 1996 for illustrations). Formal taxonomic changes are listed in Table 2.
Aracimini, Neohipparchini, Timandromorphini, Geometrini and Comibaenini
were recovered as monophyletic groups. These results are in full agreement with
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Ban et al. (2018). However, the phylogenetic position of Eucyclodes Warren, 1894 is
uncertain (unnamed G2). The monophyly of Nemoriini and Synchlorini is not supported.
Instead, Synchlorini are nested within Nemoriini (support branch SH-like = 98.3,
UFBoot2 = 91, RBS = 93). Our findings are in concordance with Sihvonen et al. (2011) and
Ban et al. (2018), but our analyses included a larger number of markers and a much higher
number of taxa. Thus, we formally synonymize Synchlorini syn. nov. with Nemoriini
(Table 2).
The monophyly of Pseudoterpnini sensu Pitkin, Han & James (2007) could not be
recovered. Similar results were shown by Ban et al. (2018) who recovered Pseudoterpnini
s.l. including all the genera previously studied by Pitkin, Han & James (2007), forming a
separate clade from Pseudoterpna Hübner, 1823 + Pingasa Moore, 1887. Our results
showed African Mictoschema Prout, 1922 falling within Pseudoterpnini s.str., and it is
sister to Pseudoterpna and Pingasa. A second group of Pseudoterpnini s.l. was recovered as
an independent lineage clearly separate from Pseudoterpnini s.str. (SH-like = 88.3,
UFBoot2 = 64). Ban et al. (2018) did not introduce a new tribe due to the morphological
similarities and difficulty in finding apomorphies of Pseudoterpnini s.str. In addition, their
results were weakly supported. Considering that two independent studies have
demonstrated the paraphyly of Pseudoterpnini sensu Pitkin et al. (2007), we see no reason
for retaining the wide concept of this tribe. Instead, we propose the revival of the tribe
status of Archaeobalbini.
Archaeobalbini Viidalepp, 1981, status revised
(original spelling: Archeobalbini, justified emendation in Hausmann (1996))
Type genus: Archaeobalbis Prout, 1912 (synonymized with Herochroma Swinhoe, 1893 in
Holloway (1996))
Material examined: Herochroma curvata Han & Xue, 2003, H. baba Swinhoe 1893,
Metallolophia inanularia Han & Xue, 2004, M. cuneataria Han & Xue, 2004,
Actenochroma muscicoloraria (Walker, 1862), Absala dorcada Swinhoe, 1893,Metaterpna
batangensis Hang & Stüning, 2016, M. thyatiraria (Oberthür, 1913), Limbatochlamys
rosthorni Rothschild, 1894, Psilotagma pictaria (Moore, 1888), Dindica para Swinhoe,
1893, Dindicodes crocina (Butler, 1880), Lophophelma erionoma (Swinhoe, 1893),
L. varicoloraria (Moore, 1868), L. iterans (Prout, 1926) and Pachyodes amplificata
(Walker, 1862).
This lineage splits into four groups: Herochroma Swinhoe, 1893 + Absala Swinhoe,
1893 + Actenochroma Warren, 1893 is the sister lineage of the rest of Archaeobalbini that
were recovered as three clades with unresolved relationships comprising the genera
Limbatochlamys Rothschild, 1894, PsilotagmaWarren, 1894,MetallolophiaWarren, 1895,
Metaterpna Yazaki, 1992, Dindica Warren, 1893, Dindicodes Prout, 1912, Lophophelma
Prout, 1912 and Pachyodes Guenée, 1858. This tribe can be diagnosed by the combination
of DNA data from six genetic markers, see for instance Pachyodes amplificata CAD
(MG015522), COI (MG014818), EF1a (MG015409), GAPDH (MG014941), MDH
(MG015057) and RpS5 (MG015638). Branch support values in IQ-TREE confirm the
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monophyly of this clade (SH-like = 88.3, UFBoot2 = 64). GenBank accession numbers are
shown in Supplementary Material. A morphological diagnosis requires further research.
Xenozancla Warren, 1893 (unnamed G3) is sister to the clade comprising Dysphaniini
and Pseudoterpnini s.str. Sihvonen et al. (2011) did not include Xenozancla in their
analyses and suggested a sister relationship of Dysphaniini and Pseudoterpnini, but with
low support. According to Ban et al. (2018), Xenozancla is more closely related to
Pseudoterpnini s.str. than to Dysphaniini. However, due to low support, Ban et al. (2018)
did not propose a taxonomic assignment for Xenozancla, which is currently not assigned
to a tribe. Although our IQ-TREE results show that Xenozancla is sister to a clade
comprising Dysphaniini and Pseudoterpnini s.str., the RAxML analysis did not recover the
same phylogenetic relationships. Instead, Dysphaniini + Pseudoterpnini s.str. are found to
be sister taxa, but Xenozancla is placed close to Rhomborista monosticta (Wehrli, 1924). As
in Ban et al. (2018), our results do not allow us to reach a conclusion about the
phylogenetic affinities of these tribes, due to low support of nodes.
The Australian genus Crypsiphona Meyrick, 1888 (unnamed G4) was placed close to
Hemitheini. Crypsiphona has been assigned to Pseudoterpnini (e. g. Pitkin, Han & James,
2007, Õunap & Viidalepp, 2009), but is recovered as a separate lineage in our tree. Given
the isolated position of Crypsiphona, the designation of a new tribe could be considered,
but due to low support of nodes in our analyses, further information (including
morphology) is needed to confirm the phylogenetic position of this genus. In our
phylogenetic hypothesis, a large clade including the former tribes Lophochoristini,
Heliotheini, Microloxiini, Thalerini, Rhomboristini, Hemistolini, Comostolini, Jodini and
Thalassodini is recovered as sister to the rest of Geometrinae. These results are in full
agreement with Ban et al. (2018), who synonymized all of these tribes with Hemitheini.
Although the monophyly of Hemitheini is strongly supported, our findings recovered only a
few monophyletic subtribes. For example, genera placed in Hemitheina were intermixed with
those belonging to Microloxiina, Thalassodina and Jodina. Moreover, many genera which
were unassigned to tribe, were recovered as belonging to Hemitheini. Our findings recovered
Lophostola Prout, 1912 as sister to all Hemitheini. These results are quite different from those
found by Ban et al. (2018) who suggested Rhomboristina as being sister to the rest of
Hemitheini. In contrast, our results recovered Rhomboristina mingled with Hemistolina.
These different results are probably influenced by the presence of African and Madagascan
Lophostola in our analysis. In our opinion the subtribe concept, as applied in Hemitheini
earlier, is not practical and we do not advocate its use in geometrid classification.
Ennominae Duponchel, 1845
Ennominae are the most species-rich subfamily of geometrids. The loss of vein M2 on the
hindwing is probably the best apomorphy (Holloway, 1994), although vein M2 is present as
tubular in a few ennomine taxa (Staude, 2001; Skou & Sihvonen, 2015). Ennominae are a
morphologically highly diverse subfamily, and attempts to find further synapomorphies
shared by all major tribal groups have failed.
The number of tribes as well as phylogenetic relationships among tribes are still debated
(see Skou & Sihvonen, 2015 for an overview). Moreover, the taxonomic knowledge of this
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subfamily in tropical regions is still poor. Holloway (1994) recognized 21 tribes, Beljaev
(2006) 24 tribes, and Forum Herbulot (2007) 27 tribes. To date, four molecular studies have
corroborated the monophyly of Ennominae (Yamamoto & Sota, 2007; Wahlberg et al.,
2010; Õunap et al., 2011, Sihvonen et al., 2011), with Young (2006) being the only exception
who found Ennominae paraphyletic. Moreover, four large-scale taxonomic revisions
(without a phylogenetic hypothesis) were published by Pitkin (2002) for the Neotropical
region, Skou & Sihvonen (2015), Müller et al. (2019) for the Western Palaearctic region,
and Holloway (1994) for Borneo. More detailed descriptions of taxonomic changes in
Ennominae will be given by G. Brehm et al. (2019, unpublished data) and L. Murillo-
Ramos et al. (2019, unpublished data). We here discuss general patterns and give details for
taxonomic acts not covered in the other two papers.
Our findings recover Ennominae as a monophyletic entity, but results were not
highly supported in RAxML (RBS = 67) compared to IQ-TREE (SH-Like =100, UFBoot2 =
99). The lineage comprising Geometrinae and Oenochrominae is recovered as the sister
clade of Ennominae. In previous studies, Wahlberg et al. (2010) sampled 49 species of
Ennominae, Õunap et al. (2011) sampled 33 species, and Sihvonen et al. (2011) 70 species
including up to eight markers per species. All these studies supported the division of
Ennominae into “boarmiine” and “ennomine”moths (Holloway, 1994). This grouping was
proposed by Forbes (1948) and Holloway (1994), who suggested close relationships
between the tribes Boarmiini, Macariini, Cassymini and Eutoeini based on the bifid pupal
cremaster and the possession of a fovea in the male forewing. The remaining tribes were
defined as “ennomines” based on the loss of a setal comb on male sternum A3 and the
presence of a strong furca in male genitalia. BothWahlberg et al. (2010) and Sihvonen et al.
(2011) found these two informal groupings to be reciprocally monophyletic.
In our analyses, 653 species with up to 11 markers were sampled, with an emphasis on
Neotropical taxa, which so far had been poorly represented in the molecular phylogenetic
analyses. Our results recovered the division into two major subclades (Fig. 6), a core
set of ennomines in a well-supported clade, and a poorly supported larger clade that
includes the “boarmiines” among four other lineages usually thought of as "ennomines".
The traditional “ennomines” are thus not found to be monophyletic in our analyses,
questioning the utility of such an informal name. Our phylogenetic hypothesis supports
the validation of numerous tribes proposed previously, in addition to several unnamed
clades. We validate 23 tribes (Forum Herbulot, 2007; Skou & Sihvonen, 2015):
Gonodontini, Gnophini, Odontoperini, Nacophorini, Ennomini, Campaeini, Alsophilini,
Wilemaniini, Prosopolophini, Diptychini, Theriini, Plutodini, Palyadini, Hypochrosini,
Apeirini, Epionini, Caberini, Macariini, Cassymini, Abraxini, Eutoeini and Boarmiini.
We hereby propose one new tribe: Drepanogynini trib. nov. (Table 2). Except for the new
tribe, most of the groups recovered in this study are in concordance with previous
morphological classifications (Holloway, 1994; Beljaev, 2006, 2016; Forum Herbulot, 2007;
Skou & Sihvonen, 2015; Müller et al., 2019).
Five known tribes and two further unnamed lineages (E1, E2 in Fig. 6) form the core
Ennominae: Gonodontini, Gnophini, Odontoperini, Nacophorini and Ennomini.
Several Neotropical clades that conflict with the current tribal classification of Ennominae
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will be described as new tribes by G. Brehm et al. (2019, unpublished data). Gonodontini
and Gnophini are recovered as sister taxa. Gonodontini was defined by Forbes (1948) and
studied by Holloway (1994), who showed synapomorphies shared by Gonodontis Hübner,
(1823), XylinophyllaWarren, 1898 and XenimpiaWarren, 1895. Our results recovered the
genus Xylinophylla as sister of Xenimpia and Psilocladia Warren, 1898. Psilocladia is an
African genus currently unassigned to tribe (see Sihvonen, Staude & Mutanen, 2015 for
details). Considering the strong support and that the facies and morphology are somewhat
similar to other analyzed taxa in Gonodontini, we formally include Psilocladia in
Gonodontini (Table 2). Gnophini are monophyletic and we formally transfer the African
genera Oedicentra Warren, 1902 and Hypotephrina Janse, 1932, from unassigned to
Gnophini (Table 2). The total number of species, and number of included genera in
Gnophini are still uncertain (Skou & Sihvonen, 2015; Müller et al., 2019). Based on
morphological examination, Beljaev (2016) treated Angeronini as a synonym of Gnophini.
The costal projection on male valva bearing a spine or group of spines was considered as a
synapomorphy of the group. Using molecular data, Yamamoto & Sota (2007) showed
a close phylogenetic relationship between Angerona Duponchel, 1829 (Angeronini) and
Chariaspilates Wehrli, 1953 (Gnophini). Similar results were shown by Sihvonen et al.
(2011) who recovered Angerona and Charissa Curtis, 1826 as sister taxa, and our results
also strongly support treating Angeronini as synonym of Gnophini.
Holloway (1994) suggested close affinities among Nacophorini, Azelinini and
Odontoperini on the basis of larval characters. In a morphology-based phylogenetic study,
Skou & Sihvonen (2015) suggested multiple setae on the proleg on A6 of the larvae
as a synapomorphy of the group. Our results also support a close relationship of
Nacophorini, Azelinini and Odontoperini. These clades will be treated in more detail by
G. Brehm et al. (2019, unpublished data).
Following the ideas of Pitkin (2002), Beljaev (2008) synonymized the tribes Ourapterygini
and Nephodiini with Ennomini. He considered the divided vinculum in male genitalia and
the attachment of muscles m3 as apomorphies of the Ennomini, but did not provide a
phylogenetic analysis. Sihvonen et al. (2011) supported Beljaev’s assumptions and recovered
Ennomos Treitschke, 1825 (Ennomini), Ourapteryx Leach, 1814 (Ourapterygini) and
Nephodia Hübner, 1823 (Nephodiini) as belonging to the same clade. Our comprehensive
analysis confirms those previous findings and we agree with Ennomini as the valid tribal
name for this large clade. This clade will be treated in more detail by G. Brehm et al.
(2019, unpublished data).
Campaeini, Alsophilini, Wilemaniini and Prosopolophini grouped together in a
well-supported clade (SH-like = 100, UFBoot2 = 99). Previous molecular analyses have
shown an association of Colotoini [= Prosopolophini] and Wilemaniini (Yamamoto &
Sota, 2007; Sihvonen et al., 2011), although no synapomorphies are known to support
synonymization (Skou & Sihvonen, 2015). The Palaearctic genera Compsoptera Blanchard,
1845, Apochima Agassiz, 1847, Dasycorsa Prout, 1915, Chondrosoma Anker, 1854 and
DorsispinaNupponen & Sihvonen, 2013, are potentially part of the same complex (Skou &
Sihvonen, 2015, Sihvonen pers. obs.), but they were not included in the current study.
Campaeini is a small group including four genera with Oriental, Palaearctic and Nearctic
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distribution, apparently closely related to Alsophilini and Prosopolophini, but currently
accepted as a tribe (ForumHerbulot, 2007; Skou & Sihvonen, 2015). Our results support the
close phylogenetic affinities among these tribes, but due to the limited number of sampled
taxa, we do not propose any formal changes.
The genus Declana Walker, 1858 is recovered as an isolated clade sister to Diptychini.
This genus is endemic to New Zealand, but to date has not been assigned to tribe. According
to our results, Declana could well be defined as its own tribe. However, the delimitation
of this tribe is beyond the scope of our paper and more genera from Australia and New
Zealand should first be examined. A close relationship between Nacophorini and Lithinini
was suggested by Pitkin (2002), based on the similar pair of processes of the anellus in
the male genitalia. Pitkin also noted a morphological similarity in the male genitalia
(processes of the juxta) shared by Nacophorini and Diptychini. In a study of the Australasian
fauna, Young (2008) suggested the synonymization of Nacophorini and Lithinini. This was
further corroborated by Sihvonen, Staude & Mutanen (2015) who found that Diptychini were
nested within some Nacophorini and Lithinini. However, none of the studies proposed
formal taxonomic changes because of limited taxon sampling. In contrast, samples in our
analyses cover all biogeographic regions and the results suggest that true Nacophorini is a
clade which comprises almost exclusively New World species. This clade is clearly separate
from Old World “nacophorines” (cf. Young, 2003) that are intermixed with Lithinini and
Diptychini.We here formally transfer OldWorld nacophorines to Diptychini and synonymize
Lithinini syn. nov. with Diptychini (Table 2). Further formal taxonomic changes in the
Nacophorini complex are provided by G. Brehm et al. (2019, unpublished data).
TheriaHübner 1825, the only representative of Theriini in this study, clustered together
with Lomographa Hübner, 1825 (Baptini in Skou & Sihvonen, 2015), in a well-supported
clade, agreeing with the molecular results of Sihvonen et al. (2011). The placement of
Lomographa in Caberini (Rindge, 1979; Pitkin, 2002) is not supported by our study nor
by that of Sihvonen et al. (2011). The monophyly of Lomographa has not been tested
before, but we show that one Neotropical and one Palaearctic Lomographa species indeed
group together. Our results show that Caberini are not closely related to the Theriini +
Baptini clade, unlike in earlier morphology-based hypotheses (Rindge, 1979; Pitkin, 2002).
Morphologically, Theriini and Baptini are dissimilar, therefore we recognize them as valid
tribes (see description and illustrations in Skou & Sihvonen, 2015).
According to our results, 11 molecular markers were not enough to infer phylogenetic
affinities of Plutodini (represented by one species of Plutodes). Similar results were
found by Sihvonen et al. (2011), who in some analyses recovered Plutodes as sister of
Eumelea. Our analyses are congruent with those findings. IQ-TREE results suggest
that Plutodes is sister to Palyadini, but RAxML analyses recovered Eumelea as the
most probable sister of Plutodes. Given that our analyses are not in agreement on the
sister-group affinities of Plutodes, we do not make any assumptions about its phylogenetic
position. Instead, we emphasize that further work needs to be done to clarify the
phylogenetic positions of Plutodes and related groups.
Hypochrosini is only recovered in a well-defined lineage if the genera Apeira Gistl, 1848
(Apeirini), Epione Duponchel, 1829 (Epionini), Sericosema (Caberini), Ithysia (Theriini),
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Capasa Walker, 1866 (unassigned) and Omizodes Warren, 1894 (unassigned) were
transferred to Hypochrosini. Skou & Sihvonen (2015) already suggested a close association
of Epionini, Apeirini and Hypochrosini. We think that synonymizing these tribes is
desirable. However, due to the limited number of sampled taxa we do not propose any
formal changes until more data becomes available. We do suggest, however, formal
taxonomic changes for the genera Capasa and Omizodes from unassigned to Hypochrosini
(Table 2).
The southern African genus Drepanogynis is paraphyletic and has earlier been classified
as belonging in Ennomini, and later in Nacophorini (Krüger, 2002). In our phylogeny, it is
intermixed with the genera Sphingomima Warren, 1899, and Thenopa Walker, 1855.
Hebdomophruda errans Prout, 1917 also clusters together with these taxa, apart from other
Hebdomophruda Warren, 1897 species, which suggests that this genus is polyphyletic.
These genera form a clade sister to the lineage that comprises several Hypochrosini species.
Considering that our analysis strongly supports this clade, we place Thenopa,
Sphingomima and Drepanogynis in a tribe of their own.
Drepanogynini Murillo-Ramos, Sihvonen & Brehm new tribe
LSIDurn:lsid:zoobank.org:act:AA384988-009F-4175-B98C-6209C8868B93
Type genus: Drepanogynis Guenée, (1858)
The African genera Thenopa, Sphingomima and Drepanogynis appear as a strongly
supported lineage (SH-like, UFBoot2 and RBS = 100). Krüger (1997, p. 259) proposed
"Boarmiini and related tribes as the most likely sister group" for Drepanogynis, whereas
more recently Drepanogynis was classified in the putative southern hemisphere
Nacophorini (Krüger, 2014; Sihvonen, Staude &Mutanen, 2015). In the current phylogeny,
Drepanogynis is isolated from Nacophorini sensu stricto and from other southern African
genera that have earlier been considered to be closely related to it (Krüger, 2014 and
references therein). The other southern African genera appeared to belong to Diptychini in
our study. The systematic position of Drepanogynis tripartita (Warren, 1898) has earlier
been analyzed in a molecular study (Sihvonen, Staude & Mutanen, 2015). The taxon
grouped together with the Palaearctic species of the tribes Apeirini, Theriini, Epionini and
putative Hypochrosini. Sihvonen, Staude & Mutanen (2015) noted that Argyrophora
trofonia (Cramer, 1779) (representing Drepanogynis group III sensu Krüger, 1999) and
Drepanogynis tripartita (representing Drepanogynis group IV sensu Krüger, 2002) did not
group together, but no formal changes were proposed. Considering that the current
analysis strongly supports the placement of Drepanogynis and related genera in an
independent lineage, and the aforementioned taxa in the sister lineage (Apeirini, Theriini,
Epionini and putative Hypochrosini) have been validated at tribe-level, we place
Drepanogynis and related genera in a tribe of their own.
Material examined and taxa included: Drepanogynis mixtaria (Guenée, 1858),
D. tripartita, D. determinata (Walker, 1860), D. arcuifera Prout, 1934, D. arcuatilinea
Krüger, 2002, D. cnephaeogramma (Prout, 1938), D. villaria (Felder & Rogenhofer, 1875),
“Sphingomima” discolucida Herbulot, 1995 (genus combination uncertain, see taxonomic
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notes below), Thenopa diversa Walker, 1855, “Hebdomophruda” errans Prout, 1917
(genus combination uncertain, see taxonomic notes below).
Taxonomic notes: We choose Drepanogynis Guenée, 1858 as the type genus for
Drepanogynini, although it is not the oldest valid name (ICZN Article 64), because
extensive literature has been published on Drepanogynis (Krüger, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2014),
but virtually nothing exists on Thenopa, Walker, 1855, except the original descriptions of
its constituent species. Current results show the urgent need for more extensive
phylogenetic studies within Drepanogynini. Thenopa and Sphingomima are embedded
within Drepanogynis, rendering it paraphyletic, but our taxon coverage is too limited to
propose formal changes in this species-rich group. Drepanogynini, as defined here, are
distributed in sub-Saharan Africa. Drepanogynis sensu Krüger (1997, 1998, 1999, 2014)
includes over 150 species and it ranges from southern Africa to Ethiopia (Krüger, 2002,
Vári, Kroon & Krüger, 2002), whereas the genera Sphingomima (10 species) and Thenopa
(four species) occur in Central and West Africa (Scoble, 1999). Sphingomima and Thenopa
are externally similar, so the recovered sister-group relationship in the current phylogeny
analysis was anticipated. In the current analysis, Hebdomophruda errans Prout, 1917 is
isolated from other analyzed Hebdomophruda species (the others are included in
Diptychini), highlighting the need for additional research. Krüger (1997, 1998) classified
the genus Hebdomophruda into seven species groups on the basis of morphological
characters, and H. errans group is one of them (Krüger, 1998). We do not describe a new
genus for the taxon errans, nor do we combine it with any genus in the Drepanogynini,
highlighting its uncertain taxonomic position (incertae sedis) pending more research. In
the current analysis, Sphingomima discolucida Herbulot, 1995 is transferred from
unassigned tribus combination to Drepanogynini, but as the type species of Sphingomima
(S. heterodoxa Warren, 1899) was not analyzed, we do not transfer the entire genus
Sphingomima into Drepanogynini. We highlight the uncertain taxonomic position of the
taxon discolucida, acknowledging that it may eventually be included again in Sphingomima
if the entire genus should be transferred to Drepanogynini.
Diagnosis: Drepanogynini can be diagnosed by the combination of DNA data with up to
11 genetic markers (exemplar Drepanogynis mixtaria (Guenée, 1858)) ArgK (MK738841),
COI (MK739615), EF1a (MK739960), IDH (MK740862), MDH (MK741181), Nex9
(MK741630), RpS5 (MK741991) and Wingless (MK742540). In the light of our
phylogenetic results, the Drepanogynis group of genera, as classified earlier (Krüger, 2014),
is split between two unrelated tribes (Drepanogynini and Diptychini). More research is
needed to understand how other Drepanogynis species and the Drepanogynis group of
genera sensu Krüger (1997, 1998, 1999, 2014) (at least 11 genera), should be classified.
Boarmiini are the sister group to a clade that comprises Macariini, Cassymini, Abraxini
and Eutoeini. We found that many species currently classified as Boarmiini are scattered
throughout Ennominae. Boarmiini s.str. are strongly supported but are technically not
monophyletic because of a large number of genera which need to be formally transferred
from other tribes to Boarmiini (G. Brehm et al., 2019, unpublished data for Neotropical taxa
and L. Murillo-Ramos et al., 2019, unpublished data for other taxa). The results are
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principally in concordance with Jiang et al. (2017), who supported the monophyly of
Boarmiini but with a smaller number of taxa.
The divided valva in male genitalia was suggested as a synapomorphy of Macariini +
Cassymini + Eutoeini by Holloway (1994). In addition, he proposed the inclusion of
Abraxini in Cassymini. Although our findings support a close relationship, this group
requires more study and a more extensive sampling effort. Similar findings were provided
by Jiang et al. (2017) who suggested more extensive sampling to study the evolutionary
relationships of these tribes.
Orthostixinae Meyrick, 1892
Orthostixinae were not included in our study. Sihvonen et al. (2011) showed this subfamily
as deeply embedded within Ennominae, but unfortunately it was not represented by
the type genus of the subfamily. These results agree with Holloway (1996) who examined
Orthostixis Hübner, (1823) and suggested the inclusion in Ennominae despite the full
development of hindwing vein M2, the presence of a forewing areole and the very broad
base of the tympanal ansa. We sampled the species Naxa textilis (Walker, 1856) and
Orthostixis cribraria (Hübner, 1799), but only three and one marker were successfully
sequenced for these samples, respectively. We included these species in the preliminary
analyses but results were so unstable that we excluded them from the final analysis. Further
research including fresh material and more genetic markers are needed to investigate the
position of Orthostixinae conclusively.
CONCLUSIONS
This study elucidated important evolutionary relationships among major groups within
Geometridae. The monophyly of the subfamilies and the most widely accepted tribes were
tested. We found strong support for the traditional concepts of Larentiinae, Geometrinae
and Ennominae. Sterrhinae also becomes monophyletic when Ergavia, Ametris and
Macrotes, currently placed in Oenochrominae, are formally transferred to Sterrhinae.
The concepts of Oenochrominae and Desmobathrinae required major revision and, after
appropriate rearrangements, these groups also form monophyletic subfamily-level entities.
Archiearinae are monophyletic with the transfer of Dirce and Acalyphes to Ennominae.
We treat Epidesmiinae as a new subfamily.
This study proposes the recognition of eight monophyletic geometrid subfamilies. Many
geometrid tribes were recovered para- or polyphyletic. We attempted to address the
needed taxonomic changes, in order to favor taxonomic stability of the subfamilies and
many tribes, even if in an interim way, to allow other researchers to use an updated higher-
taxonomic structure that better reflects our current understanding of geometrid
phylogeny. Although we included a large number of new taxa, in our study, many clades
remain poorly represented. This is particularly true for taxa from tropical Africa and
Asia. Tribes in special need of reassessment include Eumeleini, Plutodini, Eutoeini,
Cassymini and Abraxini. We hope the phylogenetic hypotheses shared here will open new
paths of inquiry across Geometridae. Morphological synapomorphies have not yet been
identified for many of the re- and newly defined higher taxa circumscribed by our 11-gene
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data set. Likewise, there is great need, across the family, to begin the work of mapping
behavioral and life history attributes to the clades identified in this work.
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Abstract 
Highly diverse groups offer a great opportunity to study the processes and 
mechanisms which have shaped their evolutionary success. Within Lepidoptera, 
moths of the family Geometridae, with 23 thousand described species and a 
worldwide distribution excepting Antarctica, are one such group. Here, we present 
the first study on the diversification dynamics and biogeographic processes that 
2 
shaped the current diversity patterns and distribution ranges in this family. In the 
absence of reliable fossils for the group, we used a (published) multi-locus data set 
representing XX generic diversity in the family, secondary calibration points from 
the literature and relaxed molecular clocks to generate a time-calibrated phylogeny 
using the software BEAST2. This time tree was used to reconstruct the 
biogeographic evolution of Geometridae, implementing in RevBayes a Bayesian 
approach to the Dispersal-Extinction-Cladogenesis (DEC) model that incorporates 
palaeographic-based dispersal graphs with uncertainty in geological ages. We also 
implemented a Bayesian time-variable, episodic birth-death model and a model that 
allows branch-specific speciation rates, to reconstruct the diversification dynamics 
in the family. Our results suggest that the most recent common ancestor of 
Geometridae was distributed in the New World, with the Neotropics the most likely 
ancestral area. An increase in diversification rates occurred at circa 30-40 mya, at a 
time of a major global climate cooling. There were also shifts in speciation rates that 
were clade-specific at around 25-35 mya, coincident with a period of major climate 
change. These results point out to different biogeographical and evolutionary 
histories per area, to show the differences of the diversification rates in different 
biogeographical areas through time, showing the relative importance of each region 
in the diversification history of the family. 
Key words: Geometridae, diversification, biogeography, Lepidoptera 
Introduction 
Since the inception of natural sciences as a field at the end of the XVIII century, the 
heterogeneity in the spatial distribution of biodiversity on Earth has captivated the 
interest of scientists (Hooker 1854; Darwin 1859; Wallace 1869, 1876). For 
example, the Latitudinal Diversity Gradient (LDG) describes a general pattern in 
which the number of species of organisms increases from the poles to the equator, 
with tropical regions being the most species-rich (Fischer 1960; Buzas et al. 2002; 
Jablonski et al. 2006; Brown 2014; Kinlock et al. 2017). The LDG has been partly 
explained by present-day differences in environmental factors, such as temperature 
and precipitation, favouring higher productivity in these regions. However, there is 
increasing consensus that historical processes such as the climatic and geological 
history of a landmass, driving lineage speciation and extinction rates, played a 
prominent role in shaping biodiversity patterns (Linder 2001; Antonelli et al. 2009; 
Buerki et al. 2011; Condamine et al. 2013a). 
Extant diversity also differs greatly among groups of organisms. In insects, for 
example, the order Strepsiptera currently includes very few representatives (about 
600 species), whereas related groups with a similar time of origin (e.g., Coleoptera), 
exhibit species numbers that are orders of magnitude higher (more than 300,000 
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described species). Also, present-day diversity is only a narrow snapshot of the 
course of evolution. A great percentage of species that originated on Earth have now 
become extinct, and many major branches in the Tree of Life have not left any extant 
descendants, such as the ammonites and trilobites (Payne and Clapham 2012). 
Understanding the origin of present-day extant diversity is a challenging task, but 
reconstructing the extinct and unobserved diversity is even more complex (Purvis 
2008; Meseguer et al. 2015; Sanmartín and Meseguer 2016). Initially, fossils and 
their associated stratigraphic age were used for exploring hidden patterns of 
diversity in the past and the role of extinction in shaping these patterns (e.g. Simpson 
1944; Stanley 1980). In recent decades, statistical methods have emerged that make 
use of molecular rates and phylogenetic information to elucidate the dynamics of 
diversification within a group of organisms (Hey 1992; Nee et al. 1992, 1994; Purvis 
2008; Morlon et al. 2011a; Sanmartín and Meseguer 2016). These methods require 
information about the times of divergence of extant lineages, often calibrated with 
fossil information or rates of molecular evolution from related groups. The power 
of such methods to estimate past diversification rates has been recently fostered by 
high-throughput sequencing (HTS) techniques, allowing an exponential increase in 
the number of genes analysed, the development of more realistic models, permitting 
rates of diversification to change over time and across lineages, and the addition of 
Bayesian approaches to account for error in parameter estimation (Höhna et al. 
2011; Morlon et al. 2011b; Stadler 2013; May et al. 2016; Sanmartín and Meseguer 
2016). Fossils remain important to provide a temporal calibration point or to inform 
on the magnitude or even direction of change, and have demonstrated that their 
inclusion can dramatically alter conclusions on the evolutionary history of a group, 
especially in deep time (Mao et al. 2012; Meseguer et al, 2015, 2018; Landis et al. 
2020). However, the majority of organisms have highly incomplete fossil records, 
or even absent, often due to poor fossilization rates.  
One such group that lacks a reliable fossil record but still exhibits remarkable levels 
of diversity are Geometridae moths. With more than 23,000 described species (van 
Nieukerken et al. 2011), the family represents one of the major radiations within 
Lepidoptera, and insects in general. Yet, fossil information is extremely scarce: thus 
far, only one fossil has been unambiguously assigned to the family (Fischer et al. 
2019). Recently, Geometridae has been the focus of a series of phylogenetic studies, 
thanks to the publication of new extensive molecular datasets (Brehm et al. 2019; 
Murillo-Ramos et al. 2019; Sihvonen et al. 2020). The increase in taxon sampling, 
especially for higher-level lineages, and the generation of well-supported multi-
locus phylogenetic hypotheses, enables the investigation of diversification 
dynamics in the group.  
Geometrid moths have a worldwide distribution and also exhibit decreasing 
diversity levels from tropical to temperate areas, in accordance with the LDG pattern 
(Beck et al. 2017). Western Palaearctic species are by far the best studied, due to 
the work of many entomologists who have been observing and describing species 
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since the Age of Exploration. Nowadays, relatively few new species are described 
from this region compared with tropical regions such as South East Asia (e.g. 
Holloway 1993, 1996, 1997), Africa (e.g. Tujuba et al. 2020) and the Neotropics 
(e.g. Brehm 2018). 
Despite the family's cosmopolitan distribution, most species of Geometridae are 
endemic to a single continent or biogeographic region, and often limited to a single 
locality. The age of origin of the family has been placed in the Cretaceous in 
previous studies focusing on the order Lepidoptera (Wahlberg et al. 2013; Kawahara 
et al. 2019) . This relatively ancient age and the endemic distribution patterns of 
extant species makes this group especially attractive for studying the historical 
processes that drive patterns of diversity over space and time. To date, there is no 
biogeographic study on the origin of geometrid moths, when and how they reached 
their current cosmopolitan distribution and excess levels of diversity. The large 
majority of works in Lepidoptera have focused on the butterfly families 
Nymphalidae (Wahlberg and Freitas 2007; Kodandaramaiah and Wahlberg 2007, 
2009; Aduse-Poku et al. 2009, 2015; Müller et al. 2010; Matos-Maraví et al. 2013, 
2014; Toussaint and Balke 2016; Kodandaramaiah et al. 2018; Toussaint et al. 
2020), Papilionidae (Condamine et al. 2013b), Pieridae (Müller et al. 2013) 
Lycaenidae (Vila et al. 2011), and Hesperiidae (Toussaint et al. 2019). Only one 
published study exists on the biogeography of a moth family (Choreutidae, Rota et 
al. 2016). Also, few works have studied patterns of speciation and extinction using 
statistical methods in butterflies (Condamine et al. 2012, 2018; Toussaint and Balke 
2016; Chazot et al. 2019, 2020). Many of these works highlight the major role 
played by global changes in climate and past geography in the evolution of 
Lepidoptera extant diversity. 
In this study, we used a published multi-locus phylogeny of Geometridae as a robust 
phylogenetic framework for inferring biogeographic and diversification patterns in 
the family. Specifically, we employed Bayesian statistical approaches to molecular 
dating, biogeographic reconstruction and diversification analyses to infer lineage 
divergence times, ancestral geographic ranges, changes in rates of migration, 
extirpation (local extinction), and lineage speciation and extinction over time. Our 
aim was to identify key time periods, with major climatic or geological changes, as 
well as biogeographic regions (landmasses), that played a significant role in the 
origin and evolution of Geometridae extant diversity. 
Material and Methods 
Taxon sampling and phylogeny 
Our study is based on the most recent and comprehensive molecular dataset of 
family Geometridae by Murillo-Ramos et al. (2019). This dataset includes 93 tribes 
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and 1192 species sequenced for 10 low-copy nuclear markers (ArgK, Ca-ATPase, 
CAD, EF-1alpha, GAPDH, IDH, MDH, Nex9, RpS5 and wingless) and one 
mitochondrial gene (COI), with a total length of 7665 bp. Most nodes in this 
phylogeny received high clade support (Bayesian posterior probabilities), and thus 
constitute a sound phylogenetic template to explore biogeographic and 
diversification patterns. The phylogeny was rooted using taxa from the families 
Uraniidae, Pseudobistonidae, Epicopeiidae and Sematuridae, which are the closest 
taxa to Geometridae (Regier et al. 2009, 2013). 
Time Calibration 
To generate a time-calibrated topology, we used relaxed molecular clocks 
implemented in the Bayesian software BEAST2 (Bouckaert et al. 2014). The 
molecular dataset above was partitioned by gene, with independent molecular 
substitution models (Table 1) inferred by ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy et al. 
2017) implemented in the maximum likelihood inference software IQ-TREE 1.6.5 
(Nguyen et al. 2015). Initial test runs failed to converge, probably due to the size 
and complexity of the dataset, which included XX percentage of missing data. To 
make the analysis computationally possible, we enforced the tree topology obtained 
by Murillo-Ramos et al. (2019) by modifying the xml file manually and disabling 
operators for MCMC tree moves. A birth-death tree prior with incomplete sampling 
(Stadler 2013) and a lognormal relaxed clock model (Drummond et al. 2006) were 
used. The clock and tree priors were linked across all partitions. Four calibration 
points based on secondary age estimates were used to infer absolute divergence 
times for the following nodes: the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) of 
Geometridae; the MRCA of Scopula and Cyclophora; the MRCA of Archiearis and 
Alsophila; and the MRCA of Biston and Alsophila. Secondary age estimates to 
calibrate these nodes were obtained from the Lepidoptera time tree of Wahlberg et 
al. (2013). Normal distribution priors were used, with a standard deviation spanning 
the 95% high-posterior-density (HPD) credibility intervals estimated by Wahlberg 
and collaborators (2013); see Table 2 for details on the value of parameters for these 
priors. A pre-run analysis of one MCMC chain for over 2x108 generations was 
performed as burnin to ensure the fine-tuning of priors. Four independent chains 
(with different seed numbers) were then run for over 108 generations using the pre-
run as a starting point. Each run was checked for adequate convergence and mixing 
using TRACER 1.6 (Rambaut et al. 2018), first independently and then together. 
All parameter ESS values scored higher than 200. The software LogCombiner  and 
TreeAnnotator (both available in the BEAST2 package) were used to merge the tree 
files from the independent runs, and generate a maximum clade credibility (MCC) 
tree, representing the mean and 95% HPD interval for all nodal ages. Outgroup taxa 
were then removed from this tree, using the R statistical framework (R Core Team 
2017) with package ape v. 5.2 (Paradis and Schliep 2019), before running the 
biogeographic and diversification analyses to avoid incomplete taxon sampling 
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biases, since outgroups were represented by a few species. The BEAST MCC tree 
is provided in the Supplementary Material.  
Table 1: Gene partitions and the substitution model as inferred by ModelFinder. “Infor” stands for the number of 
parsimony-informative sites and “Invar” for the number of invariant sites. 
Partition Markers Length (bp) Infor Invar Model 
1 ArgK 388 192 152 GTR+F+I+G4 
2 Ca-ATPase 444 176 221 SYM+I+G4 
3 CAD 865 482 318 GTR+F+I+G4 
4 COI 1476 802 502 GTR+F+I+G4 
5 EF1a 1240 516 577 SYM+I+G4 
6 GAPDH 691 324 290 SYM+I+G4 
7 IDH 722 363 294 GTR+F+I+G4 
8 MDH 407 209 161 SYM+I+G4 
9 Nex9 420 241 138 GTR+F+I+G4 
10 RpS5 603 259 265 SYM+I+G4 
11 WntGeo 409 269 98 SYM+I+G4 
Total  7665 3833 3016  
 
Table 2: Calibration points used to date the phylogeny of geometrid moths. The age unit is million years. 
Dated nodes Age (mean) 95% CI 
Prior 
distribution 
Prior sigma 
Crown 71±5.3 (61–82) Normal 1 
Scopula and Cyclophora ancestor 67±5.8 (56–79) Normal 7 
Archiearis and Alsophila ancestor 60±5.6 (49–71) Normal 6.7 
Biston and Alsophila ancestor 41±5.1 (31–51) Normal 6.1 
 
Diversification analyses 
To study major changes or shifts in extinction and speciation rates over time that 
affected all lineages in the family simultaneously, we used time-variable, episodic 
birth death models (EBD) implemented in the software RevBayes (Höhna et al. 
2016). The EBD model is a Bayesian approach to the maximum likelihood discrete, 
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episodic birth-death model implemented in TreePar (Stadler 2011a, 2011b). In this 
model, time is divided into discrete time bins. The rates of speciation and extinction 
remain constant within each time slice but can vary between time slices according 
to a Compound Poisson Process (Condamine et al. 2018). In our analysis, we 
evaluated three different values for the width of time bins: ten, five and two million-
year (My) intervals. To account for incomplete taxon sampling in our phylogeny, 
we assumed that our taxon sampling was random and introduced a global sampling 
fraction parameter (ρ), which was set to a fixed value of 0.05. This was estimated 
as the number of tips in the phylogeny (1192) divided by the total number of 
described species in Geometridae (24000 species, updated from van Nieukerken et 
al. 2011), which is a conservative approach for the total number of species. Priors 
for speciation and extinction rates were modelled as lognormal distributions with 
the mean centred in the extant diversity (ln (Nº extant species/2.0 / Root age), and 
the standard deviation set to 0.587405, which places 95% uncertainty of one order 
of magnitude around the mean. After 104 generations as a burnin or pre-run, the 
analysis was run for another 5x104 generations for each time interval width. The 
results were then visualized in R (R Core Team 2017) using the package RevGadget 
(Figure 2). 
To infer shifts in rates of diversification over time that affect only a given clade in 
the phylogeny, we used a branch-specific diversification (BSD) model implemented 
in RevBayes (Höhna et al. 2019). The model is a discretized approximation to the 
continuous-time clade-diversification approach implemented in BAMM (Rabosky 
2014). As in BAMM, a stick break-point process, Compound Poisson Process (CPP) 
is used to detect points in time where there is a significant change in diversification 
rates and to discriminate between different diversification regimes/scenarios; the 
model can account for incomplete taxon sampling. However, unlike BAMM, the 
BSD model properly accounts for the possibility of changes or shifts in speciation 
rates in unobserved, extinct lineages by using Maddison et al. (2007) numerical 
integration approximation accounting for all possible of event change types in 
discrete, infinitesimal time bins (Höhna et al. 2019). Failing to do so has been shown 
to bias posterior estimates for shifts in diversification rates in BAMM (Meyer and 
Wiens 2018). As in BAMM, extinction rates are modelled as constant in BSD and 
only the magnitude and direction of shifts in speciation rates are inferred; accounting 
for both shifts in extinction and speciation rates can introduce unidentifiability of 
parameters and diversification regimes (Höhna et al. 2019). The rho parameter and 
all other priors were set as in the EBD analysis. We ran the analysis for 2x104 
generations. Scripts to run these analyses are provided in the Supplementary 
Material. 
Biogeography 
Biogeographic evolution was inferred using the Dispersal-Extinction-Cladogenesis 
model (Ree et al. 2005; Ree & Smith, 2008) implemented in a Bayesian framework 
in RevBayes  (Landis et al. 2018). An epoch, time-stratified DEC analysis was 
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performed following the settings in the website tutorial 
(https://revbayes.github.io/tutorials/biogeo/biogeo_epoch.html), with 
modifications as in Theode et al. (2019). Following Ree and Sanmartín (2018), 
cladogenetic events were limited to narrow sympatry, peripheral-isolate speciation 
(subset sympatry) and vicariance (allopatry). We used seven biogeographic regions 
as units for the analysis, corresponding to cratons or persistent landmasses since the 
Late Mesozoic, and which harbour endemic species: the Afrotropics, Australia, 
Nearctic, Neotropics, New Zealand, Oriental and Palaearctic. An eighth area, 
Antarctica, was included in the analysis, even if currently no geometrid species are 
known to occur there, because it potentially played an important role as a land bridge 
for dispersal in the southern continents over the Late Mesozoic and Cenozoic. The 
rate of biogeographic change was modelled as a uniform distribution between 10E-
4 and 10E-1/Myr-1. The rate of extirpation was modelled as a loguniform 
distribution with an expectation of one event per million year. The phylogeny was 
sliced into five consecutive time intervals or bins; each was assigned a different 
dispersal rate matrix, where the baseline migration rate (1.0) was multiplied by a 
relative "scaler" value according to paleogeographical connectivity through time 
(Table 3). To define paleogeographical connectivity between our biogeographic 
units (cratonic landmasses), we used the EarthViewer application 
(www.hhmi.org/biointeractive/earthviewer), which is based on the Paleomap 
Project by Christopher R. Scotese (http://www.scotese.com). We employed our own 
R script to extract and plot marginal probabilities for each geographic state as a pie 
chart on the nodes of the MCC tree. See Supplementary Material for more details 
on area definition, dispersal rate scalers for the epoch model and the script used in 
the analysis.  
To summarize the frequency of dispersal events between pairs of areas or regions 
over the reconstructed history of Geometridae, we used the R package qgraph 
(Epskamp et al. 2012). We made several assumptions to estimate the number of 
dispersal events. The source and sink regions for dispersal events were identified by 
comparing the most probable ranges at the upper and lower node of a branch. If at 
least one area was gained along the branch, we assumed at least one dispersal event 
took place. In cases where two or more areas could have been the source of the 
dispersal event, we used the time-stratified dispersal matrices implemented in the 
epoch model to choose the most probable source area. If two or more potential 
source areas had the same probability, we randomly picked one. Finally, a timing 
for the dispersal event was then randomly sampled along the branch. This procedure 
was repeated 1000 times and the sum of events between regions was calculated at 
each repetition and finally averaged. 
Biogeography and diversification 
To assess differences among biogeographic regions in lineage accumulation over 
time, we performed two different analyses. First, we estimated the relative 
frequency of lineages occupying a given region through time. To do so, we 
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performed an estimation of the frequency of dispersal events and their timing, using 
a similar approach to the analysis above for counting the total number of events 
between regions. Then, we divided time into 1 my time bins, and for each time bin 
we calculated the relative frequency of lineages in each region during that time 
period. 
Second, we estimated the average rate of diversification in each region through time 
by combining the biogeographic ancestral state estimate and the branch-specific 
diversification analysis, using a similar approach to Chazot et al. (2020). From the 
DEC biogeographic analysis, we identified the dispersal events along each branch 
and randomly sampled its timing, following a similar procedure to the analysis 
above for counting the total number of dispersal events between regions. In addition, 
for each branch, we recovered the net diversification rate estimated by the branch-
specific diversification analysis. Hence, for each branch we obtained the most 
probable biogeographic state (geographic range) and the net diversification rate. 
Finally, we divided time (the phylogeny time scale) into 1 my time bins, and for 
each time bin we calculated the mean diversification rate for all branches inferred 
as occupying a given a biogeographic state during that time interval. We repeated 
this procedure 1000 times. This allowed us to estimate the mean diversification rate 
per biogeographical area over time. To perform this analysis we used dendextend 
(Galili 2015), phyloch (Heibl 2008), phylotate (Beer and Beer 2019) and TreePar 
(Stadler 2015) R packages, and a custom script modified from the approach 
described in Chazot et al. (2020). 
Table 3: Biogeographical areas (A) and time slices (B) used in the biogeography analysis. “mya” stands for million years 
ago. 
A)  B) 
Areas Code  Number Time-frame 
Neotropic N  1 0 - 10 mya 
Afrotropic F  2 10 - 30 mya 
Nearctic A  3 30 - 40 mya 
Palearctic P  4 40 - 50 mya 
Oriental O  5 > 50 mya 
Australia S    
New Zealand Z    
Antarctica T    
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All data in the supplementary material, the alignment, the script files and the results 
can be found and downloaded from the GitHub repository: 
github.com/Hamidhrg/Geometridae2020. 
Results 
Time-calibration 
Divergence time estimation in BEAST reveals that Geometridae diverged from its 
sister-family Uraniidae (i.e., the stem age of geometrids) in the Late Cretaceous, at 
approximately 76.8 (95% HPD: 72.9–80.7) million years ago (mya, Figure 1). The 
first split within the extant radiation of Geometridae (i.e., the crown age of the 
family), occurred shortly after, at 70.8 mya (68.9–72.7), separating subfamily 
Sterrhinae from the rest of the family. The other subfamilies diverged during the 
Early Cenozoic, with ages ranging between 68 and 50 million years (Figure 1). The 
start of lineage diversification within each subfamily was also diverse, with 
Sterrhinae as the oldest (65 mya) and Epidesmiinae as the youngest (32 Mya, Figure 
1). 
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Figure 1: Times of divergence of the major lineages (subfamilies) within Geometridae and their inferred distributions. 
The age of each node is shown in million years with its 95% interval. Pie charts show the sum of the marginal probability 
of each inferred biogeographical state. 
 
Diversification 
The EBD analysis (Figure 2) supported a gradual increase in the net rate of 
diversification over time in the family, punctuated by with two upward shifts in 
diversification rates at 35 and 10 mya. 
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Figure 2: Net diversification rate over time in Geometridae inferred with the episodic birth death model (EBD) in 
RevBayes, showing the upward rate shifts at 35 and 10 mya. “Pli” stands for Pliocene, “P/H” for Pleistocene/Holocene, 
and “Q” for Quaternary. The scale on the X axis is on millions of years (mya), and that of the Y axis indicates the net 
diversification rate. 
The BSD analysis (Figure 3) reveals a homogeneous net diversification rate for the 
major part of the tree, with independent increases in the rate of speciation for several 
clades within subfamilies. In Larentiinae, a nearly threefold increase in 
diversification rates is observed at 35 mya on the clade comprising Scotopterygini, 
the Euphyiini-Xanthorrhoini complex, and the Larentiini complex (4.2.18–4.2.20 in 
Brehm et al. 2019) (Figure 3 A). Two further shifts towards higher diversification 
rates are detected at around 15 and 10 mya in the node leading to Triphosini and a 
subclade within genus Eupithecia (Figure 3 B and C). In subfamily Geometrinae, 
tribe Geometrini also presents a pronounced increase in diversification rates dated 
circa 15 mya (Figure 3 D). 
Subfamily Ennominae harbours approximately half of the total known diversity of 
Geometridae. Increases in net diversification rates are detected in two independent 
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lineages at around 35 mya: one clade comprises mainly tribe Ennomini, and the 
other one is located within tribe Boarmiini (Figure 3 E and F). A more recent upward 
shift in speciation rates can be observed within this subfamily, at 15 mya, affecting 
species within genus Cleora (Figure 3). The diversification dynamics of the tribe 
Boarmiini are investigated in more detail by Murillo-Ramos et al. (submitted). 
 
 
Figure 3: Diversification rate variation across Geometridae subfamilies identified with the branch-specific diversification 
analysis (BDS) in RevBayes. The numbers on the time scale are in million years before present. The letters A-G 
represent lineages discussed in the text. 
 
Biogeography 
Our results suggest that the MRCA of Geometridae (Figure 1) was distributed on 
the American continents, most probably in the Neotropics (marginal posterior 
probability, pp = 0.43). The MRCA of subfamily Sterrhinae (64.7 Ma) share the 
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same Neotropical ancestral distribution (pp = 0.74). The ancestor of Larentiinae and 
the other subfamilies (64.9 Ma) is reconstructed as Nearctic (pp = 0.51), although 
the Neotropics is another possibility. The MRCA of Larentiinae (61.3 Ma) is 
inferred to have originated in the Nearctic region with high marginal probability (pp 
= 0.55). The MRCA of the remaining subfamilies (62.2 Ma) was probably Holarctic 
distributed, with the Palaearctic and Nearctic regions receiving similar marginal 
posterior probabilities (pp = 0.4 or 0.37, Figure 1). The MRCA of Archiearinae 
(32.72 Ma) is inferred as distributed in the Nearctic (pp = 0.51) or the Palaearctic 
region (pp = 0.37). The subfamily Desmobathrinae likely originated in the 
Palaearctic region (pp = 0.52), with the Nearctic and Oriental regions as alternative 
ancestral ranges. The MRCAs of Epidesmiinae and Oenochrominae are 
reconstructed as distributed in the Australian region with high probability (pp = 0.86 
and pp = 0.88 respectively); their extant distribution is inferred to have resulted from 
independent dispersal events from the Palaearctic region (possibly via the Oriental 
region; see discussion below). Finally, the MRCAs of subfamilies Geometrinae and 
Ennominae are reconstructed as Palaearctic (pp = 0.75) and Nearctic (pp = 0.51), 
respectively.  
Estimates of the frequency of dispersal events between pairs of regions (Figure 4) 
show that the large majority of dispersal events occurred between geographically 
adjacent regions, as expected from the model (277 adjacent dispersal events, Figure 
4; Supplementary Material). Long distance dispersal events between regions that 
were not connected by landmass are present (Figure 4) but are less common (46 
long distance events, Supplementary Material). Another observation is the 
dominance of migration events between the Palaearctic, Nearctic, Neotropical and 
Afrotropical regions, and the relative isolation of the Australian and Oriental 
regions. In particular, the Palaearctic region appears as the source area with the 
highest number of dispersal events, mostly towards the Afrotropical and Oriental 
regions (Figure 4). A high rate of dispersal towards the Nearctic is also inferred; 
however, dispersal in the opposite direction, from the Nearctic to the Palaearctic, 
appears more frequent in our reconstruction. The Nearctic, indeed, is inferred as the 
second most important hub of dispersal events, mainly towards the Nearctic and 
Neotropical regions (Figure 4). New Zealand is reconstructed as the sink of some 
dispersal events, with no "outwards" migration, in agreement with our DEC 
ancestral range reconstruction (Figure 1). 
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Figure 4: Number of dispersal events between the different biogeographical areas without considering the last 20 Myr. 
Adjacent dispersals between landmasses or continents that showed paleogeographical connectivity are shown with 
grey arrows, and long-distance dispersals with yellow arrows. 
Figure 5 shows estimates of the relative frequency of lineages occurring in each 
biogeographic region through time (Figure 5a), and the variation in the net 
diversification rate per region over time (Figure 5b). Both estimates show a similar 
pattern, in accordance with the ancestral range reconstruction (Figure 1). The 
Neotropics and Nearctic regions show the highest frequency and net diversification 
rate at the root of the tree, being gradually replaced by the Palearctic region, once 
this landmass was colonized in the late Cretaceous. From c. 45 mya, the Palaearctic 
region becomes the main cradle of diversification, with a rise in the frequency of 
lineages, which stabilises around 25 mya but and increases again towards the present 
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(Figure 5a,b). Though values are lower than in the Palearctic, the Afrotropical 
region and Australia show a similar pattern, of increasing relative frequency of 
lineages towards the present, especially from the Mid Cenozoic onwards (Late 
Oligocene, 25 mya; Figure 5a). The net diversification rate in Africa also increases 
sharply after 25 mya, but this pattern cannot be observed in Australia (Figure 5b). 
The Oriental region and New Zealand exhibit a nearly flat pattern of diversification 
after their colonization circa 25 mya (Figures 1, 5).  
 
 
Figure 5: A) Relative frequency of lineages in each biogeographic region through time. B) Net diversification rate 
variation through time per biogeographic region. Shaded polygons are the distributions of 1000 mean net diversification 
rates in each biogeographic region. The bold line is the mean of that distribution. 
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Discussion 
Given our calibration of the age of the crown group of Geometridae in the 
Maastrichtian of the Late Cretaceous, we find that early divergence of subfamily 
lineages (Figure 1) took place in the Paleocene and Eocene, much like in the 
butterflies (Heikkilä et al. 2012; Espeland et al. 2018). Many family lineages in 
Lepidoptera are inferred to have diverged from each other shortly before or after the 
KT event, while diversification within families has happened in the Cenozoic 
(Wahlberg et al. 2013). It is likely that the diversification of the major Lepidoptera 
lineages is connected to the diversification of their host plants, the angiosperms 
(Davis et al. 2005; Wahlberg et al. 2013). 
Our diversification rate analyses inferred two periods of significant increase in the 
net rate of speciation around 30 and 15 Ma (Figure 2). The timing of these rate 
increases across the family agrees well with the clade-specific diversification shifts 
estimated by the BSD approach (Figure 3). These upward shifts in the rate of 
speciation are located in seven non-closely related clades (tribes or genera) within 
different families of Geometridae. They are dated around 40-30 mya (three lineages) 
and between 10 and 15 mya (four lineages; Figure 3). This concentration of 
independent events of increase in the rate of diversification at around 30 mya and 
15 mya agrees well with the pattern found by Chazot et al. (2020). Their study on 
the diversification dynamics of Nymphalidae differs from ours in a better taxon 
sampling, especially for the more recent ages (i.e. the last 15 million years), and 
their use of a different method to evaluate branch-specific rates. However, it is 
noteable that Chazot et al. (2020) also inferred increases in the rate of diversification 
in several independent lineages at the end of the Eocene period and around the Mid 
Miocene.  
The global cooling event at the end of the Eocene, known as the Terminal Eocene 
Event (TEE, Tiffney 1985; Sanmartín et al. 2001; Meseguer et al. 2015) or the Late 
Eocene-Early Oligocene cooling event (LEEOC, Crisp and Cook 2007; Zachos et 
al. 2008), dated between 35-32 Ma, is considered as one of the most influential 
climatic events of the Cenozoic. Temperatures dropped nearly 10º C worldwide –
accompanied by a major drop in CO2 concentrations (Beerling et al. 2009) –, 
followed by major changes in vegetation and associated fauna (Tiffney 1985; 
Morley 2000; Sanmartín et al. 2001; Plana 2004). The event was caused, among 
others, by the opening of the Drake Passage between South America and Antarctica, 
and the onset of the Circum-Antarctic Current. In the Holarctic, the closing of the 
Turgai Strait between Europe and Asia (c. 30 Ma), brought about a more continental 
climate into the Western Palearctic (Sanmartín et al. 2001). The TEE has been 
associated to widespread extinction in flowering plant (angiosperm) families (Plana 
2004; Pan et al. 2006; Crisp and Cook 2007; Antonelli and Sanmartín 2011). A 
warm-adapted boreotropical flora was replaced across the Holarctic continents, 
Eurasia and North America, by the temperate mixed-mesophytic forest (Tiffney 
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1985; Meseguer et al. 2015); in Africa, humid tropical forests were replaced by more 
xeric vegetation (Plana 2004; Pan et al. 2006). A long-term cooling trend, 
punctuated by warming events, started with the TEE, which saw the expansion of 
C4 grasses in temperate and subequatorial regions, and the rise to dominance of 
coniferous forests in the boreal Holarctic regions (Meseguer et al. 2015; Kergoat et 
al. 2018). These changes in vegetation composition were concomitant with changes 
in the associated fauna (Sanmartín et al. 2001; Kergoat et al. 2018), with expansion 
and adaptation of insect families to the new grassland biomes, boreal and tundra 
forests, etc., but also events of widespread extinction. 
The second period of major change in diversification rates in Geometridae, at c. 15 
mya (Figure 3), coincides with another event of rapid global change and biotic 
extinction. The Mid Miocene Climate Optimum (MMCO) at 17-14 Ma (Zachos et 
al. 2008) was a dramatic warming event, which saw increases in temperature close 
to 5º C worldwide (Bohaty and Zachos 2003; Steffen et al. 2018). In the Holarctic 
and temperate areas, the MMCO was accompanied by range expansion of dryland 
floras worldwide (Edwards et al. 2010; Spriggs et al. 2014), and the colonization of 
tropical mountain regions by temperate lineages (Meseguer et al. 2015). In tropical 
regions like Africa, warmer and drier climates led to appearance of xeric-adapted 
floras and the extinction of humid-adapted, subtropical lineages (Morley 2000; 
Plana 2004; Pan et al. 2006; Pokorny et al. 2015). This warming trend was brought 
about by regional and global tectonic events, such as the closing of the eastern arm 
of the Tethys Seaway that connected the Indian and Atlantic Oceans, around 15 
mya; the rapid uplift of the Eastern African Plateau (~17 mya, Sepulchre et al. 2006) 
and the Tibetan Plateau (Yin and Harrison 2000); and the continental collision of 
the Australian and Eurasian plates, which led to the aridification of central Australia 
(~ 15 mya, Crisp and Cook 2007).  
The expansion of grassland biomes after the MMCO has been argued as a 
diversification driver in herbivore lineages, such as mammals (Stebbins 1981; 
MacFadden 2005), beetles (Micó et al. 2009) and Satyrinae butterflies (Peña and 
Wahlberg 2008); in contrast, Kergoat et al. (2018) did not find evidence of 
synchronous diversification in stemborer moths. Chazot et al. (2020) and our results 
here support an increase in net diversification rates in Nymphalidae butterflies and 
Geometridae moths around the MMCO; yet, this shift was not general, affecting 
some clades within different subfamilies, and we did not test for a causal connection. 
In the family Nymphalidae, the pattern is most probably driven by Satyrinae which 
are mainly grass feeder specialists. On the other hand, members of Geometridae are 
not grass feeders; they are specialized in forest habitats. The appearance of 
grasslands, which is the most probable reason for the diversification shift in 
Nymphalidae, meant habitat fragmentation and appearance of gene flow barriers to 
Geometridae which probably could explain the observation of the same pattern in 
two different specialist groups. 
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Though events of rapid climate change like the TEE and MMCO were global, they 
probably did not affect equally to all biogeographic regions. This can be seen in our 
biogeographic reconstruction (Figure 1), which shows that certain regions became 
hubs of diversification and range expansion events (Figure 5a,b) around the TEE 
and the MMCO. Until approximately 40 mya, the Neotropics exhibits the highest 
diversification rate among regions followed by the Palaearctic, but this order is 
reverted after 45-35 mya, when the Palearctic shows the highest diversification rate 
until 20 mya (Figure 5a,b). This pattern of geographic-dependent diversification 
rates agrees remarkably well with the results obtained by Chazot et al. (2020) for 
Nymphalidae, which show an increase in the net diversification rate in the 
Palaearctic region between 40 and 20 mya. As these authors, we hypothesize that 
the observed increase around 40 mya responded to the Eocene-Oligocene transition 
(LEEOC), and the appearance of higher seasonality and colder climates, which 
favoured higher diversification rates for lineages adapting to these new conditions. 
The Palearctic pattern is somewhat mirrored by the Nearctic (Figure 5a,b), though 
in our reconstruction the Nearctic is also part of the root ancestral range (Figure 1). 
Like the Palearctic, the Nearctic is a relatively well studied region, which probably 
played an important role in the divergence of many of the deepest lineages of 
Geometridae, as a bridge between the Neotropics and the Palaearctic (Figure 1; see 
also Brehm et al. 2019). Interestingly, though the Nearctic mirrors the Palearctic in 
the relative frequency of lineages (Figure 5a), the net diversification rate of this 
region over time decreases in the last 40 mya compared to other regions (Figure 5b). 
Chazot et al. (2020) also found a similar pattern in the family Nymphalidae, with a 
low relative diversity in the Nearctic region since the Eocene. The reason for this 
could be related to the differential effect of Pleistocene glaciations, which hit harder 
the Eastern Nearctic region, where most geometrid moth species are endemic, 
compared to the Palearctic region, especially the eastern (Asian) parts (Sanmartín 
et al. 2001).  
Compared to Nymphalidae, the colonization of the Afrotropics by geometrid moths 
occurred later (c. 50 mya, Figure 1), and the region had a relatively low 
diversification rate during the first 20 mya compared to other regions (Figure 5a,b). 
At around 25 mya, at the Oligocene–Miocene boundary, the Afrotropical lineages 
of geometrids show a sharp increase in their net diversification rate (Figure 5b), 
probably associated to the expansion of grasslands and the retraction of the tropical 
mesic forests (Plana 2004; Paun et al. 2005). 
A general increase in the diversification rate towards the present is seen in all 
biogeographic regions, excepting Australia (Figure 5b). In Nymphalidae the 
Australian region exhibits a relatively low diversification rate compared to other 
regions, which becomes the lowest towards the present (Chazot et al. 2020). In 
Geometridae (Figure 5a,b), the Australian region shows a constantly low relative 
diversity compared to the Afrotropics since its colonization in the Early-Mid 
Cenozoic (Figs. 1, 5a), and the net diversification rate slightly decreases in the last 
20 
20 mya (Figure 5b). However, we treated New Zealand as a different region from 
Australia, but it has been considered as part of the same region in other studies. 
Thus, it might be that the Australian region harbours a relatively higher diversity 
than represented in our study.  
We need to consider here, however, that some of these patterns might be a 
consequence of the different level of sampling of these regions in our dataset. The 
Neotropics and the Palearctic regions have been historically better studied, and/or 
are better sampled in our study, then the Oriental region, Australia or the 
Afrotropics. Towards the present, those regions that are historically better studied 
and sampled will have comparatively a better representation of younger clades (i.e., 
genera, species); we therefore expect them to exhibit higher diversification rates 
towards the present compared to the other regions. Similarly, the fact that the net 
diversification rates in most regions stabilizes towards the present (Figure 5a,b) is 
most likely due to the effect of incomplete taxon sampling (i.e., missing taxa), which 
affects more younger clades than clades with deeper divergences (i.e., subfamilies, 
tribes). 
Even taking these deficiencies into consideration, the role of the Neotropics as a 
region that has historically harboured a higher diversity than other regions is 
apparent in Geometridae. This agrees with the higher relative diversity observed in 
other Lepidoptera families (Vila et al. 2011; Chazot et al. 2020). However, unlike 
Nymphalidae, where the Neotropics shows a higher relative diversity only after the 
Eocene, in Geometridae this region had a high relative diversity since the crown 
diversification in the Late Cretaceous (Figs. 1, 5). 
In general, our biogeographic analysis supports very few ancestral range states 
including more than one region. This is in line with our observation of extant species 
being endemic to a single region, probably due to their limited dispersal capacities. 
Most dispersal events are inferred to have occurred between geographically adjacent 
regions (Figure 4; Supplementary Material). Moreover, a large number of the 
inferred long-distance dispersal events (Supplementary Material) could be the result 
of under sampling in the Asian and Afrortropical regions. This is probably the case 
for the unexpected long-distance jumps between Australia and the Palaearctic 
regions (Figure 4). The Oriental region – which serves as a historical bridge between 
these two regions – is severely underrepresented in our study. On the other hand, 
the high frequency of dispersal events between the Neotropics and the Nearctic 
region, or between the Nearctic and Palaearctic regions, and between the Palaearctic 
and Afrotropical regions (which are very common in both directions) are in 
agreement with paleogeographic scenarios, supporting the presence of current or 
past connections among these regions, for example the trans-Atlantic and Beringian 
land bridges between both halves of the Holarctic (Sanmartín et al. 2001; Peña et al. 
2010; Vila et al. 2011). 
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Conclusion 
Using the most complete and up to date phylogeny of Geometridae, we studied for 
the first time their diversification patterns and biogeographical history. We reveal a 
high number of dispersal events between Afrotropic, Nearctic, Neotropic and 
Palaearctic regions which have shaped the actual dispersion ranges of the family. 
The Neotropical region has the highest recent diversity of the family. This appears 
to be a result of higher relative diversification rates and the early presence of the 
family in this region. The Palaearctic region also presents a relatively high 
diversification rate and similarly high diversity. The majority of the dispersal events 
are recorded between adjacent regions. Doubtlessly, a better and more even taxon 
sampling across all regions, in particular the African and Oriental region is desired 
in future studies. 
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Abstract 
The appearance of high throughput sequencing (HTS) is a major advance in 
numerous fields within life sciences, comparable to the discovery of polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR). Although Evolutionary Biology and Phylogenetics are within 
the fields which are adapting to a more common use of such approaches, the full 
potential of these methods is still to be explored. One of the limiting factors in the 
more common use of such methods is the lack of expertise in designing studies using 
such approaches and lack of expertise in the bioinformatic skills needed to deal with 
genome scale data sizes. Even if the sequencing costs have dropped continuously 
and radically during the last years, still for many phylogenetic studies based on a 
handful of genes, the traditional Sanger sequencing methods are cheaper. Therefore, 
it is important to explore the type of questions which are best investigated using 
HTS approaches and where these approaches are cheaper and less labour intensive. 
In addition, a general belief exists about the need for high quality and high quantity 
of DNA to be used in HTS approaches, which limits their use in many cases. Here 
we explore the utility of these methods to study the complex phylogenetic 
relationships within Erebidae moths due to a potential rapid radiation. We use >10 
year old genomic DNA extracts, used previously for Sanger sequencing studies, to 
prepare libraries and obtain whole genomes. We apply our approach to 47 samples 
2 
of Erebidae moths in order to sequence their whole genome and extract a protein 
coding gene set, and to study the deep relationships within the family. Using this 
approach, we obtained a well-resolved deep phylogenetic hypothesis for the family 
and demonstrated the utility of these low quality and often forgotten genetic 
resources. 
Key words: Erebidae, phylogenomics, whole genome, old DNA extract, Lepidoptera 
 
 
Introduction 
Lepidoptera (commonly known as moths and butterflies), together with Coleoptera, 
Hymenoptera and Diptera, present exceptional high numbers of species which have 
appeared during the last 200 million years (Misof et al. 2014). With close to 160,000 
described species (van Nieukerken et al. 2011) they have colonised every continent 
apart from Antarctica and are adapted to a wide diversity of terrestrial habitats. 
Within the order Lepidoptera, Erebidae is the most diverse family with over 27,000 
described species around the globe (van Nieukerken et al. 2011). The phylogenetic 
relationships within this mega diverse family of moths are not fully understood. This 
is especially true for the deep relationships between different subfamilies (Zahiri et 
al. 2012). One of the big challenges in the study of deep nodes within Erebidae is 
the probable rapid radiation that they experienced in the early divergences of the 
family. This rapid radiation is translated today into very short internal branches.  
To resolve phylogenetic questions involving rapid radiations in the past, the 
challenge is to find markers which have the correct phylogenetic resolution. If a 
marker has a relatively high mutation rate, it accumulates too many changes and 
becomes saturated towards the deeper parts of the tree. On the other hand, if a 
marker is slowly evolving, it needs longer periods of time to accumulate enough 
changes to be informative. In short, the challenge is to find the right set of markers, 
evolving slowly enough to not get saturated resolving deep relationships, and fast 
enough to accumulate enough changes in the short period of time corresponding to 
the rapid radiation events. We use a gene set used in other phylogenetic studies on 
Lepidoptera, which have been shown to be useful for resolving deep phylogenetic 
relationships (Twort et al. 2020), and investigate their utility for family-level 
studies. We adopted a High Throughput Sequencing (HTS) approach for obtaining 
these markers. 
With the advances in genomic methods, HTS approaches become more accessible 
to use. One of the earliest limitations to use such methods was its inhibiting price. 
But especially in recent years the price of sequencing genomes has had such a 
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significant drop that it has become cheaper than the traditional Sanger sequencing 
(cost per bp of sequenced data). Another limitation to use such methods has been 
the low efficiency of molecular techniques to prepare libraries using low amounts 
or poor-quality DNA. This has changed greatly due to the development and 
standardisation of methods to deal with historical DNA (Sproul and Maddison 2017; 
Li et al. 2019; Allio et al. 2020; Call 2020; Lopez et al. 2020; Twort et al. 2020). 
On the other hand, the development of computer technologies and computing 
power, facilitate the use of such big datasets. In addition to advances in the 
hardware, also the algorithms and software dealing with these datasets is evolving 
on a daily basis. These methodological advances helped the rise of phylogenomics. 
Different approaches have been used in arthropod phylogenomics. Maybe one of 
the most popular approaches among entomologists these days is the target 
enrichment (TE) method (Blaimer et al. 2016; Young et al. 2016; Espeland et al. 
2018; Godwin et al. 2018; St Laurent et al. 2018; Kieran et al. 2019). In this method, 
small probes are designed to preferentially attach to conserved parts of the genome 
and this way only a smaller proportion of the genome is sequenced. This is why this 
is one of the so-called genome reduction methods. In general, these genome 
reduction methods need a high amount of extracted DNA. Methods not reducing the 
input DNA, such as shotgun whole genome sequencing, are theoretically less 
affected by the lower quality and quantity of the input DNA. 
In this study we opted for an unconventional source of DNA to prepare our HTS 
libraries. Here we explored the possibility of using low concentration and old 
genomic DNA extracts from over 10 years ago to create our libraries for whole 
genome sequencing. In this study, we selected 47 species covering all major 
subfamilies to: i) resolve the phylogenetic deep relationships within Erebidae ii) 
evaluate the possibility of using low-quality/low-concentration DNA extracts to 
sequence whole genomes as they are widely available in numerous research groups 
around the world. 
Material and Methods 
Taxon sampling and DNA quality control 
We based our study design and taxon sampling on the most complete phylogenetic 
hypothesis available by Zahiri et al. (2012). Using the relationships published in that 
study, we selected 47 species (Table 1) to cover a maximum number of deep nodes 
and therefore be able to focus on the internal short branches. The same DNA extracts 
that were used in Zahiri et al. (2012) were used in this study. These have been stored 
at +4°C for 10-12 years in their original tubes. We added up to 50 ul MilliQ water 
to microtubes where the water content had evaporated. We ran 5 ul of the extract in 
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a 2% agarose gel to roughly evaluate the size range and concentration of the DNA 
in the samples. 
Table 1: The list of Erebidae samples used in whole genome sequencing. # refers to the number of raw reads in millions 
of reads. 
ID Species Subfamily COUNTRY # 
RZ44 Asota heliconia Aganainae HONG KONG 39,9 
RZ268 Mecodina praecipua Aganainae HONG KONG 26,4 
RZ332 Anoba anguliplaga Anobinae GHANA 42,2 
RZ103 Rema costimacula Anobinae HONG KONG 22,1 
RZ404 Amerila astreus Arctiinae MALAYSIA 45,3 
RZ28 Brunia antica Arctiinae HONG KONG 77 
RZ30 Creatonotos transiens Arctiinae HONG KONG 30,4 
RZ8 Syntomis phegea Arctiinae HUNGARY 21,7 
RZ3 Laspeyria flexula Boletobiinae HUNGARY 54,2 
RZ41 Metaemene atrigutta Boletobiinae HONG KONG 16,9 
RZ104 Saroba pustulifera Boletobiinae HONG KONG 20,7 
RZ336 Calyptra hokkaida Calpinae JAPAN 34,5 
RZ337 Oraesia excavata Calpinae HONG KONG 38,2 
RZ56 Phyllodes eyndhovii Calpinae TAIWAN 63,7 
RZ248 Acantholipes circumdata Erebinae UAE 27,8 
RZ11 Erebus ephesperis Erebinae TAIWAN 105,9 
RZ39 Ericeia subcinerea Erebinae HONG KONG 80 
RZ149 Hypopyra capensis Erebinae GHANA 52,6 
RZ58 Melipotis jucunda Erebinae USA 57,1 
RZ21 Ophiusa coronata Erebinae MALAYSIA 42,3 
RZ48 Sympis rufibasis Erebinae HONG KONG 52,4 
RZ313 Sypnoides fumosa Erebinae JAPAN 86,7 
RZ22 Azeta ceramina Eulepidotinae COSTA RICA 55,2 
RZ59 Panopoda rufimargo Eulepidotinae USA 41,6 
RZ271 Idia aemula Herminiinae USA 52,3 
RZ180 Nodaria verticalis Herminiinae GHANA 38,4 
RZ367 Hypena baltimoralis Hypeninae USA 34,9 
RZ42 Luceria striata Hypenodinae HONG KONG 27,4 
RZ138 Micronoctua sp. Hypenodinae INDONESIA 106,7 
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RZ105 Hypocala deflorata Hypocalinae HONG KONG 47,9 
RZ89 Arctornis sp. Lymantriinae JAPAN 33,1 
RZ34 Nygmia plana Lymantriinae HONG KONG 19 
RZ18 Masca abactalis Pangraptinae INDONESIA 44,8 
RZ40 Pangrapta bicornuta Pangraptinae HONG KONG 63,2 
RZ94 Alesua etialis Rivulinae COSTA RICA 16 
RZ159 Rivula ochrea Rivulinae GHANA 59,4 
RZ9 Scolecocampa liburna Scolecocampinae USA 52 
RZ13 Gonitis involuta Scoliopteryginae TANZANIA 17,5 
MM00407 Scoliopteryx libatrix Scoliopteryginae FINLAND 38,4 
RZ111 Platyjionia mediorufa Tinoliinae HONG KONG 25,5 
RZ389 Tamsia hieroglyphica Tinoliinae MALAYSIA 26,4 
RZ331 Tinolius eburneigutta Tinoliinae THAILAND 33,4 
RZ57 Lygephila maxima Toxocampinae JAPAN 41,4 
RZ4 Colobochyla salicalis Unassigned HUNGARY 44,3 
RZ93 Epitausa dilina Unassigned COSTA RICA 40,8 
RZ265 Rhesala imparata Unassigned HONG KONG 37,9 
RZ119 Schistorhynx argentistriga Unassigned HONG KONG 55,9 
 
Library preparation 
In the cases where high molecular weight DNA was observed, the DNA was 
sonicated to approximatively 200 – 300 bp fragments using a Bioryptor® with the 
following settings: (M) medium power output, 30 sec ON/ 90 sec OFF pulses for 45 
minutes in a 4oC water bath, followed by vacuum centrifugation and resuspension 
in 50 µl of MilliQ water. Libraries were prepared for sequencing using a modified 
protocol of Meyer and Kircher (2010). Full details of the protocol are given in Twort 
et al. (2020). This protocol is derived from the protocol created by Rohland and 
Reich (2012). Briefly, DNA was blunt-end repaired with T4 Polynucleotide Kinase 
(BioLabs), followed by a reaction clean up with the MinElute purification kit 
(Qiagen). Followed by adapter ligation, reaction purification and adapter fill in. The 
resulting reactions were then indexed using unique dual indexes. Indexing PCR was 
carried out in six to ten independent reactions to avoid amplification bias, with up 
to 15 cycles being used for each reaction. Indexing PCR reactions for each library 
were pooled together prior to the final magnetic bead clean up with Sera-Mag™ 
SpeedBeads™ (Thermo Fisher Scientific). An initial bead concentration of 0.5X 
was used to remove long fragments. Then libraries were selected with a bead 
concentration of 1.8X to size select the expected library range of ~300 bp. The 
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resulting libraries were quantified and quality checked with Quanti-iTTM 
PicoGreenTM dsDNA assay and with a DNA chip on a Bioanalyzer 2100, 
respectively. 
Sequencing and Genome Assembly 
Based on the observed library size and its measured nucleic acid concentration on 
PicoGreen, the final concentration of libraries was calculated. Using the final 
concentration of the libraries, they have been uniformly pooled together. The pooled 
library was sent to the Swedish National Genomic Institute (NGI) to be sequenced 
on a single lane of Illumina NovaSeq 6000 (PE 150bp). At this stage, the raw 
sequences for five genomes within Noctuoidea (Table 2) were downloaded from 
GenBank and added to our data. Raw reads were quality checked with FASTQC 
v0.11.8 (Andrews 2010). Reads containing ambiguous bases were removed from 
the dataset using Prinseq 0.20.4 (Schmieder and Edwards 2011). Reads were 
cleaned to remove low quality bases from the beginning (LEADING: 3) and end 
(TRAILING: 3), reads less than 30 bp in length, and evaluation of read quality with 
a sliding window approach was done with Trimmomatic 0.38 (Bolger et al. 2014). 
Quality was measured for sliding windows of 4 bp and had to be greater than 
PHRED 25 on average. The cleaned reads were then de novo assembled with 
spAdes 3.13.0 (Nurk et al. 2013) using kmer values of 21, 55 and 77. 
 
Table 2: The list of short reads downloaded from GenBank. 
Species Family GenBank 
Busseola fusca Noctuidae ASM784487 
Mamestra configurata Noctuidae ASM219265 
Agrotis ipsilon Noctuidae ASM419385 
Spodoptera litura Noctuidae ASM270686 
Hyphantria cunea Erebidae ASM370950 
 
 
Dataset generation 
The orthologous markers were extracted from the assembled genomes using the 
MESPA (Neethiraj et al. 2017) pipeline. This method uses a set of reference markers 
to identify and pull them out from assembled genomes. The reference used in this 
study is a manually curated gene set with a total of 330 genes (11 mitochondrial and 
319 nuclear) which has proven to be phylogenetically informative at deeper nodes 
of the Lepidoptera order (Twort et al. 2020). The MESPA pipeline output both 
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nucleotide and amino acid sequence of the references used. Sometimes a single 
sequence of a marker is divided into various pieces, usually related to the quality of 
the genome assembly. The amino acid sequences were aligned to reference 
sequences using MAFFT v7.450 (Katoh and Standley 2013) using the default 
options. Both amino acid alignments and nucleotide sequences were screened in 
Geneious 10.2.6 (Kearse et al. 2012) to correct for possible reading frame shifts, 
pseudogenes, mis-alignments or any other methodological errors. Then the amino 
acid alignments were reverse translated using the nucleotide sequences in Pal2Nal 
v14 (Suyama et al. 2006) perl code. The obtained aligned nucleotide sequences were 
uploaded to the VoSeq (Peña and Malm 2012) database. In addition, the data from 
24 Noctuoidea transcriptomes (Table 3) of interest available from online databases, 
were retrieved and added to VoSeq. We thus included all the publicly available 
Erebidae genomes (6 in total).  
Table 3: The list of available genomic information retrieved from public online repositories. 
Species Family Reference 
Arctia plantaginis Erebidae ERR1856313 
Eudocima salaminia Erebidae SRX553954 
Euproctis chrysorrhoea Erebidae SRR1040496 
Lymantria dispar Erebidae SRX371346 
Lymantria monacha Erebidae SRR1055268 
Oraesia emarginata Erebidae SRR5128005 
Anigraea rubida Euteliidae SRR1299755 
Agrotis segetum Noctuidae SRR1231960 
Athetis lepigone Noctuidae SRR796575 
Chrysodeixis includens Noctuidae SRR2049082 
Helicoverpa armigera Noctuidae SRR1565435 
Helicoverpa zea Noctuidae SRX371342 
Heliothis subflexa Noctuidae ERR738599 
Heliothis virescens Noctuidae SRX371341 
Mythimna separata Noctuidae SRR5115697 
Sesamia inferens Noctuidae SRR867201 
Sesamia nonagrioides Noctuidae ERR424922 
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Spodoptera exigua Noctuidae SRR525279 
Spodoptera frugiperda Noctuidae SRR3406055 
Striacosta albicosta Noctuidae SRX017236 
Trichoplusia ni Noctuidae SRR544891 
Manoba major Nolidae SRR1300145 
Notoplusia minuta Notodontidae SRR1299746 
Thaumetopoea pityocampa Notodontidae SRR1284701 
 
Phylogenetic analyses 
Both nucleotide and amino acid datasets (partitioned by gene) were used to infer 
Maximum Likelihood (ML) based phylogenetic tree. The ML trees were obtained 
using IQ-TREE 2.0.6 (Nguyen et al. 2015). In both analyses the best substitution 
model and partitioning scheme was determined using ModelFinder 
(Kalyaanamoorthy et al. 2017) with “-m MFP+MERGE” option. We evaluated the 
node supports with ultrafast bootstrap approximations (UFBoot2) and SH-like 
approximate likelihood ratio test (Guindon et al. 2010; Hoang et al. 2018) using the 
“-B 1000 -alrt 1000” option. We used the “-bnni” option to reduce the risk of 
overestimating branch supports in ultrafast bootstrap approximation analysis. The 
use of genomic scale datasets is known to increase the bootstrap-based support 
values in phylogenetic analyses. In order to further evaluate the support values of 
the nodes, the gene concordance factor (gCF) and the site concordance factor (sCF) 
were calculated for each node as implemented in IQ-Tree2 (Minh et al. 2020) for 
the nucleotide dataset (Figure 1). In addition, this method calculates a discordance 
factor value which is useful in the interpretation of the concordance factor results. 
The gDF (or sDF) measures the proportion of genes (or sites) which support a 
topology with one Nearest Neighbor Interchange (NNI) distance away. A variation 
of gCF was also calculated where, in place of gene trees, partition trees were used 
(here we call it partition concordance factor, pCF). The same way gCF and sCF 
measure the proportion of genes and sites, respectively, which support a split in the 
tree, the pCF measure the proportion of the partitions supporting a split. The 
resulting trees were visualized and rooted in FigTree v1.4.3 (Rambaut 2016) using 
the outgroups. The rooting point were chosen as the branch leading to the 
Notodontidae samples based on other studies (Regier et al. 2009, 2013; Zahiri et al. 
2011). 
Most of the bioinformatic pipelines were run using the resources provided by SNIC 
through Uppsala Multidisciplinary Center for Advanced Computational Science 
(UPPMAX) under Project SNIC 2018-8-347. All data in the supplementary 
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material, the assembled genomes, the alignments and the results can be found and 
downloaded from the GitHub repository: github.com/Hamidhrg/Erebidae. 
Results 
Genome assembly 
We successfully prepared libraries and whole genome sequenced 47 old genomic 
DNA extracts from all the major subfamilies of Erebidae. The mean number of 
obtained raw reads per library was 45 Million reads ranging from 16 to 107 (Table 
1). The assembled genomes had a mean N50 of 1,568 bp ranging from 284 to 4,579 
and a mean N90 of 394 bp, ranging from 58 to 1,015. The GC content of the 
assembled genomes varied between 33.5% and 40.3% with a mean of 36%. The 
average contig length was between 159 bp to 1,931 bp (mean of 790 bp). The total 
assembly size varied between 202 Mbp and 1,622 Mbp (Suplementary Table 1). 
Using the MESPA pipeline, we successfully recovered and aligned the 330 gene set. 
After manually checking and filtering, the final dataset consisted of 76 taxa and 208 
genes (11 mitochondrial and 197 nuclear) with a total length of 159,546 sites. 
Phylogenetic analyses 
The result of ModelFinder merged the 208 possible gene-partitions of the nucleotide 
dataset into 44 partitions and into 45 partitions for the amino acid dataset. The best 
partitioning scheme and substitution models is shown in the Supplementary 
materials. SH-like and UFBoot2 support values performed similarly in the majority 
of the cases. As mentioned in IQ-TREE2 manual, values of SH-like ≥ 80 and 
UFBoot2 ≥ 90 are considered as well-supported clades. The gCF and sCF values 
are however more complex to interpret. In general, both concordance factor values 
were recovered as relatively low in this analysis. The pCF value was generally 
higher than the other two concordance factor values. 
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Figure 1: The ML tree of Erebidae. Terminal taxa are coloured based on the subfamilies they belong to. Species names 
marked by a star* are sequenced in this study. The pCF, gCF and sCF values are placed by the corresponding nodes. 
Species Rhesalia imparata, Colobochyla salicalis, Epitausa dilina and Schistorhynx argentistriga are not placed into 
any subfamily. 
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Discussion 
Old DNA extract phylogenomics 
In this study we successfully managed to sequence whole genomes of Erebidae moth 
samples using >10 year old genomic extracts. The DNA solutions were stored in a 
normal refrigerator in the lab at 4°C. The samples were stored in the original elution 
buffer or MilliQ water without any special treatment prior to storing them. Many of 
the samples had completely dried out. We resuspended the DNA molecules by 
adding 50 ul of MilliQ water to the apparently empty microtubes. Some of these 
samples did not show a clear smear of DNA when run on an electrophoretic gel, 
probably due to very low DNA concentrations. Despite the apparent lack of DNA, 
library preparation was successful, and the sequenced DNA clearly belonged to the 
species in question.  
Using existing DNA extracts for genomic-level work is still not a common practice, 
although current restrictions in many biodiverse countries make sampling fresh 
specimens difficult. Apart from the costs of a new sampling campaign and DNA 
extraction, in many cases it is inhibitively complicated to obtain the necessary 
permits for such sampling. This is especially important since the implementation of 
Nagoya Protocol (NP) by many countries. Without entering the debate about the 
effects of such measures (See Neumann et al. 2018), it is clear that NP affects many 
researchers who have encountered very time-consuming practical issues in order to 
obtain the proper permits. A practical solution to reduce the unnecessary costs of 
sampling and getting the permits for it, could be to use specimens collected with the 
necessary permits in the past, which are now stored in refrigerators and freezers 
around the world. This solution has been proposed already by some researchers 
showing the importance of natural history museums and public collections (Sproul 
and Maddison 2017; Allio et al. 2020; Call 2020; Twort et al. 2020). Here we show 
that it is even possible to bring one step forward the approach proposed by these 
researchers making use of the extracted DNA available in numerous laboratories 
around the world. The costs of our approach are reasonably low when considering 
the amount of data created, especially considering that the cost of sampling and 
DNA extraction is zero. In this work we recovered slightly over 200 genes due to 
time constraints. However, it is possible to extract many more markers from the 
same assemblies, e.g. all protein-coding genes. The genomic results of this project 
have also been used in a parallel study to explore the diversity of symbionts within 
these species (Chapter 5). 
This approach has some limitations also. The quality of our assemblies is relatively 
low and are not suitable for studies which need chromosome quality assemblies. 
Another important observation of our results is that even if we recover a relatively 
high number of the markers of interest, a significant number of them are incomplete 
or they are in short pieces which need to be manually assembled. This might be due 
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to many factors. Degraded DNA, contamination, repetitive sequences and skewed 
base frequencies are among the main factors affecting the assembly and therefore 
can cause the incomplete data observed here. Although here we based our library 
preparation only on short insert sizes (~300 bp) we had to sonicate the original DNA 
to homogenize our sequencing run. The mean amount of raw data obtained for each 
library was 13.5 Gb. Considering an average genome size of 0.5 Gb for Lepidoptera 
(Hanrahan and Johnston 2011; Triant et al. 2018) and a library size of 300bp (PE 
150bp), in theory, we could achieve a mean coverage of 27x for each genome. In 
this rough calculation many factors reduce the efficiency as mentioned before. In 
practice we expect the coverage to be two to three times lower than that. This is 
usually translated into a lower quality assembly. Our approach was sufficient to 
extract the protein coding markers to study the phylogenetic relationships of the 
group. We did observe quite high molecular weight fragments in the DNA extracts, 
and one possibility left to be explored is using long read sequencing platforms (e.g. 
PacBio) to increase the quality of assemblies from old DNA extracts.  
Many recent phylogenetic studies have used HTS approaches. These methods use 
different sources of -omic data. Some studies use transcriptomes (e.g. Borner et al. 
2014; Bazinet et al. 2017; Naumenko et al. 2017; Price and Bhattacharya 2017; 
Leduc-Robert and Maddison 2018; Foley et al. 2019; Kawahara et al. 2019), others 
use whole-genomes (e.g. Sims et al. 2009; Bonaventura et al. 2010; Karnkowska et 
al. 2016; Cloutier et al. 2019) or TE methods (Young et al. 2016; Dietrich et al. 
2017; Dornburg et al. 2017; Espeland et al. 2018; Godwin et al. 2018; Haddad et al. 
2018). Another interesting point in favour of our approach is that we can potentially 
mine the obtained genomes for the markers used in all of these alternative 
approaches which allow us to have access to a broader range of genetic resources. 
Phylogeny 
The obtained phylogenetic tree (Figure 1) is by far the best resolved phylogenetic 
hypothesis for the family with respect to the deep nodes. In our result the subfamily 
Eulepidotinae is recovered with high support as the sister group to the rest of the 
family. This result is different from the Zahiri et al. (2012) placing the subfamily 
Scoliopteryginae as the sister group to the rest of the family (not supported). The 
next group in diverging is a well-supported clade comprising subfamilies 
Hypocalinae and Scoliopteryginae. Although the placement of these two 
subfamilies as the sister group of each other is well supported, their phylogenetical 
position as being the sister group to the rest of Erebidae (apart from Eulepidotinae) 
is not supported.  
We sequenced four unplaced taxa, Rhesala imparata, Colobochyla salicalis, 
Epitausa dilina, and Schistorhynx argentistriga. Rhesala imparata forms a well-
supported sister lineage to the subfamilies Anobinae and Rivulinae, a result also 
found by Zahiri et al. (2012). Despite high support for the placement of R. imparata, 
the pCF value suggests that an alternative placement one NNI move away (for a 
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more detailed discussion see Minh et al. 2020) is equally supported (Figure 2). This 
result suggest that Rhesala represents an undescribed subfamily within Erebidae. 
The placement of the species Colobochyla salicalis as the sister group to the 
subfamily Hypeninae represents a similar situation. This well-supported 
relationship is also observed in Zahiri et al. (2012). In contrast, the relatively well-
supported placement of the species Epitausa dilina as the sister group to the 
subfamily Lymantriinae is very different to the result in Zahiri et al. (2012), who 
found it to be close to the subfamily Calpinae with low support. The subfamilies 
Pangraptinae, Aganainae, Herminiinae, Arctinae and the species Schistorhynx 
argentistriga form a well-supported clade which is also observed in Zahiri et al. 
(2012). The subfamily Pangraptinae is recovered as monophyletic with relatively 
low UFBoot2 support value, although all the other support measures support it, but 
its position as the sister group to the other members of this clade is well supported. 
The species S. argentistriga is recovered as the sister group to the remaining three 
subfamilies Arctiinae, Herminiinae and Aganainae with poor support. The only 
subfamily which is not recovered monophyletic is Aganainae which appeared 
paraphyletic but poorly supported. We believe to improve the support values and to 
clarify the relationships within this part of the three probably a better taxon sampling 
within Aganainae and Pangraptinae will have a major effect as Arctiinae is relatively 
well sampled. Within Arctiinae The well-supported positioning of the tribes 
Lithosiini, Amerilini, Syntomini and Arctiini is in concordance with other studies 
of this subfamily (Zahiri et al. 2012; Zaspel et al. 2014; Rönkä et al. 2016; Dowdy 
et al. 2020). 
The placement of Calpinae as the sister group to the rest of the tree is similar to 
Zahiri et al. (2012) and similarly not well supported. Further up the tree, Erebinae 
is placed as the sister group to Toxocampinae, Tinoliinae, Boletobiinae, 
Scolecocampinae and Hypenodinae with high support. Within the subfamily 
Erebinae, the position of the species  Acantholipes circumdata (tribe Acantholipini) 
as the sister group to the rest of the subfamily, is in concordance with Homziak et 
al. (2019) using an anchored hybrid enrichment (AHE) approach. The well-
supported placement of the species Sypnoides fumosa (tribe Sypnini) is also 
reported in the literature (Zahiri et al. 2012; Homziak et al. 2019). It is interesting 
to observe low support values in UFBoot2 (Figure 1) and concordance factors 
(Figure 2) in the rest of the subfamily although it is a a more recent part of the tree. 
This might be a sign of low taxon sampling in this part as apparently in Homziak et 
al. (2019) this part is well resolved with more terminal taxa. 
The subfamily Toxocampinae is placed with high support as the sister group to 
Tinoliinae, Boletobiinae, Scolecocampinae and Hypenodinae. It is interesting to 
observe that, even if not supported at all, Zahiri et al. (2012) recovered the same 
pattern with extremely short internal branches. In the rest of the tree 
Scolecocampinae and Hypenodinae form a well-supported clade but its relationship 
with Boletobiinae and Tinoliinae is not well supported (Figure 1 and 2). 
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Figure 2: Concordance factors within Erebidae phylogenetic tree as obtained from IQ-Tree2. pCF is the partition 
concordance factor and gCF the gene concordance factor. pDF is any of the two partition discordance factors and gDF, 
similarly, any of the two gene discordance factors. 
The interpretation of the concordance factor support values is complex. Here we 
applied both sCF and gCF to our analysis in addition to a variation of gCF 
considering each partition as a gene (figure 1 and 2). The sCF method was quite 
poor in informing us how sites supported deep nodes, especially because in the 
majority of the cases the differences between the sCF and sDF values were very 
small. We believe that sCF is very difficult to use in a comparative way. Most of 
the sCF values in our study scored less than 50% (Figure 3). Considering that a 33% 
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sCF corresponds to a random distribution of nucleotide site support for nodes, our 
result suggests that a large majority of the nodes have no support from individual 
sites, which is clearly not in line with our other measures of support. The gCF seems 
a better option and slightly easier to interpret. Here, as our genetic markers vary 
radically in size with some of them being relatively short, we used a modified gCF 
where we combined the genes into bigger clusters using the ModelFinder’s best 
partitioning scheme. This partition based concordance factor (pCF) seemed to 
perform slightly better than the gCF (Figure 2).  
 
Figure 3: The interaction of site concordance factor (sCF) and gene concordance factor (gCF) with UFBoot2 values.  
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Conclusion 
In this study we successfully sequenced whole genomes of Erebidae moths from 47 
DNA extracts that were over 10 years old, demonstrating the high value of this 
resource for HTS approaches. This has a high importance in many cases where fresh 
sampling is not possible due to legislative or economic reasons. In addition, we 
show the power of a manually curated gene set alignment to resolve a complex 
phylogenetic relationship due to short internal branches. 
The number and diversity of the sequenced genomes of this moth family increased 
substantially passing from only 7 species from 3 subfamilies to 54 species from 18 
subfamilies. We offer the best resolved deep phylogenetic hypothesis for Erebidae 
moths up to date. We found that the subfamily Eulepidotinae is the sister group to 
all the other members of the family. We resolved the relationship between numerous 
subfamilies for the first time. For further studies we believe a more complete taxon 
sampling is needed specially in Aganainae, Pangraptinae, Erebinae, Tinoliinae and 
Boletobiinae. And finally, exploring the concordance factors, all of them being very 
complex to interpret, we believe the gCF or its variation, pCF, is more useful than 
sCF. 
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Abstract 
Many technological advances have affected the life sciences, but very few of them 
as much as the discovery of polymerase chain reaction or PCR. The ease and 
reliability of PCR allowed many researchers an invaluable access to molecular 
genetic data. The use of molecular data in order to study evolutionary history of 
different organisms, revolutionised the field of systematics. Now with the 
appearance of high throughput sequencing (HTS) technologies more and more 
genetic sequence data is available. One of the important sources of genetic data for 
phylogenetic analyses has always been mitochondrial DNA. The limitations of 
mitochondrial DNA for phylogenetic studies has been thoroughly studied in the age 
of single locus phylogenetic studies. Now with the appearance of genomic scale 
data, more and more mitochondrial genomes are available. Here we assemble 47 
mitochondrial genomes using whole genome Illumina short reads of samples of 
family Erebidae (Lepidoptera), in order to evaluate the accuracy of use of 
mitochondrial genome in resolving deep phylogenetic relationships. We find the 
inadequacy of mitochondrial genomes resolving subfamily level relationships in 
Erebidae, but given good taxon sampling, we see its potential in resolving lower 
level phylogenetic relationships. 
Key words: Erebidae, phylogenomics, mitochondrial genome, Lepidoptera 
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Introduction 
The ability to study the evolutionary histories of organisms has been revolutionized 
by the appearance and broad applicability of molecular methods. This ability to infer 
phylogenetic relationships based on molecular data was a major step forward in our 
understanding compared to traditional morphological comparative methods. 
Mitochondrial genomes offered the first possibility to use genomic scale data to 
infer phylogenetic hypotheses early in the history of molecular systematics. The 
newly accessible mitogenomic approach saw a rise in its use for resolving deep 
phylogenetic relationships, in arthropods and in other groups (Nardi 2003; Simon 
and Hadrys 2013; Song et al. 2016). Since the beginning of the popularization of 
such methods, some groups questioned the limitations of mitochondrial genetic data 
for resolving deep phylogenetic relationships (Zardoya and Meyer 1996; Cameron 
et al. 2004; Talavera and Vila 2011). Nevertheless, many studies used this source of 
information to resolve phylogenetic relationships of varied evolutionary depth. 
Some studies focused on the relationships within a superorder (Cameron et al. 2009; 
Talavera and Vila 2011; Li et al. 2015), an order (Cameron et al. 2007; Fenn et al. 
2008; Dowton et al. 2009; Kim et al. 2011; Timmermans et al. 2014; López-López 
and Vogler 2017; Yang et al. 2019), a family (Chen et al. 2014, 2020b; Yang et al. 
2015; Li et al. 2018, 2020; Xu et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2020) or shallower 
relationships.  
The phylogenetic depth of a relationship affects the amount of phylogenetic signal 
coded in the molecular data. In general, markers with higher mutation rates are only 
informative for the shallower evolutionary relationships or recent divergences. For 
clades splitting deeper in time, these fast-evolving markers tend to accumulate too 
many saturated sites and therefore tend to not resolve their phylogenetic relationship 
accurately. On the other hand, for markers having a very low mutation rate, a 
phylogenetic relationship can be too shallow for the marker to accumulate enough 
changes and have enough phylogenetic signal. Mitochondrial genomes usually 
contain relatively homogenous molecular markers in term of mutation rate (Brower 
1994). Also, the lack of recombination in mitochondrial genomes means that in 
practice mitochondrial DNA behaves as a single genetic marker with a unique 
evolutionary history. In addition, the mitochondrial genome is only maternally 
inherited, meaning that it has an effective population size one fourth of the nuclear 
genome. Therefore, mitochondrial markers can be misleading in cases of 
hybridization and are more affected by demographic factors than nuclear markers. 
The first approaches to sequence the mitochondrial genomes used PCR to amplify 
long pieces of overlapping molecules, Sanger sequencing the long molecules and 
manually assembling the sequence data. The labour intensiveness and pricy nature 
of these methods, made the mitochondrial genomes out of reach for many research 
groups. With the appearance of High Throughput Sequencing (HTS) methods, the 
price per bp of sequencing data is dropping considerably. Therefore, it is currently 
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easier and more economical to obtain an even higher number of mitochondrial 
genomes. The modern-day ease of sequencing mitochondrial genomes has caused a 
rise in the publication of single genomes practically without addressing any research 
question. Some authors have already started to respond to these poor scientific 
practices by publishing a larger number of mitochondrial genomes with a clear 
question at the phylogenetic depths which the markers are proven to have enough 
phylogenetic signal (e.g. Chen et al. 2020a). 
Considering the characteristics of a mitochondrial genome as a phylogenetic 
marker, the question of the phylogenetic depths where this marker is useful arises. 
Also important is the question if this important genetic marker can reliably resolve 
phylogenetic relationships in groups which have experienced rapid radiations. In 
case of rapid radiations, during a short period of time, numerous lineages arise. 
Resolving phylogenetic relationships in past rapid radiation events is challenging 
due to the fact that the marker should be fast evolving enough to accumulate enough 
changes during the rapid radiation, but slow enough to not saturate the signal 
afterwards. One of the groups which present such challenging phylogenetic 
dilemmas is the moth family Erebidae. 
Erebidae is one of most diverse families of moths and butterflies (Lepidoptera) with 
over 24,500 species described (van Nieukerken et al. 2011). In the most complete 
phylogenetic study of the group to date (Zahiri et al. 2012), many very short 
branches are recovered at the deeper levels which suggested a rapid radiation event. 
The relationships at the subfamily level within Erebidae are poorly resolved 
probably due to the lack of phylogenetic signal in the markers used.  
Here we assemble mitochondrial genome of 47 species of Erebidae representing all 
the subfamilies and major lineages based on the most recent phylogenetic 
hypotheses in order to capture all the deepest nodes within the family. We compare 
the obtained phylogenetic hypotheses with known and supported relationships 
recovered in other studies to evaluate the phylogenetic range of accuracy of 
mitochondrial genome as a marker. 
Material and Methods 
Taxon sampling  
In this study we use the reads obtained from low coverage whole genome 
sequencing of 47 Erebidae moths (Table 1) obtained in the chapter 3. The taxon 
choice has been made in order to recover all the deepest nodes within the subfamilies 
and the major lineages in the Erebidae family. This allows us to focus mainly on the 
deep short branches which are usually the unresolved part of the tree for this family 
in published phylogenetic hypotheses. We also downloaded all the available 
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Erebidae mitochondrial genomes from GenBank (43 genomes). A total of 19 
mitochondrial genomes were also used as outgroups which consisted of 11 
Noctuidae, 4 Notodontidae, 3 Nolidae and one Euteliidae (Table 2).  
Table 1: List of species used in this study. In column “circular” it is stated whether the result of Novoplasty was a circular 
genome (Yes) or a linear one which we manually circularized (Yes*) or not (No). Length is in base pair (bp). #tRNA is 
the number of tRNA recognized by MITOS. ** This genome was manually circularized, and bordering the overlapping 
region 2 tRNAs were repeated. 
# Codes Species circular Length #tRNA GC% AT% 
1 MM00407 Scoliopteryx libatrix Yes* 15617 22 19.4 80.6 
2 RZ103 Rema costimacula Yes 15668 22 19.3 80.7 
3 RZ104 Saroba pustulifera Yes 15731 22 19.5 80.5 
4 RZ105 Hypocala deflorata No 14428 19 18.8 81.2 
5 RZ11 Erebus ephesperis Yes 15688 22 18.6 81.4 
6 RZ111 Platyjionia mediorufa Yes 15329 22 19.9 80.1 
7 RZ119 Schistorhynx argentistriga Yes* 16660 27 19.5 80.5 
8 RZ13 Gonitis involuta Yes 15695 22 19.2 80.8 
9 RZ138 Micronoctua sp. Yes 15466 22 19 81 
10 RZ149 Hypopyra capensis Yes 15702 22 19.1 80.9 
11 RZ159 Rivula ochrea No 14510 19 18.2 81.8 
12 RZ18 Masca abactalis Yes 15562 22 19.5 80.5 
13 RZ180 Nodaria verticalis No 14175 18 18.5 81.5 
14 RZ21 Ophiusa coronata Yes 15762 22 18.8 81.2 
15 RZ22 Azeta ceramina Yes 15696 22 19 81 
16 RZ248 Acantholipes circumdata Yes 16224 25 20.7 79.3 
17 RZ265 Rhesala imparata Yes 15583 22 18.4 81.6 
18 RZ268 Mecodina praecipua Yes 15501 22 19 81 
19 RZ271 Idia aemula No 15464 22 18.8 81.2 
20 RZ28 Brunia antica Yes 15489 22 19.4 80.6 
21 RZ3 Laspeyria flexula Yes 15583 22 20.1 79.9 
22 RZ30 Creatonotos transiens Yes 15569 22 18.9 81.1 
23 RZ313 Sypnoides fumosa Yes 15527 22 19.4 80.6 
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24 RZ331 Tinolius eburneigutta No 15026 21 19.1 80.9 
25 RZ332 Anoba anguliplaga No 14835 20 18.9 81.1 
26 RZ336 Calyptra hokkaida Yes 15562 22 18.3 81.7 
27 RZ337 Oraesia excavata Yes 15769 22 18.6 81.4 
28 RZ34 Nygmia plana No 14479 19 19.1 80.9 
29 RZ367 Hypena baltimoralis No 14724 20 19.6 80.4 
30 RZ389 Tamsia hieroglyphica Yes 15598 22 20 80 
31 RZ39 Ericeia subcinerea Yes* 15880 24** 19.7 80.3 
32 RZ4 Colobochyla salicalis Yes 16449 22 18.5 81.5 
33 RZ40 Pangrapta bicornuta Yes* 15957 22 18.1 81.9 
34 RZ404 Amerila astreus Yes 15519 22 19.6 80.4 
35 RZ41 Metaemene atrigutta Yes 15629 22 20.5 79.5 
36 RZ42 Luceria striata Yes 15383 22 20.1 79.9 
37 RZ44 Asota heliconia Yes 15446 22 19.9 80.1 
38 RZ48 Sympis rufibasis Yes 15572 22 18.5 81.5 
39 RZ56 Phyllodes eyndhovii Yes 15612 22 18.2 81.8 
40 RZ57 Lygephila maxima Yes 15591 22 19.3 80.7 
41 RZ58 Melipotis jucunda Yes* 16616 22 18.5 81.5 
42 RZ59 Panopoda rufimargo Yes 15986 22 18.8 81.2 
43 RZ8 Syntomis phegea Yes 15534 22 18.9 81.1 
44 RZ89 Arctornis sp. Yes 15506 22 21.4 78.6 
45 RZ9 Scolecocampa liburna Yes 15580 22 18.9 81.1 
46 RZ93 Epitausa dilina Yes 15440 22 18.7 81.3 
47 RZ94 Alesua etialis Yes 15198 19 17.7 82.3 
 
MtGenome assembly 
In order to assemble the mitochondrial genomes (de novo) we have used Novoplasty 
(Dierckxsens et al. 2016) on all samples. For this analysis the raw forward and 
reverse read files were used with a kmer of 21. This approach gave a clean circular 
genome in 34 samples (72%). In an additional 5 samples (11%) the result was 
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sufficient to manually circularize them in Geneious 10.2.6 (Kearse et al. 2012). The 
remaining 8 samples (17%) did not result with an assembled mitogenome using this 
approach probably due to their lower depth of sequencing. For these remaining 
samples, we used Prinseq 0.20.4 (Schmieder and Edwards 2011) to remove the reads 
containing ambiguous bases. We then cleaned the reads to remove low quality bases 
from the beginning (LEADING: 3) and end (TRAILING: 3) and reads less than 30 
bp in length in Trimmomatic 0.38 (Bolger et al. 2014). Quality was measured for 
sliding windows of 4 bp and had to be greater than PHRED 25 on average. Then on 
the cleaned reads, we used the mirabait option in MIRA 4.0.2 (Chevreux et al. 1999, 
2004) to find the reads corresponding to mitochondrial DNA. The mitochondrial 
reads were de novo assembled using three simultaneous approaches, the Geneious 
de novo assembler, SPAdes assembler 3.10.0 (Nurk et al. 2013) and plasmidSPAdes 
(Antipov et al. 2016), all of them implemented in Geneious. For each sample, all 
the contigs over 500 bp were aligned to a reference MtGenome of another species 
of Erebidae. Then the consensus sequence of the alignment was used as a reference 
to map the mitochondrial reads in Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg 2012) as 
implemented in Geneious with default parameters. All the resulting assembled 
genomes were annotated using MITOS (Bernt et al. 2013). 
Phylogenetic analyses 
Eleven protein coding genes (PCG) were extracted from all mitochondrial genomes. 
This dataset includes the genes coding for ATP synthase membrane subunit 6 
(ATP6), cytochrome c oxidase subunit I to III (COI-III), cytochrome b (Cytb), 
NADH dehydrogenase 1 to 5 (ND1 - ND5) and the NADH-ubiquinone 
oxidoreductase chain 4L (ND4L). We excluded two genes (ATP8 and ND6) from 
our dataset as they did not align properly. Each gene was aligned separately using 
MAFFT v7.450 (Katoh 2002; Katoh and Standley 2013) as implemented in 
Geneious with default options. After the revision and manually correction of the 
alignments, they have been uploaded to a private database VoSeq (Peña and Malm 
2012). Using VoSeq database application, we created a nucleotide concatenated 
dataset (nc) with a total length of 10,245 bp and an amino acid dataset (aa) of 3,415 
characters.  
We ran maximum likelihood (ML) analyses with both nc (partitioned by gene and 
codon position) and aa (partitioned by gene) datasets using IQ-TREE 2.0.6 (Nguyen 
et al. 2015). In both analyses the best substitution model and partitioning scheme 
was selected by ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy et al. 2017) with “-m 
MFP+MERGE” option. We evaluated the node supports with 5000 ultrafast 
bootstrap approximations (UFBoot2) and 1000 SH-like approximate likelihood 
ratio test (Guindon et al. 2010; Hoang et al. 2018) using the “-B 5000 -alrt 1000” 
option. We used the “-bnni” option to reduce the risk of overestimating branch 
supports in ultrafast bootstrap approximation analysis. Additionally we tested the 
best partitioning scheme for the nucleotide dataset partitioned by gene only in 
PartitionFinder2 (Lanfear et al. 2017). In this analysis we limited the tested models 
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with the option “models = mrbayes”. The obtained partitioning scheme was used to 
perform a Bayesian phylogenetic analysis in MrBayes 3.2.7 (Ronquist et al. 2012). 
This analysis ran for two independent runs of 107 generations sampling every 103 
steps. This analysis was repeated five times. The convergence of the runs were 
checked in Tracer 1.7.1 (Rambaut et al. 2018). The resulting trees were visualized 
and rooted in FigTree v1.4.3 (Rambaut 2016) using the outgroups. The COI gene 
was extracted from all the assembled genome to compare with the sequences 
obtained with Sanger sequencing as an extra quality control. 
 
Table 2: List of the Outgroups used in this study and their GenBank accession number (GB). 
# Family Species GB 
1 Euteliidae Anigraea rubida SRR1299755 
2 Noctuidae Mythimna separata NC_023118 
3 Noctuidae Sesamia inferens NC_015835 
4 Noctuidae Spodoptera frugiperda SRR3406055 
5 Noctuidae Helicoverpa zea SRX371342 
6 Noctuidae Agrotis segetum SRR1231960 
7 Noctuidae Athetis lepigone SRR796575 
8 Noctuidae Trichoplusia ni ??? 
9 Noctuidae Helicoverpa armigera SRR1565435 
10 Noctuidae Chrysodeixis includens SRR2049082 
11 Noctuidae Heliothis subflexa ERR738599 
12 Noctuidae Mythimna separata SRR5115697 
13 Nolidae Gabala argentata NC_026842 
14 Nolidae Risoba prominens NC_026841 
15 Nolidae Manoba major SRR1300145 
16 Notodontidae Ochrogaster lunifer   NC_011128 
17 Notodontidae Phalera flavescens   NC_016067 
18 Notodontidae Notoplusia minuta SRR1299746 
19 Notodontidae Thaumetopoea pityocampa SRR1284701 
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The software Mira and Novoplasty were run using the resources provided by SNIC 
through Uppsala Multidisciplinary Center for Advanced Computational Science 
(UPPMAX) under Project SNIC 2018-8-347. The software PartitionFinder2 and 
MrBayes were run using the CIPRES Science Gateway infrastructures (Miller et al. 
2010). All data in the supplementary material, the alignment, the annotated genomes 
and the results can be found and downloaded from the GitHub repository: 
github.com/Hamidhrg/ErebidMtGenome. 
Results 
From the total number of 47 obtained genomes, 34 were fully assembled as 
circularized genomes. For the base frequency and basic genome composition result 
we only focus on the 34 good quality genomes. They varied in length from 15,198 
bp in the sample RZ94 to 16,449 bp in the sample RZ4. Their AT base frequency 
ranged between 78.6% in RZ89 to 82.3% in RZ94. Their tRNA number was 
between 19 in RZ94 to 25 in RZ248 (Table 1). The annotated genomes are available 
through our online GitHub repository. 
The ModelFinder in IQ-Tree2 merged the 33 possible partitions of the nucleotide 
dataset into 13 and found their corresponding best substitution models (Table 3). 
The partition sizes ranged between 96 to 1,411 bp (788 bp mean partition size). In 
total the dataset included 4,789 phylogenetically informative sites. 
The ML analysis of the nc dataset resulted in the best resolved tree (Figure 1). Our 
samples of Erebidae in comparison to the selected outgroups resulted in a well-
supported monophyletic group. All the other families used as outgroups were also 
recovered as monophyletic with more or less high support. Within Erebidae, the 
subfamily Lymantriinae was recovered as monophyletic and as the sister group to 
all other species of the family (not supported). The subfamilies Arctiinae and 
Erebinae were each recovered as monophyletic respectively with high support. 
In contrast the ML analysis of aa dataset resulted in very anomalous trees. First of 
all, it appeared very sensitive to missing data. Therefore, 3 samples with the highest 
amount of missing data were deleted from the dataset and a new analysis was run. 
The resulting tree improved very slightly, however it was still very anomalous. In 
the case of the Bayesian inference (BI) in MrBayes, all of the ten chains (five runs 
of 2 independent chains) reached the stationary phase but none of the runs 
converged with each other. The analysis was repeated for a longer (up to 108) 
generation number and with a higher temperature (up to temp = 0.7) resulting in the 
same issue. 
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Table 3: The list of available genomic information retrieved from public online repositories. 
Partition Markers Length (bp) Infor Invar Model 
1 ATP6_pos1, COII_pos1, COIII_pos1, CytB_pos1 1083 397 592 GTR+F+R7 
2 ATP6_pos2, COI_pos2, COII_pos2 965 139 758 GTR+F+R7 
3 ATP6_pos3 227 197 15 TPM2+F+I+G4 
4 COI_pos1 510 130 345 GTR+F+I+G4 
5 COI_pos3, COII_pos3, ND3_pos3 847 580 227 TIM+F+R5 
6 COIII_pos2, CytB_pos2, ND2_pos2, ND3_pos2 1039 218 705 TVM+F+R4 
7 COIII_pos3, CytB_pos3 628 572 29 TPM3+F+R7 
8 ND1_pos1, ND4_pos1, ND4L_pos1, ND5_pos1 1411 599 635 GTR+F+R5 
9 ND1_pos2, ND4_pos2, ND4L_pos2, ND5_pos2 1411 310 950 GTR+F+R5 
10 ND1_pos3, ND4_pos3, ND5_pos3 1315 1090 93 TIM+F+R7 
11 ND2_pos1, ND3_pos1 411 210 133 GTR+F+R5 
12 ND2_pos3 302 269 13 GTR+F+I+G4 
13 ND4L_pos3 96 78 4 GTR+F+I+G4 
Total  10245 4789 4499  
 
Discussion 
The most complete study focused on Erebidae up to date is the phylogeny of the 
family published by Zahiri et al. (2012). Using seven nuclear and one mitochondrial 
marker (for a total of 6,407 bp) they inferred a phylogenetic hypothesis with 
numerous unsupported short branches which did not resolve the relationship 
between different subfamilies and tribes. In chapter 3 we use some of the same 
specimens as used in Zahiri et al. (2012) to perform a whole genome sequencing 
approach to resolve the mentioned unsupported deep nodes. Here we will use the 
result of both Zahiri et al. (2012) and chapter 3 of this thesis, to evaluate the 
resolution of our dataset and its power in answering unresolved phylogenetic 
relationships within Erebidae. 
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Figure 1: The ML tree obtained using the nc dataset in IQ-Tree2. The clade coloured in blue is the one corresponding 
to Lymantriinae subfamily, green Erebinae and orange Arctiinae. Black circles represent highly supported nodes, grey 
supported nodes, white low support and red not supported nodes. The outgroup clade is coloured in grey. 
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In Zahiri et al. (2012) the outgroup was formed by the same families chosen in this 
study. Therefore, we rooted the tree the same way to place Notodontidae as the sister 
group to the rest of the families (Nolidae, Eutelidae, Noctuidae and Erebidae). 
Within Erebidae we find that mitochondrial genomic data were not able to resolve 
the relationships of subfamilies with any confidence. The first group diverging from 
the rest of Erebidae in our study corresponds to the subfamily Lymantriinae. The 
position of this species as the sister group to the rest of the family is not supported 
in our study. Zahiri et al. (2012) do not find Lymantriinae in the same position but 
also in that study its position is not supported. In the chapter 3 on the other hand the 
family Eulepidotinae was recovered as the sister group to all other Erebidae 
subfamilies.   Branch lengths within the Lymantriinae clade appear to be longer than 
in the rest of the tree. This could be due to the difference in taxon sampling within 
this clade compared to the rest of the tree (Fig. 1). The support values of the nodes 
in this clade could appear high at first, but after further attention it is clear that the 
high support values only correspond to the relationships within the same genus and 
not between the different genera. Wang et al. (2015) studied this subfamily using 
eight molecular markers. In the mentioned study the relationship between different 
tribes are poorly supported. The most basal clade in that study is the tribe Daplasini 
which we did not include in our dataset. The second basal clade in their study 
corresponds to the tribe Arctornithini which is in concordance with our results.    
Within the subfamily Erebinae there is a lack of support for the resolution of the 
relationships between different genera. The placement of Acantholipes circumdata 
(Acantholipini) as the sister group of the rest of the subfamily is also recovered in 
Homziak et al. (2019) and in the chapter three of this thesis. Homziak et al. (2019) 
used anchored hybrid enrichment (AHE) phylogenomics to resolve the deep node 
relationships within this subfamily. The position of the species Sypnoides fumosa 
(Sypnini) in Erebinae clade is in concordance with Zahiri et al. (2012), Homziak et 
al. (2019) and the chapter three. The rest of the relationships within the subfamily 
are poorly resolved and do not agree with the mentioned studies. 
The relationships within Arctiinae are better supported and appear to be better 
resolved. The clade composed by Cyana sp., Paraona staudingeri, Vamuna virilis, 
Eilema ussuricum and Brunia antica, representing the tribe Lithosiini, is placed as 
the sister group to the rest of the subfamily. This position of the Lithosiini tribe is 
in concordance with other studies (Zahiri et al. 2012; Zaspel et al. 2014; Rönkä et 
al. 2016; Dowdy et al. 2020). Also, the position of Amerila astreus (Amerilini), even 
though it is not supported, and the relationship of Callimorphina and Arctiina tribes 
are similar to the afore mentioned studies. 
The relationships between the subfamilies have not been resolved in any published 
phylogenetic work up to date. Zahiri et al. (2012) suggested that the short internal 
branches connecting different subfamilies and some tribes are potentially due to a 
rapid radiation. Therefore, more data and more comprehensive taxon sampling are 
needed in order to resolve these relationships which is the approach we have used 
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in the chapter three of this thesis. The results of our study show very low support 
values for these internal nodes suggesting that the amount of information coded in 
the mitochondrial genome is not enough to deal with such rapid radiations of similar 
or older ages. One of the caveats of our study is the taxon sampling in our dataset. 
Although our dataset has low taxon sampling, it is still comparable to most multi-
marker phylogenetic studies in number of species and definitely larger than most 
phylogenomic datasets. Hence, we believe that improving the taxon sampling will 
definitely improve the phylogenetic resolution. Nevertheless, most probably, it will 
only affect the more recent divergence events as is visible in the better sampled 
clades in our study (e.g. Arctiinae). 
Conclusion 
The advances in sequencing technologies and the bioinformatics supporting it have 
revolutionized the molecular systematics, evolutionary biology and phylogenomics, 
among other fields. Especially with the advances in HTS, nowadays, sequencing a 
big number of mitochondrial genomes is relatively cheap and does not need much 
more infrastructure than the traditional PCR lab. This has allowed a rise in the 
number of new mitochondrial genomes being published practically on a weekly base 
in the last few years. These short publications usually publish a single new 
mitochondrial genome together with a very brief and rudimentary phylogenetic 
analysis. 
In this study we question the utility of mitochondrial genome data to resolve deeper 
phylogenetic relationships accurately, or to resolve relationships of groups 
involving rapid radiation events. Based on our findings, at least for the erebid moths, 
mitochondrial genomes are not a good enough source of information per se, to 
resolve the relationships within and between subfamilies. The relationships between 
different close tribes could potentially be studied with a high enough taxon sampling 
in Erebidae. We also show that it is clear that amino acid datasets based on 
mitochondrial protein coding genes are not useful to study phylogenetic 
relationships at this level. 
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Abstract 
Models estimate that about 80% of all butterfly and moth species host vertically 
transmitted endosymbiotic microorganisms, which can affect the host fitness, 
metabolism, reproduction, population dynamics, and genetic diversity, among 
others. The supporting empirical data are however currently highly biased towards 
the generally more colourful butterflies, and include less information about moths. 
Additionally, studies of symbiotic partners of Lepidoptera predominantly focus on 
the common bacterium Wolbachia pipientis, while infections by other inherited 
microbial partners have more rarely been investigated. Here, we mine the genomes 
of 47 species of Erebidae moths, with the aims to both inform on the diversity of 
symbionts potentially associated to this Lepidoptera group, and discuss the potential 
of metagenomic approaches to inform on such diversity. Based on the result of 
Kraken2 and Methaphlan2 analyses, we found clear evidence of the presence of 
Wolbachia in four species. Our result also suggests the presence of three other 
bacterial symbionts (Burkholderia spp., Sodalis spp. and Arsenophonus spp.), in 
three other moth species. Additionally, we recovered genomic material from 
bracovirus in about half of our samples. The detection of the latter, usually found in 
mutualistic association to braconid parasitoid wasps, may inform on host-parasite 
interactions that take place in the natural habitat of the Erebidae moths. 
Key words: Erebidae, phylogenomics, whole genome, old DNA extract, Lepidoptera 
 
2 
Introduction 
A growing scientific community now sees each organism as a community of 
interacting species rather than as an independent entity. Insects are no exception, 
and are now well-known for hosting a variety of microbial symbionts sitting both 
inside and outside the host cells. These microorganisms are at least as numerous as 
the number of host cells, and may constitute up to 10% of the host total mass 
(Douglas 2015). The effect of the symbionts on the insect hosts is as diverse as their 
taxonomy, ranging from pathogenic to obligate mutualists, and all the intermediate 
possible relationships (Dillon and Dillon 2004). This diversity has recently attracted 
the growing interest of the scientific community, but studies on insect symbiosis 
still see many biases. For example, in Lepidoptera, research in symbiosis has mostly 
focused on the most charismatic groups of colourful diurnal butterflies (Altizer et 
al. 2000; Jiggins et al. 2000; Duplouy et al. 2010) or pest species to the human 
society (Xu et al. 2014; Chen et al. 2017; Bapatla et al. 2018). In contrast, although 
the rest of Lepidoptera (commonly called moths) are highly diverse, encompassing 
no less than 130,000 species (van Nieukerken et al. 2011), the symbiont diversity in 
this group has only been investigated in a few species (Duplouy and Hornett 2018). 
High throughput sequencing technologies (HTS) now provide a relatively easy and 
cheap way to obtain large amounts of genetic data. These technologies used to 
generate genomic data are varied and broadly applicable to the widest range of 
organisms. Thereby they are currently revolutionising the accessibility to genetic 
resources for addressing questions in the natural sciences that could have been 
previously out of reach. Consequently, we currently see a fast growth in the number 
of genomes and genomic data being produced, and made freely accessible through 
online repositories.  
When generating genomic data, DNA is extracted from the study organism, either 
entirely or a specific part of it. Sequencing such material results in a mix of primary 
host specific DNA, but also DNA from other sources. These other sources 
potentially include ectosymbionts, endosymbionts, food, and/or parasites among 
others. Such genomic data open up the genomic analyses towards broader targets, 
including investigating the diversity of symbionts that might be associated to 
particular targeted hosts. 
In this study we mine the genomic data from 47 individually sequenced moth 
species from the family Erebidae to i) explore the potential diversity of symbionts 
associated to this megadiverse Lepidoptera family; ii) and to evaluate the 
exploratory power of recovering information on natural host-symbiont associations 
from the low coverage genome sequencing approaches. 
3 
Material and Methods 
Genomes  
For this study, we used 47 of the existing whole genomes of Erebidae produced for 
Chapter 3 of this thesis. The sampling information is shown in Table 1. In general, 
these genomes represent all the described subfamilies and major lineages within the 
family. The genomes where sequenced using DNA extracts that are over one-decade 
old (taken from a study by Zahiri et al. 2012), and originated from one or two legs. 
It is important to keep in mind that the genome sequencing approach generating this 
dataset is not optimized to recover the symbiont diversity of these organisms, 
therefore the diversity is likely to be systematically underestimated. 
Metagenomic analysis 
The raw reads were quality checked with FASTQC v0.11.8 (Andrews 2010). Reads 
containing ambiguous bases were removed from the dataset using Prinseq 0.20.4 
(Schmieder and Edwards 2011). Reads were cleaned to remove low quality bases 
from the beginning (LEADING: 3) and end (TRAILING: 3) and reads less than 30 
bp in length. The evaluation of read quality with a sliding window approach was 
done in Trimmomatic 0.38 (Bolger et al. 2014). Quality was measured for sliding 
windows of 4 bp and had to be greater than PHRED 25 on average. Cleaned reads 
were assigned taxonomic labels with Kraken2 (Wood and Salzberg 2014) and 
MetaPhlAn 2.0 (Segata et al. 2012). Kraken2 was run using a custom database, 
which contained the standard kraken database, the refseq viral, bacteria and plasmid 
databases and all available Lepidoptera genomes from genbank (Supplementary 
Table 1 contains a full list of taxa included), confidence threshold of 0.05, and a 
mpa style output. MetaPhIAn was run using the analysis type rel_ab_w_read_stats, 
which provides the relative abundance and an estimate of read numbers originating 
from each clade.  We visually screened the result for each sample, focusing on seven 
genera of vertically transmitted bacterial symbionts (i.e. Arsenophonus sp., 
Cardinium sp., Hamiltonella sp., Rickettsia sp., Sodalis sp., Spiroplasma sp. and 
Wolbachia sp.), one group of fungal symbionts (Microsporidia), and three types of 
viral symbionts (i.e. Wolbachia-phage WO, ichnovirus and bracovirus). This 
represents a non-exhaustive list of the maternally inherited symbionts found in 
diverse insect hosts, but covers all of those that have already been characterized 
within Lepidoptera (Duplouy and Hornett 2018). We also checked on the presence 
of the gut bacteria Burkholderia sp., which are known to confer pesticide resistance 
to their host in the pest bean bug Riportus pedestris (e.g. ‘can degrade an 
organophosphate pesticide, fenitrothion) (Kikuchi and Yumoto 2013).  
All data in the supplementary material, the tables and the results can be found and 
downloaded from the GitHub repository: github.com/Hamidhrg/ErebidSymbionts. 
4 
Results 
Metagenomic analysis 
We identified the species Idia aemula, Luceria striata, Acantholipes circumdata and 
Oraesia excavata (RZ271, RZ42, RZ248, and RZ337) as infected by Wolbachia, 
and Wolbachia-associated phage WO (Table 1). Additionally, the Illumina reads 
from the genome sequencing of sample RZ13 was also found to include 954 
Wolbachia reads, which is more than any of the clearly uninfected specimens but 
considerably less than any of the four clearly infected specimens listed above. 
Specimens RZ103 and RZ111 also included considerably more reads from Sodalis 
bacteria (9,108 and 4,395, respectively), and from Arsenophonus bacteria (1,336 
and 662, respectively), than any other samples (maximum of 50 reads in any other 
genome). A closer look at the kraken outputs from the latter two samples also 
revealed a possible infection with a Plautia stali symbiont (gammaproteobacteria; 
3,856 and 1,914 reads, respectively), which was not detected in any of the other 45 
samples. Looking for reads mapping to Burkholderia bacteria, all the samples 
presented a low number but the sample RZ30 which showed relatively higher 
number (1,995). Our Kraken and MetaPhlan analyses showed no to very few reads 
mapping to Cardinium, Hamiltonella or Spiroplasma bacteria, or to Microsporidian 
fungi, in any of the 47 metagenomes screened. Finally, we identified a considerable 
amount of reads from viruses of the polydnaviridae family, and especially of the 
Bracovirus genus, in the samples LM55 (1,288 reads), RZ18 (1,381 reads), and 
RZ44 (1,384 reads). All other samples only include less than 750 reads, and more 
often no reads, for these viruses. 
All details of the screen for the common symbionts can be found in Table 1, while 
all results from the Kraken analyses can be found in the supplementary material and 
GitHub repository. 
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Discussion 
We confidently add four moth species (I.e. Idia aemula, Luceria striata, 
Acantholipes circumdata and Oraesia excavata) to the list of species hosting the 
intracellular alpha-proteobacterial symbiont Wolbachia (Hornett and Duplouy 
2018) confirmed through two screening methods (i.e. Kraken2 and MetaPhlAn). 
With only 4/47 species (8%) found infected, this represents a lower infection rate 
than expected, as the literature suggest values between 16-79% of the studied 
lepidopteran groups infected with Wolbachia (Werren et al. 1995; Jiggins et al. 
2001; Tagami and Miura 2004; Salunke et al. 2012; Ilinsky and Kosterin 2017; 
Duplouy and Brattström 2018). The general penetrance of Wolbachia can however 
be low in different species, thus our results are most likely underestimating of the 
true infection rate within the Erebidae moths. Future broader screenings of different 
populations will provide more accurate natural infection rates for these species. 
Noticeably, we observe the presence of Wolbachia phage WO in all the samples 
where Wolbachia presence is strongly supported. The interaction of this 
bacteriophage with Wolbachia has been the focus of many eco-evolutionary studies 
in the recent years (Gavotte et al. 2006; Tanaka et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2016b, 
2016a; Kaushik et al. 2019). It is suggested that phage WO are associated with 
horizontal gene transfer in Wolbachia, and may affect the fitness of the bacterium. 
These bacteriophages have been observed in practically all the studied genomes of 
Wolbachia up to date, with very few obligate mutualistic exceptions (Gavotte et al. 
2006; Kent and Bordenstein 2010; Bordenstein and Bordenstein 2016). In the 
sample RZ13, species Gonitis involuta, a relatively high number of reads mapped 
to Wolbachia, significantly lower than in the other 4 species, and no reads were 
mapped to phage-WO. This can be due to many non-excluding factors such as 
contamination from other genomic material, the integration of Wolbachia genomic 
material (partially or entirely) in the host genome, random errors in the 
Identification of the reads as Wolbachia, low quality genomic material or a 
combination of mentioned reasons. In this particular case, the sequencing produced 
a significantly lower number of reads than other processed samples, which may 
support the idea that the sample quality was low prior to sequencing.  We however 
cannot rule out any of the other possibilities, and more studies are needed to fully 
confirm or reject the presence of Wolbachia in this species. 
The two moth samples, Rema costimacula and Platyjionia mediorufa, were of 
particular interests. Both the Kraken and the MetaPhlan analyses suggest the 
presence of the gammaproteobacteria endosymbionts, Sodalis, Arsenophonus and 
Plautia stali symbiont in both samples. Sodalis has been characterized from 
different insects, including tsetse flies (Dale et al. 2001), seal louse (Boyd et al. 
2016), pigeon louse (Fukatsu et al. 2007), loose flies (Šochová et al. 2017), aphids 
(Burke et al. 2009), seed bug (Santos-Garcia et al. 2017), weevils (Conord et al. 
2008; Toju and Fukatsu 2011), stinkbugs (Kaiwa et al. 2011), bees (Rubin et al. 
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2018), and ants (Sameshima et al. 1999), among others. To our best knowledge 
however, this is the first time the three symbionts are found in Lepidoptera (Duplouy 
and Hornett 2018). This suggest that Sodalis bacteria might affect a more diverse 
group of organisms than is currently known. We are however cautious with the 
interpretation of this result. The simple discovery of these bacteria in the genomic 
data does not inform us about the nature of the interaction, consequently this result 
should not be interpreted as a symbiotic relationship between Sodalis bacteria and 
the moths. Contamination of those two samples prior to DNA extraction is always 
possible. However, the sequenced host genetic material did not include significant 
amount of hemipteran DNA (or any other non-lepidopteran insect order): 
comparable low numbers of reads (>1,500) mapped to Hemipterans in all the 
sequenced genomes, showing a negative result.  This rule out DNA contamination 
by material from the confirmed hemipteran hosts of these three symbionts.  It is 
shown that the female brown-winged green bug, P. stali, during oviposition, smears 
excrement over the egg surface. The nymphs right after hatching, ingest the 
excrement to acquire the symbionts (Oishi et al. 2019). Therefore, a possible 
contamination source could be any contact with such excrement/egg clusters. Once 
again, studies of the symbionts in natural populations of these moth species are 
needed to fully resolve the true infection state of these species and the relationship 
with their symbionts.  
The moth species Creatonotos transiens, show the possible presence of the 
proteobacteria Burkholderia sp. Similarly to the other symbionts presented above, 
these bacteria are found in very diverse groups of organisms, from Amoebas to 
Orthoptera passing by humans, and plants (Itoh et al. 2014, 2019; Khojandi et al. 
2019; Ohbayashi et al. 2019). It was also described in the microbiota associated to 
the moth Lymantria dispar (Mason and Raffa 2014).  In the bean bug, Riptortus 
pedestris, studies have suggested that the bacteria can benefit their host by providing 
resistance to pesticides (Kikuchi et al. 2012). Although never tested, the presence of 
such Proteobacteria in moths could similarly enhance the host ability to resist 
pesticides, which could partially explain the global success of many pest moth 
species despite the development of various targeted control strategies. 
Six genomes included significantly high amounts of bracovirus reads (RZ11, RZ18, 
RZ180, RZ268, RZ271 and RZ44). Bracoviruses are a known genus of mutualistic 
viruses with a complex life cycle. Integrated in the genome of a braconid parasitic 
wasp, the bracovirus is transcribed during oviposition in a lepidopteran larvae 
(Louis et al. 2013). The presence of this viral genetic material in adult moths might 
suggest an unsuccessful infection by the parasitoid, and the survival of the larvae 
carrying the parasitic viral particles. Another potential explanation could be that the 
viral DNA is integrated into the lepidopteran genome, as it is usually found in its 
common Hymenoptera host. Only studies simultaneously investigating parasitism 
success rate and tissue tropism of the bracoviruses in the Lepidoptera and 
Hymenoptera hosts, will be able to inform on the nature of these interactions. 
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From a methodological point of view, the present study shows the successful 
exploratory approach to mine for potentially hidden associated microbial diversity 
in genomes. The present study was performed on shallow genome short reads 
obtained using Illumina platforms for the purpose of studying the phylogenomics of 
the hosts species, but similar approach can be implemented to any publicly available 
genomic datasets. The popularity of genomic scale sequence data methods, such as 
Illumina short read approach, created a wide publicly open genomic resource for the 
research community to study questions which were not directly into the focus of the 
studies generating them. On the other hand, in such studies it is very important to 
take into consideration the limitations of such approaches. One of the important 
limitations that we observed in this study is the reference datasets needed for 
programs like Kraken2. The quality and completeness of reference affects highly 
the results. Another important point is the nature and the quality of the genomes. 
Incomplete and shallow genomes are an exceptional resource for many fields as 
phylogenomics or population genomics, but they tend to present false negatives 
when mined for many symbionts. Also, the origin of the DNA used for the genome 
sequencing has an important effect in designing such studies. In this study all the 
used genomes came from DNA extracted from legs, therefore there is a methodical 
hard bias against gut fauna for example. Another important limitation of this method 
is to inform about the nature of the interaction between the organisms found in the 
genomic mix. In the majority of cases this method does not allow us to inform about 
the origin of the found organisms either. This is especially important as sample 
contamination is a known problem for molecular techniques since the appearance 
of these methods. In addition, this method is not suitable for quantification of the 
present organisms neither. The sum of all these points is the main reason we insist 
in the exploratory nature of such approaches. 
Conclusion 
As we expected, our method detects Wolbachia and the bacteriophage WO in four 
moth species, Burkholderia in one other species, and Sodalis and Arsenophonus 
simultaneously in two species. Although symbiotic associations of Lepidoptera with 
Wolbachia is likely, similar long-term associations between the three other 
symbionts and Lepidoptera have yet to be described. Similarly, we detect DNA 
material from bracoviruses that are currently only described as mutualistic 
symbionts of Hymenoptera. The true nature of these associations requires further 
experimental investigation in order to be confirmed as true symbiotic infections and 
not simple contamination. For example, the detection here of bracovirus DNA could 
suggest ecological interactions between moths and parasitoids, and the ability of the 
former to naturally resist parasitoid attack strategies. Altogether our study presents 
a method and produces material supporting testable hypotheses about the diversity 
10 
and nature of symbiotic interactions in those particular Lepidoptera species. With 
the availability of open access metagenomics databases, this field promises 
extensive and exciting opportunities to explore potentially hidden symbiotic 
diversity.  
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